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Abstract

Engineering modern software systems is a challenging task as these sys-
tems are subject to different types of uncertainties. Examples of such
uncertainties are disturbances in the environment that are difficult to
predict and goals that may change during operation. The idea of self-
adaptation is to handle these uncertainties at runtime, when the knowl-
edge becomes available to resolve them. As more software systems with
strict requirements are designed to be self-adaptive, the need for adap-
tation guarantees is becoming a high-priority concern. Providing such
guarantees with traditional architecture-based approaches has shown to
be challenging, calling for new approaches to engineer self-adaptive sys-
tems. To tackle this challenge, this thesis studies control-based software
adaptation (CBSA). CBSA applies principles from control theory to de-
sign self-adaptive software systems. More specifically, we address the
following research problem using CBSA: how to realize self-adaptive
software systems that satisfy multiple stakeholder requirements with
guarantees in the presence of uncertainties.

The thesis addresses the research problem in two subsequent stages.
The first stage focuses on satisfying multiple stakeholder requirements
of different types, and providing adaptation guarantees. This stage starts
with a systematic literature review of CBSA, which provides a compre-
hensive overview of the field, including existing CBSA approaches, ap-
plied models and controllers, and analyzed guarantees. From the review,
we identify a number of gaps in the existing research and concrete chal-
lenges in addressing the research problem. Then, we devise SimCA, a
control-theoretic approach to realize self-adaptive software systems that
satisfy multiple requirements with guarantees. SimCA combines math-
ematical models of software system, a control-based adaptation mech-
anism, and formal analysis of the required guarantees. SimCA is also
reusable, meaning that it can be applied to a family of cooperative soft-
ware systems with strict requirements.

The second research stage focuses on handling different types of un-
certainty. We first discuss the types of uncertainty and study whether
existing CBSA approaches try to deal with these types. We then intro-
duce an enhanced approach called SimCA* that includes components
to deal with uncertainty in software parameters, addition or removal of
requirements at runtime and software component interactions. In order
to obtain evidence about the applicability and reusability of SimCA and
SimCA*, we apply informal exploratory case studies with three software
systems with strict requirements from different domains.
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Research Overview
The first part of this dissertation provides a generic overview of conducted re-
search. It consists of two chapters:

• Chapter 1 gives an in-depth introduction to the research topic of this disserta-
tion. The chapter defines the problem being tackled and the research scope.
It also describes the scientific approaches being used and the research contri-
butions. The chapter concludes with a brief overview of different parts of this
dissertation.

• The research background is presented in Chapter 2. First, we provide a brief
background on self-adaptive systems. Then, we outline the principles of con-
trol theory and introduce key terms such as control-theoretical feedback loop,
setpoint, model, controller, PID, etc. Finally, we give an overview of control-
theoretical guarantees and their formal analysis.



Chapter 1

Introduction

Nowadays, software systems are widely used to support or even replace humans
in performing different tasks. A possibility to create software being able to func-
tion without human intervention in a continuously changing environment could
not be imagined even a couple of decades ago. It is truly fascinating that today
such systems are represented by a number of software applications used across
different domains. Some examples are e-health systems that provide medical sup-
port to patients, unmanned underwater vehicles used for oceanic surveillance, and
Internet of Things applications for smart environments.

These systems have some characteristics in common. They have multiple (pos-
sibly conflicting and changing) requirements. These requirements are often strict,
e.g., an attempt to save energy should not lead to a loss of an expensive underwa-
ter vehicle during a mission or a shutdown of patient health tracker in an e-health
system. These systems are also expected to deal with changing availability of re-
sources, cope with failures, and autonomously adapt to changes in the dynamic
execution environment.

Engineering systems with strict requirements is a complex task due to different
kinds of uncertainties that are difficult to predict before system operation [160].
For example, a discharged battery in the patient health tracker or a rainy weather
that disrupts outdoor communications in the Internet of Things network may lead
to catastrophic consequences. Engineering such systems is also challenging due
to differences in their structure. For example, an underwater vehicle has an au-
tonomous centralized software system that is deployed on board, while the IoT
network is a heterogeneous system, where many decisions are taken locally on
each of the network nodes.

More than a decade ago, a seminal paper of Kephart and Chess [98] stated
that the only way to cope with the growing complexity of engineering comput-
ing systems is by the means of autonomic computing – a system that manages
itself autonomously given a set of high-level goals. This statement have led to
the development of a whole new class of systems that are known today as self-
adaptive systems. The idea is to let the system autonomously handle different
kinds of uncertainties during system operation, when the knowledge to deal with
those uncertainties becomes available [43, 51]. To that end, the system is equipped
with a feedback loop that monitors the system in its environment, and adapts the
system’s parameters or configuration to ensure that the requirements are met under
changing conditions.

2



1.1 Problem Definition

Today, strict requirements of many software systems, such as the examples
given above, have lifted up the requirements for self-adaption. These systems
need guarantees for the adaptation results, such as system stability, robustness to
disturbances and others [35, 42, 163]. One of the principled techniques to real-
ize self-adaptive systems that provide guarantees is control theory. Control the-
ory is an established formal discipline typically used to control the behavior of
physical systems, such as production lines, aircrafts, etc. Starting from 2000’s, a
number of research efforts studied the interplay between control theory and adap-
tation of computing systems [139, 117], a notable one being the book of Heller-
stein et al. [82]. However, most of these efforts concentrated on resource alloca-
tion or admission control solutions. Those solutions are fundamentally different
from adaptation of software systems, because of software complexity and domain
dependency of software context, goals and requirements (which can change at run-
time), among other reasons [50, 24, 67, 160].

Control-based software adaptation (CBSA) only recently emerged as a research
field [50]. CBSA research is not yet systematized and it is lacking solutions for
adaptation problems posed by the systems with strict requirements. Even though
some of these solutions exist [65, 142, 102], they are designed for a specific ap-
plication with little possibility of reuse, meaning that new problems require new
dedicated solutions.

The aim of this Thesis is to systematize knowledge in the CBSA research field
and to produce a control-theoretical approach to realize self-adaptive software
systems that provides guarantees on the adaptation results (hence, allowing to
engineer systems with strict requirements).

1.1 Problem Definition
From the characteristics of systems with strict requirements discussed above, the
following generic research problem RP can be identified:

RP: How to realize self-adaptive software systems that satisfy multiple
stakeholder requirements with guarantees in the presence of uncertain-
ties.

This research problem is complex and poses a number of challenges. Therefore,
it was decided to tackle it in two subsequent research stages, see Figure 1.1.

In research stage I, we focus on satisfying multiple stakeholder requirements
of different types, and providing adaptation guarantees. At this research stage
we look only at some types of uncertainty, namely at disturbances and require-
ment changes. Here, with disturbances we mean changes in the environment and
inaccurate measurements. With requirement changes we mean change of require-
ment values at runtime. The solution produced at research stage I should also be
reusable, i.e., it should not be tied to a specific system or application domain1. As
such, the research problem RPI for research stage I is:

1 Note that our solution does not target all types of software systems, but rather a family of systems
with strict requirements working under certain assumptions, see Section 1.3 for details.

3



1 Introduction

Multiple,
different types

Stage IResearch stage

Requirements

Uncertainties

Guarantees

Disturbances,
requirement changes

Disturbances,
add/remove requirement, 
uncertainty in software

Stage II

Multiple,
different types

Yes Yes

Figure 1.1: Stages of conducted research; grey areas highlight the main focus of
each stage.

RPI: “To devise a reusable CBSA solution that guarantees the satisfac-
tion of different types of requirements in the presence of disturbances
and requirement changes”

The second stage of research is aimed at handling different types of uncertainty,
such as addition or removal of system requirements at runtime, disturbances,
changes of system parameters and uncertainty in interactions between software
components. Note that this dissertation considers only anticipated uncertainty
in requirements, meaning that the system goals that represent non-functional (or
quality) requirements (response time, failure rate) can be activated, deactivated, or
their values may be adjusted at runtime based on conditions that are defined before
deployment, but that can only be resolved during operation.

At the same time, the solution produced at this research stage should preserve
the outcomes of research stage I, such as reusability, dealing with multiple require-
ments and providing the guarantees. Summarizing, the research problem RPII
looks as follows:

RPII: “To devise a reusable CBSA solution that satisfies multiple
stakeholder requirements in the presence of different types of uncer-
tainty, and provides guarantees on the adaptation results”

Each of the two research stages has own research questions, research methods
and outcomes. An overview of research stage I is provided in Chapter 3, while its
outcomes are available in Chapters 4-6. Research stage II is outlined in Chapter 7,
its outcomes are available in Chapters 8-9.

1.2 Scientific Approach
We used different research methods in each of the two research stages. This section
gives a brief generic overview of each of these methods and achieved results.

To address the research problem RPI and to obtain a solid research base, we
combined three established research methods: systematic literature review, analyt-
ical method, and exploratory case studies. These methods are explained in detail
in Chapter 3 together with a comprehensive scheme of research stage I.

4



1.2 Scientific Approach

In order to obtain a systematic understanding of current research efforts in the
application of control theory to adapt software systems and to find approaches that
can deal with different types of requirements (RPI), we performed a systematic lit-
erature review (SLR) following the guidelines from [100]. A systematic literature
review is an established method to collect and analyze data within a certain topic
of interest. In the conducted SLR, we investigated the trends of CBSA research,
model paradigms and adaptation solutions used in CBSA research, and types of
goals and guarantees achieved with CBSA approaches. During the SLR we found
an approach that became a leverage for a part of research presented in this Thesis.

After the SLR, we applied the analytical method, a research method used to
develop, analyze and validate a formal theory or set of axioms [20]. As a first step
of the analytical method, we designed a CBSA approach that deals with RPI, which
includes a software model and a control solution. Then, we analyzed the behavior
of software systems designed with this CBSA approach through the application of
mathematical techniques and formally verified a number of guarantees.

In order to analyze the developed CBSA approach and the obtained guaran-
tees, we applied informal exploratory case studies. An exploratory case study
method offers the means to analyze a particular phenomenon, obtain new insights
and ideas for research by studying one or more case instances in which the phe-
nomena is involved [147]. In our work we use the prefix “informal” as we did
not use a real-life study context as suggested in the literature [184, 147]. Instead,
we analyzed the approach by performing case studies with two simulated soft-
ware systems: an unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV) system (based on [151])
performing surveillance mission and a service-based medical assistance system
(TAS exemplar [172]). During the case studies, we analyzed software qualities
that are satisfied by the developed CBSA approach and experimentally verified the
obtained guarantees.

To address the research problem RPII, we used two research methods: descrip-
tive literature review and informal exploratory case studies. These methods are
explained in detail in Chapter 7 together with a comprehensive scheme of research
stage II.

A descriptive literature review is a type of informal review that aims to sum-
marize existing research publications on a certain topic and find commonalities
or gaps in these publications [137]. Our descriptive literature review focused on
automated control-theoretical approaches to realize software adaptation that were
developed after research stage I, i.e., after we conducted the systematic literature
review of the CBSA research field. The review showed that existing automated
CBSA solutions tackle only a small part of uncertainties, typically focusing on
disturbance rejection and dealing with changes of requirement values.

Using the literature review results, we have built upon our approach that deals
with RPI and introduced a new CBSA approach that handles different types of
uncertainty, thus addressing the research problem RPII. In order to validate this
approach and analyze obtained adaptation guarantees, we again applied informal
exploratory case studies. The approach was first verified on the UUV system.
Then, in order to observe how the approach deals with uncertainty in interactions
between software components, it was tested on a simulated Internet of Things net-
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work (DeltaIoT system [164]). Similarly to stage I, we analyzed software qualities
and guarantees obtained by the developed CBSA approach.

1.3 Scope of Research
This section specifies the scope of conducted research. It is divided into two sub-
sections: assumptions regarding the software system being adapted, and types of
quality properties and guarantees being considered.

Assumptions and Scope of Applicability
In this research, we target a family of software systems that work under a number
of assumptions. In particular, we assume that the software system being adapted:

• Is available and is equipped with basic infrastructure for consistent adaptation
(support for monitoring, adding/removing requirements, etc.).

• Has multiple possibly conflicting requirements that are strict, i.e., a violation
of requirement may lead to unwanted consequences. The requirements may
change at runtime.

• Is a cooperative system in which entities have shared goals. Out of scope
are real-time and competitive systems (entities that pursue their own goals).
These systems require dedicated solutions.

• Has a limited, but potentially very high number of possible configurations
(adaptation options) that can be selected according to the adaptation goals.
The number of configurations may dynamically change over time.

• Performs communications and executes adaptations significantly faster than
the pace of dynamics in the environment.

• Is not undergoing drastic changes in its behavior at runtime. For example,
new components should not appear during system operation.

• Does not have to deal with human-in-the-loop or uncertainty related to own-
ership of software elements.

While these assumptions put restrictions on the target application domains, they
hold for a large family of modern software systems. An example of such system
that we consider in our research is an unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV) used
for oceanic surveillance. This system is equipped with a number of on-board sen-
sors measuring a certain characteristic of the ocean, such as water pollution. These
sensors have different characteristics: energy consumption, accuracy of measure-
ments and the vehicle speed required for performing measurements. The UUV
system works according to the list of assumptions presented above, namely:

• The UUV system is equipped with sensors for monitoring consumed en-
ergy, accuracy of measurements and vehicle speed. The system supports the
change of sensor configuration at runtime.
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• The adaptation goal of the UUV system is to select on-board sensors in such a
way that the UUV covers as much distance as possible with maximum mea-
surement accuracy using a specific pool of energy. These requirements are
strict as the adaptation should not lead to a loss of an expensive UUV equip-
ment.

• The system entities (UUV sensors) share the same adaptation goal and work
in cooperation to achieve this goal.

• The number of adaptation options is very high even with five on-board sen-
sors because any combination of sensors can be activated at any time. In
this case time is the factor that drastically increases the solution space, as us-
ing a sensor combination for 30 seconds will lead to a completely different
outcome than the same combination used for 60 seconds.

• The underwater dynamics (e.g., current) are changing at much smaller rate
than the pace of adaptation actions.

• The UUV architecture does not change during a mission and the system is
prohibited to drastically change behavior at runtime. In critical scenarios the
mission can be aborted in order to return the UUV to a safe location.

Quality Properties and Control-Theoretical Guarantees
Typically, a stakeholder requires software to meet certain quality properties, such
as high performance or reliability. In this work, we focus on adaption for a typical
set of software quality properties [170]:

• Performance, the ability of the software to achieve a desired value for goals
like throughput and response time.

• Efficiency, the extent to which the software uses the appropriate resources
under stated conditions and in a specific context of use.

• Reliability, the capability of software to maintain its level of performance
under stated conditions for a period of time.

• Accuracy, the degree of closeness of a measured value of a certain software
property to that property’s true value.

• Business value, the additional value gained by software, e.g. increased profit,
customer satisfaction, market share, revenue growth, etc.

In order to achieve these quality properties, a software must satisfy certain
system-specific requirements. For example, to achieve a certain level of perfor-
mance quality property, the UUV system is required to scan a certain distance,
while the TAS exemplar must meet a specific service response time requirement.
For other relations between quality properties and system requirements used in our
work see Table 1.1.

As for the guarantees, we consider a standard set of guarantees analyzed in
control theoretical literature [82, 69, 112, 16]. This set includes stability, over-
shooting, steady-state error, settling time, robustness to disturbances and inaccu-
rate measurements (see Section 2.3 for detailed description of these guarantees).
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Table 1.1: Relation between quality properties and system requirements

Business
Performance Efficiency Reliability Accuracy value

UUV Scanned Energy Measur.
system distance consumption accuracy

TAS Response Failure Service
exemplar time rate cost

DeltaIoT Energy Packet &
consumption queue loss

We also look at additional guarantees provided by our approach, such as: solution
optimality, scalability, and tracking of infeasible or unbounded solution. All guar-
antees are provided “by design” meaning that they hold at both design time and
during software operation (runtime).

1.4 Contributions
In accordance to the research problem RP, this Thesis introduces three major con-
tributions:

• A systematic literature review of the CBSA research area that provides a com-
prehensive and structured view on the use of control theory to design self-
adaptive software systems [2]. The review describes trends of research on
control-theoretical adaptation of software at the application and middleware
level, model paradigms and adaptation solutions used in CBSA, and types of
goals and guarantees achieved with CBSA. This literature review serves as a
foundation for all the following contributions.

• SimCA: a reusable control-based engineering approach that allows to
build self-adaptive software systems that satisfy different types of require-
ments [154, 153, 1]. SimCA directly addresses RPI as it can also deal with
disturbances and requirement changes at runtime. SimCA includes a formal
model of software systems and an adaptation solution combining controllers
with the simplex algorithm to handle multiple requirements. The formal eval-
uation of SimCA deals with the part of RPI regarding the guarantees. During
the experimental validation we apply SimCA to systems with strict require-
ments, the UUV system and the TAS exemplar, to measure the achieved soft-
ware qualities (performance, reliability, etc.) and to confirm that the guaran-
tees hold in those systems.

• SimCA*: a reusable control-based engineering approach that builds upon
SimCA and handles different types of uncertainty [156]. SimCA* addresses
RPII by introducing new components that deal with uncertainty in soft-
ware parameters, addition or removal of requirements at runtime and soft-
ware component interactions. During the experimental validation, we apply
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SimCA* to the UUV system and the DeltaIoT network to confirm the ap-
proach functionality and obtained guarantees.

1.5 Thesis Overview
This dissertation is structured in 10 chapters grouped into following major parts:

• Research Overview. An introductory part that consists of two chapters. De-
scribes the research topic of this Thesis, the problems being tackled, the re-
search methods used and the research contributions. Provides a generic re-
search background and introduces key terminology.

• Stage I. Satisfying Requirements. A Thesis part dedicated to solving the
research problem RPI, with a focus on satisfying multiple stakeholder re-
quirements of different types, and providing adaptation guarantees. This part
consists of four chapters: an overview of research stage I (including research
questions, background and methods), a systematic literature review of CBSA,
and two chapters presenting our SimCA approach.

• Stage II. Handling Uncertainties. A Thesis part dedicated to solving the
research problem RPII, with a focus on handling different types of uncer-
tainty. This part consists of three chapters: an overview of research stage
II, a descriptive literature review that studies automated control-theoretical
approaches to realize self-adaptive software, and a chapter presenting the
SimCA* approach.

• Research Summary and Road Ahead. A concluding part of this dissertation.
Consists of one chapter that discusses the research contributions and direc-
tions for future work.

A more detailed description of chapter contents is given in the beginning of each
of the Thesis parts.
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Chapter 2

General Research Background

The goal of this Chapter is to provide a research background. We start with in-
troducing the principles of self-adaptation in Section 2.1 and control theory in
Section 2.2. Then, we discuss formal guarantees in Section 2.3.

2.1 Self-adaptive Software Systems
In this section we introduce the concept of self-adaptation, describe the compo-
nents of an architecture-based self-adaptive software and show an example of such
system.

Nowadays, the continuous availability of many computing systems has become
a critical requirement. Typical examples are the web, telecommunication, manu-
facturing, transportation, etc. Due to the longevity of these systems and the dy-
namic conditions in which they have to operate, change is unavoidable in most
of these systems. Consequently, software engineers require approaches that re-
duce the costs and risks of adapting and evolving these systems without incurring
downtime. Driven by this trend, self-adaptation has been widely recognized as an
essential capability of many software systems [43, 51].

A classic approach to engineer self-adaptive software is architecture-based
adaptation [75, 135]. In this approach, a software system maintains an explicit
architectural model of itself and reasons about that model to adapt at runtime to
achieve the adaptation goals (e.g., self-heal, self-optimize). Figure 2.1 shows the
four primary elements of an architecture-based self-adaptive system that interact
with each other:

• Environment: a part of external world where the self-adaptive system is situ-
ated. The environment cannot be controlled directly by the system engineer,
but can be effected by the software system.

• Software system: a system that is being adapted. The concern of the software
system is the domain of interest; it interacts with the environment, providing
functionality to users.

• Adaptation Goals: the goals that the software system should achieve as a
result of adaptation. These goals are typically concerned with providing a
certain level of software qualities required by the stakeholder. Different ap-
proaches are used in architecture-based adaptation to specify the adaptation
goals, e.g., fuzzy constraints [18] or probabilistic temporal logics [33].
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Adaptation
Goals

Adaptation
System

Software
System
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Figure 2.1: Architecture-based self-adaptive software system (based on [75]).

• Adaptation System: a system that adapts the software system in order to sat-
isfy the adaptation goals. A prominent approach to design the adaptation
system is by means of a MAPE-K feedback loop (Monitor-Analyse-Plan-
Execute-Knowledge) [98]. The monitor component of this loop gathers data
to maintain a model of the software system and the environment in the knowl-
edge component. The analyze component uses this model to identify whether
the adaptation goals are achieved or not. If not, the plan component puts to-
gether a plan with the adaptation actions that the execute component applies
to the software system.

A simple example that illustrates the components of an architecture-based self-
adaptation is a service-based system (SBS). Consider a SBS (software system) that
consists of two external services performing the same tasks (e.g., measuring tem-
perature), but having different response time characteristic (R1 and R2). A stake-
holder specifies the required response time Rgoal that SBS should achieve over
time. The adaptation goal is to determine the percentage of tasks that should be
send to each of the two external services (x1 and x2) in order to meet the require-
ment Rgoal. The response times of the external services are a part of the environ-
ment as they change independently from a system engineer. Finally, a MAPE-K
implementation of an adaptation system will measure the output response timeOR
during system operation (monitor), compare it with Rgoal (analyze) and adjust the
percentage of tasks x1 and x2 if needed (plan and execute).

Substantial progress has been made in understanding the foundations and en-
gineering principles of architecture-based adaptation. However, researchers face
a number of challenges that call for exploring new perspectives on engineering
adaptive systems. One important problem is how to provide guarantees in adap-
tive systems, which is particularly challenging given the fact that adaptive systems
have to be designed with partial knowledge and consequently, runtime mechanisms
are required. Applying classic techniques for providing guarantees (e.g., testing,
model checking) at runtime is difficult to achieve [171]. These insights have led
to the exploration of new approaches, such as control theory, for engineering self-
adaptive software.
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2.2 Control theory and software systems
This section provides a brief background on control theory and introduces the
control terminology used throughout this dissertation. The elements of a typical
control-based feedback loop are explained with an example scenario.

For many decades control theory has been used to adapt different physical sys-
tems from aircrafts to industrial product lines. In 1997, with the introduction of
“dynamic feedback” [55] it started being explored as a solution to adapt computing
systems. Seven years later, the book by Hellerstein et al. [82] unveiled the high po-
tential of control theory in adaptation of computing systems. Guided by the need
for adaptation guarantees, many of the follow-up efforts investigated the interplay
between control theory and computing systems in general or control theory and
software systems in particular. As a result of all these efforts, today control the-
ory is considered a solid approach to design self-adaptive software which provides
formal guarantees on the adaptation results [26, 50].

A typical control-based self-adaptive software system is a single-input, single-
output system that consists of a feedback loop with the following elements (Fig-
ure 2.2, from left to right):

• Goal: a stakeholder requirement expressed as a particular value to be achieved
by the system.

• Control error: the difference between the goal and the measured output.

• Controller: a component that, based on the system model and control error,
computes the control signal required to achieve the goal.

• Control signal: a signal that adapts the computing system. The control signal
triggers adaptation by effecting certain system knobs called actuators.

• Disturbance: any internal and external disturbance acting on the system.

• Software system: a system that is being adapted.

• Measured output: a measurable parameter of the computing system. The goal
of adaptation is to keep the measured output as close as possible to the goal
value. The mechanism measuring the output is called sensor.

Figure 2.2: Control-based self-adaptive software system

Using the same SBS example from Section 2.1, we illustrate the elements of a
control-based feedback loop. In this case, the system goal is the required response
timeRgoal that the SBS software system should achieve over time by sending tasks
to the two external services. During operation, the system tracks the measured
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output response time OR. Then, OR is subtracted from the goal Rgoal in order
to receive the control error e. Based on e and the system model (describe in the
following paragraph), the controller calculates the control signal x that includes
the percentage of tasks that should be send to each of the two external services.
The runtime variations in response times of the external services are considered
disturbances.

A crucial element of a control-theoretic feedback loop that is not directly vis-
ible on Figure 2.2 is a model of the software system. In control theory, a model
is represented as a system of difference or differential equations that describes the
behavior of a software system [82, 16]. A controller is represented as a sepa-
rate equation (or system of equations) designed based on this model to adapt the
system. Controllers are designed for the following objectives: regulatory func-
tion (converge the system output to a particular value), optimization (minimize
or maximize the output), disturbance rejection, or a combination of these objec-
tives [82]. Depending on the problem at hand, the properties of a software system
being adapted and the required controller objectives, different controller types can
be used. Industrial practice mostly utilizes the Proportional-Integral-Derivative
(PID) controller [179]. PID calculates the control signal to eliminate the control
error [15]. The control signal is based on three terms: a proportional term that
takes into account only the current value of control error, an integral term that
takes into account past values of control error, and a derivative term that works
with predicted future values of the control error. Optimal controllers, on the other
hand, calculate a control signal that minimizes a cost function subject to certain
constrains, e.g. maximize performance using a pool of limited resources. A par-
ticular representative of optimal controllers used to adapt computing systems is a
Model Predictive Controller (MPC). Other types of controllers are less common.
Any controller can be adaptive meaning that the controller equation or variables of
this equation are updated during system operation. Controllers can also be com-
posed into controller schemes, e.g. to solve a task in parallel or in cooperation,
becoming much more complex than the one depicted on Figure 2.2.

In this Thesis, we use multiple adaptive PI-controllersCpbm (the derivative term
is excluded meaning that the predicted error value is not taken into account) com-
bined with the Simplex block in a hierarchical structure. The controller Cpbm is
described in Section 3.1, Simplex is explained in Section 3.1. As the system model
and controller are both equation-based, it becomes possible to mathematically an-
alyze and verify certain system properties; this is discussed in Section 2.3.

2.3 Guarantees

In general, the purpose of guarantees is to assure that the target software sys-
tem satisfies stakeholders requirements independently of changing internal/exter-
nal conditions and in a most efficient way. In this section we explain the standard
control theoretical guarantees and demonstrate them with an example scenario.
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Types of Control-Theoretical Guarantees
In order to explain the guarantees, we first define the concept of transient and
steady state. A software in a steady state performs its usual operations, e.g., a
service analyzes the outdoor temperature. If, due to an unexpected failure, the
service stops working, a controller triggers a restart. At that point the service
switches to a transient state. When the service starts analyzing the temperature
after the restart, it is again considered to be in a steady state. In other words,
a transient state shows a period when controller tries to stabilize the system and
return it to normal operation.

According to [82], control theory can guarantee four main system properties,
see Figure 2.3:

Goal

Controlled
variable

Time

Transient state Steady state

Settling time

Overshoot Steady-state error

Figure 2.3: The standard control-theoretical guarantees

• Stability: ability of the system to converge to a value (setpoint).
• Steady-state error: having a small steady-state error means keeping the mea-

sured output close to the setpoint in a steady state.
• Settling time: the time needed for a controller to set the measured output

close to the steady-state value.
• Overshoot: the amount by which the measured output surpasses the setpoint

during transient state.

Additionally, a number of studies in control theory discuss the guarantee of
robustness. Robustness indicates the amount of perturbation the system can with-
stand without moving to an unstable state, where the system output does not con-
verge to a setpoint.

To understand the importance of these guarantees for a software system we look
at the SBS scenario from Section 2.1. Generally speaking, stability may affect all
software qualities that are subject of adaptation. In the SBS case, the system in-
stability, i.e., the inability to converge to the response time goal Rgoal, would lead
to deviations in the output response time OR causing unstable performance. The
same can be concluded about high steady-state error, as the constantly oscillating
value of OR is not something that a stakeholder expects from SBS. The settling
time guarantee may affect different software qualities, but in general a fast return
to a steady state wastes less time and resources in a transient state. In the SBS
scenario, smaller settling time will result in an average output response time OR
that is closer to the goal Rgoal. Avoiding overshoot avoids penalties on the re-
spective software quality, so an overshoot of system response time in SBS would
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violate the Rgoal. Finally, robustness directly influences system reliability. If SBS
is expected to work in a highly disturbed environment, where response times of
external services R1 and R2 drastically change all the time or where the service
communication channel is influenced by noise of high amplitude, then low robust-
ness would simply lead to instability, again causing undesirable performance.

Achieving Guarantees
The analysis of guarantees performed throughout this dissertation is based on
mathematical analysis technique called Z-transform [82]. Z-transform allows to
convert a discrete time control signal (which is basically a list of values) into a
frequency domain representation (a sum of values) and vice versa. Z-transform of
a self-adaptive system G(z) shows how the system output O(z) is related to the
input S(z): G(z) = O(z)/S(z). G(z) is called the transfer function. Mind that
the transfer function may be freely converted to its discrete time representation and
back to Z-representation. A particular parameter of interest in the transfer function
is the pole p. By definition, when z → p, G(z)→∞. The pole may be tunable or
set to a specific value depending on the controller design.

Mathematical analysis of the transfer function G(z) and its discrete time coun-
terpart provides steady-state error and robustness guarantees. Stability and absence
of overshoot are achieved by keeping the pole p in a certain interval; settling time
is calculated based on the pole value as well.

We now illustrate analysis of guarantees with an example. Consider the follow-
ing transfer function in the discrete time domain: O(k) = S × (1 − pk), where
k is a discrete time instance. This is a real transfer function used in PBM and
SimCA. It’s Z-transform is: G(z) = (1 − p)/(z − p). By analyzing the discrete
time equation, it can be concluded that the system with such transfer function will
be stable whenever pole p belongs to the open interval (0, 1). Proof: whenever
p > 1, pk is unbounded making O(k) decreasing exponentially; whenever p < 0,
pk is positive if k is even and is negative if k is odd, making O(k) oscillating.

To evaluate the system output during steady-state, we again look at the example
transfer function in the discrete time. By definition, a steady state means k →∞.
As p ∈ (0, 1), pk → 0 in a steady state. Then, the system output during steady
state is O(k → ∞) = S × (1 − pk) = S. Hence, the steady-state error equals:
∆e = S −O(k →∞) = 0.

The analysis of remaining guarantees is described in details in Chapter 5.
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Stage I. Satisfying Requirements
This part of the dissertation describes stage I of the conducted research in details
and how we solved the research problem RPI. It consists of the following chapters:

• Chapter 3 provides an overview of research stage I. First, it gives a back-
ground on system requirements and describes the two key components of
SimCA: the Push-Button Methodology and the Simplex method. Then, the
chapter introduces research questions of stage I. Finally, the research methods
being used in stage I are described in details.

• The results of a systematic literature review on control-based self-adaptive
software systems are given in Chapter 4. First, the chapter analyzes trends
of CBSA research, such as the motivation to use control theory in software
adaptation, research focus, application domains, assessment and validation
methods, etc. Then, Chapter 4 discusses the model paradigms (e.g., model
types, time dependency, model updates at runtime) and adaptation solutions
(e.g., types of controllers, sensors and actuators) used in CBSA. The dis-
cussion of types of goals and guarantees achieved with CBSA approaches
concludes the chapter.

• In Chapter 5, we describe a reusable CBSA approach called SimCA that is
able to address two types of system requirements (to keep a value at a required
level and to minimize or maximize a value) and provides control theoretical
guarantees. The chapter includes: (1) A formal model of a self-adaptive soft-
ware system which automatically updates according to runtime variations; (2)
A control solution able to adapt the system according to two types of require-
ments in the presence of environmental disturbances and inaccurate measure-
ments; (3) An experimental analysis of qualities achieved by self-adaptive
software equipped with SimCA; (4) Formal analysis and experimental verifi-
cation of different guarantees.

• Chapter 6 describes a new version of SimCA that addresses new type of re-
quirements where a value is kept above/below a threshold and can deal with
requirement values that change at runtime. Similar to Chapter 5, this chap-
ter includes a formal model and a control solution used for software adapta-
tion, as well as the analysis of qualities and guarantees achieved by systems
equipped with SimCA.



Chapter 3

Overview of Research Stage I

This Chapter gives an overview of research stage I. Section 3.1 provides the
necessary research background, Section 3.2 outlines the research problem and
the research questions to be answered at this research stage, while Section 3.3
describes the research methods being used.

3.1 Background

This Section provides research background for Stage I of the conducted research.
We describe STO-requirements, the Push-Button Methodology and the Simplex
method in the following subsections.

STO-requirements

The initial discussion about software quality properties and related system-specific
requirements considered in this dissertation is available in Section 1.3. In this
section, we discuss the requirement types.

In order to make the definition of the research problem RPI more precise, we
determined the types of system requirements by looking at existing self-adaptive
artifacts1 and systems with strict requirements from the literature, e.g. [67, 102].
We identified three commonly used types of system requirements: setpoint re-
quirements (S-reqs), where a certain system property should be maintained at a
desired level, threshold requirements (T-reqs) that keeps a value above/below a
threshold, and optimization requirements (O-reqs), where certain property should
be minimized or maximized. For example, [102] defines a particular response time
of a web server that the adaptation solution should guarantee (S-req). The auto-
mated traffic routing system [182] includes vehicles that should not surpass the
speed limit (T-req) and should minimize the travel time to a destination point (O-
req). Another example, Znn.com [76], features a website that should serve news
content to the customers within a specified response time (T-req) while minimizing
the operation cost (O-req). In this thesis, we will refer to a combination of S-reqs,
T-reqs and O-reqs as STO-reqs.

1 http://self-adaptive.org
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Push-Button Methodology
In this section we summarize the Push-Button Methodology (PBM) [67] which
serves as a basic component of SimCA. The use of PBM is illustrated on a scenario
with a service-based system.

Historically, many of the CBSA approaches were developed to address specific
problems [3, 5]. Therefore, new problems required either modifying an existing
solution or developing an entirely new approach. In 2014, the authors of [67] intro-
duced a reusable PBM methodology that automatically creates a software model
and a controller that adapts software to meet a single S-req specified by the stake-
holder. As such, CBSA solutions for different problems can be developed with
PBM by slightly tuning the controller parameters and without control expertise.

PBM requires the following input: a working software system, an S-req to be
achieved and the tools to measure the system output related to this S-req, and
a tunable parameter that can change the behavior of software in order to satisfy
the S-req. Having this input, PBM automatically synthesizes a system model and
creates a controller in two phases, see Figure 3.1:

Figure 3.1: The Push-Button Methodology

In the model building phase the following linear model of the software is auto-
matically constructed:

y(k) = α× η(k − 1) (Mpbm)

Where y is the measured output for the S-req property, η is the value of tunable
parameter that can change the behavior of software, α is a model coefficient and
k is a discrete time instance. The coefficient α reflects how different values of
η influence y; α is calculated at runtime by feeding the systematically sampled
values of the actuator η into the software and measuring the resulting output y.

In the controlling phase, the following PI-controller that works on the model
Mpbm and adapts the software is automatically created:

η(k + 1) = η(k) +
1− p
α
× e(k + 1) (Cpbm)

During each adaptation step, this controller selects the tunable parameter that
changes the behavior of software η(k+ 1) based on its value at the previous adap-
tation step η(k), model coefficient α calculated during model building, system
parameter called pole p, and on the error e(k+ 1) between the target and the mea-
sured value of an S-req property. The pole p is a value that can be changed by a
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system engineer in the interval (0,1); it is used for controller tuning and allows to
trade-off the guarantees obtained. In general, PBM provides the following set of
guarantees: system stability, absence of overshoot, settling time and robustness.
These guarantees are discussed in details in Section 2.3.

To cope with small disturbances and system dynamics, PBM updates the value
of α during system operation using a Kalman filter [168], which makes controller
Cpbm adaptive. When a drastic change in the system behavior occurs (e.g., a
component failure), PBM triggers a complete model rebuilding phase, followed
by a new controlling phase. These solutions allow the reuse of a simple linear
modelMpbm for different types of software systems.

In order to illustrate how PBM works, we again use the SBS scenario from Sec-
tion 2.1. Here, a user specifies SBS as a software, the amount of tasks sent to each
of the two external services as a tunable parameter and the response time as an
S-req. Having the required input, PBM automatically creates the model Mpbm,
where y is the measured response timeOR and η is the amount of tasks that should
be send to the first external service x1, while α approximates how different num-
bers of tasks affect the system response time. Based on this model, PMB cre-
ates a controller Cpbm that guarantees the required response time by changing the
amount of tasks sent to each of the services at runtime. Namely, it selects the num-
ber of tasks to be send to the first external service x1 based on the previously sent
number of tasks x1(k−1) and the difference between required response timeRgoal
and measured response time OR multiplied by 1−p

α (recall that α is calculated au-
tomatically during model building, while p is chosen by the system engineer).

Simplex
In this section we explain the simplex method which is a second basic component
of SimCA. In mathematics, the simplex method is used to solve a problem of
optimizing (minimizing or maximizing) a certain objective function subject to a
number of constraints. This problem is commonly known as a linear problem
written in the standard form:

min{cTx | Ax ≤ b;x ≥ 0} (3.1)

where x represents the vector of variables (to be determined), c and b are vectors of
(known) coefficients, A is a (known) matrix of coefficients, and (·)T is the matrix
transpose2 [47].

To simplify understanding of the problem, we rewrite (3.1) as a system of equa-
tions using a modified SBS scenario from Section 2.1. In this scenario, SBS still
consists of two external services performing the same task, but now those services
have different invocation cost (I1 and I2) and failure rate (F1 and F2) characteris-
tics in addition to response times (R1 andR2). The system goal is now to calculate
the amount of tasks send to the external services x1 and x2 in a way that minimizes
the output failure rate, spends the available budget (Igoal) and keeps the response
time below a certain value (Rgoal). In this case, 3.1 will look as follows:

2 M atrix transpose is an operator that turns all rows of a given matrix A into columns and all columns
of A intro rows. The resulting matrix is denoted AT.
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Minimize Failure rate:

min[F1 × x1 + F2 × x2]

Subject to: {
I1 × x1 + I2 × x2 = Igoal

R1 × x1 +R2 × x2 ≤ Rgoal
(3.2)

A relatively easy way to explain how simplex solves the linear problem (3.1
and 3.2) is by means of a geometric representation. Geometrically, the system of
equations (3.1) can be represented as a three-dimensional figure called a convex
polyhedron (Fig. 3.2). Finding a solution of a problem with simplex starts with
finding a first extreme point of the polyhedron known as a basic feasible solution.
In case there is no basic solution, the system is considered unsolvable. When the
extreme point is found, the simplex method starts moving along the polyhedron
boundaries from one extreme point to another following such a path that the value
of the objective function cTx becomes lower at every step [47, pp.63-98]. In other
words, the simplex method does not look through the entire solutions space, but
takes a specific path between the extreme points of the solution. The optimal
solution (vector x) is reached when the value of the objective function cTx reaches
its minimum, i.e. when the simplex method cannot find a new extreme point that
decreases the objective function.

Figure 3.2: Solving tasks with simplex: a geometric representation

3.2 Research Problem
Based on research problem RPI “To devise a reusable CBSA solution that guar-
antees the satisfaction of different types of requirements in the presence of dis-
turbances and requirement changes”, we identified three research questions of re-
search stage I. As there is no systematic study consolidating knowledge in CBSA,
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with research question QI-1 we want to get trends of research in CBSA and study
existing CBSA approaches that may potentially address the research problem RPI:

QI-1: “What CBSA approaches are used to deal with STO-reqs in the
existing literature?”

Though existing control-based approaches have different implementations, they
include two key components. They create a mathematical model of software and
use a control solution that adapts software based on this model in order to satisfy
the system requirements. Therefore, with research question QI-2 we want to iden-
tify the two key components of a CBSA approach that can address the research
problem RPI:

QI-2: “What are the appropriate models and control solutions that can
be used to address STO-reqs, and deal with disturbances and require-
ment changes?”

Systems with strict requirements prioritize different software qualities. While
for a unmanned underwater vehicle the key qualities are accuracy of measurements
and efficiency in consuming available energy, the medical assistance system pri-
oritizes high reliability and performance. Those systems also require different
guarantees: a underwater vehicle functions in a highly disturbed environment and
requires highest robustness in the first place, while the medical system works with
disturbances of much lower magnitude, so it may prioritize settling time in order
to increase system responsiveness. Hence, with research question QI-3 we want
to obtain an overview of types of goals that can be addressed and types of guaran-
tees that can be provided by a CBSA approach developed to address the research
problem RPI:

QI-3: “What software qualities can be satisfied and what guarantees
are provided with a CBSA approach that deals with STO-reqs, distur-
bances and requirement changes?”

3.3 Research Approach
In this Section we provide a detailed description of the methods used to conduct the
research in stage I, see Figure 3.3. The choice of these methods was based on the
research problem RPI, the research questions and the specific goals we set during
research stage I. In particular, we discuss systematic literature review, analytical
method, and informal exploratory case studies in the following subsections. We
motivate the selection and give an overview of each research method.

Systematic Literature Review
In order to obtain a systematic understanding of current research efforts in the ap-
plication of control theory to adapt software systems and to address QI-1, we per-
formed a systematic literature review (SLR) following the guidelines from [100].
A systematic literature review is an established method to collect and analyze data
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Figure 3.3: The detailed scheme of research stage I

within a certain topic of interest. As evident from its name, an SLR is conducted
following a rigorous procedure. Typically, an SLR is performed as a first step to
investigate a particular research problem and systematize knowledge within the re-
searchers topic of interest. An SLR can also help in opening directions for future
work by finding gaps in the existing research [23]. A distinct feature of an SLR
is that the research problem, the data gathered to address this problem, and the
step-by-step procedure to be followed during the review must be clearly stated to
allow evaluation and reproduction for other experts within the chosen topic [100].

An SLR comprises three main phases: planning, executing, and reporting, see
Figure 3.4. In the planning phase, the relevant research problem to be addressed
by the review is defined. Then, the research questions are determined based on the
problem. The final step of planning synthesizes a protocol for the review. This pro-
tocol describes the sequence of steps that will be followed to conduct the review,
including the selection criteria for the studies, the types of data to be collected and
the analysis procedures to be used. In the execution phase, the studies are selected,
the data are collected from these studies and analyzed according to the protocol.
In the reporting phase, the SLR results are summarized and reported, typically in
a scientific publication.

2. Executing1. Planning

Specify research questions

3. Reporting

Create review protocol

Identify problem

Extract data

Analyze data

Select primary studies

Publish report

Summarize results

Figure 3.4: The scheme of a systematic literature review
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By conducting the SLR, we obtained a broad overview of the CBSA research
field, including the trends of CBSA research (e.g., motivation to use control theory
in software adaptation, research focus, application domains, assessment and vali-
dation methods, etc.), model paradigms (e.g., model types and time dependency,
model updates at runtime) and adaptation solutions (e.g., types of controllers, sen-
sors and actuators) used in CBSA research, and types of goals and guarantees
achieved with CBSA approaches. Although the SLR showed that there is no ap-
proach in the literature able to address the research problem RPI or the STO-reqs
of software (QI-1), we obtained a number of ideas that helped us to create such
a solution. In particular, we have found one reusable approach, the Push-Button
Methodology [67], that is able satisfy a single S-req of software systems in the
presence of disturbances and inaccurate measurements, and provides adaptation
guarantees. The Push-Button Methodology became one of the leverages for the
solution to RP presented in this Thesis, see Figure 3.3.

The description of SLR with detailed results is presented in Chapter 4.

Analytical Method
We used the analytical method to answer research question QI-2 and a part of
research question QI-3 regarding the guarantees, see Figure 3.3. The analytical
method is a research method used to develop, analyze and validate a formal the-
ory or set of axioms [20]; it is typically applied in the formal computer science
research [180]. The analytical method consists of four steps, see Figure 3.5:

• Applied to CBSA, suggesting a formal theory typically means treating soft-
ware as a mathematical object and devising its model. For example, a model
of a service-based system may specify how the amount of tasks sent to a
particular service affects the output response time.

• Formal methods are then used extensively to develop the theory, which in
CBSA terms means adjusting the initial software model and specifying an
adaptation strategy. A formal method is a mathematical approach used to
rigorously specify the behavior of a software system and to verify properties
of interest. Abstraction is one of the key concepts when applying formal
methods. It means that system features or details that are not relevant for
the given problem are not included in the formal specification. Abstraction
allows focusing on the problem under study and reusing formal specification
for systems from different application domains. Different formal methods are
used nowadays in self-adaptive software systems [174, 122].

• The analytical method does not use experiments or other empirical techniques
in obtaining results. It rather applies formal methods to analyze the software
behavior and the adaptation strategy. For example, a system engineer may
calculate how fast a service-based system will react to a change in the re-
sponse time requirement.

• In the final step of the analytical method, the analysis results are compared
with the observations obtained from the running software system.
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Figure 3.5: The analytical method

In this Thesis, in the first step of the analytical method we leveraged upon the
Push-Button Methodology [67], found during the systematic literature review, in
order to specify a reusable software model. Based on this model, in the second step
we applied formal methods to design the SimCA approach that addresses STO-
reqs, deals with disturbances and requirement changes (QI-2). Then, we analyzed
the behavior of software systems equipped with SimCA through the application
of mathematical techniques and formally verified a number of guarantees (QI-3).
As a last step, we applied informal exploratory case studies to SimCA. These case
studies are explained in the following section.

SimCA, its formal specification and analysis are described in details in Chap-
ter 6.

Informal Exploratory Case Studies
We used informal exploratory case studies to answer a part of research question
QI-3 regarding the software qualities and to experimentally verify the previously
analyzed guarantees, see Figure 3.3. The goal of an exploratory case study is
to explore a certain phenomenon in order to understand or explain it, and to get
new insights [147]. For example, in a service-based system that involves outdoor
wireless communications, it could be beneficial to explore how weather affects
data loss. The results of such case study may lead to a change of services being
used during rain. An exploratory case study typically consists of four steps, see
Figure 3.6. First, the problem to be addressed by the case study is defined. Second,
the cases are selected according to that problem. Third, the cases are implemented
and, fourth, the achieved results are analyzed.

Analyze resultsSelect cases Conduct casesDefine problem

Figure 3.6: The exploratory case study method

According to [184], the case study method “investigates a contemporary phe-
nomenon within its real-life context”. In our work we use the prefix “informal” as
we performed case studies with simulated systems and did not strictly follow the
formal procedure of a case study suggested in the literature [184, 147]. The main
motivation behind that is the higher controllability and lower complexity of sim-
ulated systems. For example, while real-life measurements performed by medical
assistance services are costly, one can simulate thousandths of measurements for
free. A full-scale case study in a real-life context is a part of our future work, see
Section 10.2.
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In this Thesis, we used informal exploratory case studies to understand and char-
acterize the behavior of software systems equipped with SimCA. We selected two
examples of software systems with strict requirements from different domains as
case studies: a simulated unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV) system performing
surveillance missions and a service-based medical assistance system (TAS exem-
plar). Although we did not formally follow a case study selection procedure, those
cases pose typical requirements (STO-reqs) and require a solution for the research
problem RP. Therefore, these cases are representative enough to validate our re-
search results. During the case studies, we analyzed software qualities that are
satisfied by SimCA and experimentally verified the guarantees provided by the
approach (QI-3). We also highlighted some qualities (such as security) that may
be challenging to satisfy with SimCA.

Informal exploratory case studies with both the UUV system and the TAS ex-
emplar are described in Chapters 5 and 6.
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Chapter 4

A Systematic Literature Review on
Control-Based Software Adaptation

In this Chapter, we report the outcomes of a Systematic Literature Review
(SLR) that investigated the research efforts in Control-Based Software Adaptation
(CBSA) research field. In total, we extracted data from 42 primary studies selected
from 1512 papers that resulted from an automatic search. The studies were gath-
ered from 41 venues in control theory, software/systems engineering, and adaptive
systems published from January 2000 to June 2016.

The main goals of the SLR were to provide a general overview of a CBSA
research field and to answer the research question QI-1 “What CBSA approaches
are used to deal with STO-reqs in the existing literature?”

The SLR identified:

• Trends of research on control-theoretical adaptation of software at the appli-
cation and middleware level;

• Model paradigms and adaptation solutions used in CBSA;

• Type of goals achieved with CBSA approaches presented in the literature and
types of guarantees provided.

Reflecting upon results of the SLR, we did not find a CBSA approach that could
effectively address the research problem RP or satisfy STO-reqs with guarantees.
However, we have found the Push-Button Methodology (PBM), an approach that
satisfies a single S-req with guarantees. PBM became a leverage for our own
approach that deals with RP, see Chapter 5.

This Chapter is a copy of our journal article published in Transactions on Soft-
ware Engineering [2]. The review supporting material can be found in [152]. Per-
sonal contribution: Stepan Shevtsov performed 75% of study design and imple-
mentation, 60% of data collection, 60% of data analysis, and 60% of writing the
manuscript.
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Control-Theoretical Software Adaptation:
A Systematic Literature Review

Abstract
Modern software applications are subject to uncertain operating con-

ditions, such as dynamics in the availability of services and variations of
system goals. Consequently, runtime changes cannot be ignored, but
often cannot be predicted at design time. Control theory has been iden-
tified as a principled way of addressing runtime changes and it has been
applied successfully to modify the structure and behavior of software
applications. Most of the times, however, the adaptation targeted the
resources that the software has available for execution (CPU, storage,
etc.) more than the software application itself. This paper investigates
the research efforts that have been conducted to make software adapt-
able by modifying the software rather than the resource allocated to its
execution. This paper aims to identify: the focus of research on control-
theoretical software adaptation; how software is modeled and what con-
trol mechanisms are used to adapt software; what software qualities
and controller guarantees are considered. To that end, we performed
a systematic literature review in which we extracted data from 42 pri-
mary studies selected from 1512 papers that resulted from an automatic
search. The results of our investigation show that even though the be-
havior of software is considered non-linear, research efforts use linear
models to represent it, with some success. Also, the control strategies
that are most often considered are classic control, mostly in the form of
Proportional and Integral controllers, and Model Predictive Control. The
paper also discusses sensing and actuating strategies that are prominent
for software adaptation and the (often neglected) proof of formal proper-
ties. Finally, we distill open challenges for control-theoretical software
adaptation.

4.1 Introduction
Software applications are, more than ever, forced to deal with change [136, 98].
The need for continuous availability of software is forcing developers to consider
change as part of the development process. Software should be able to execute
in conditions that differ from the ones it was initially designed for, for example
because new hardware is available with respect to what was envisioned at design
time [89]. Moreover, software should execute with incomplete knowledge of the
execution environment and conditions and face changing requirements during op-
eration [160]. Consequently, software engineers are developing new techniques to
handle change at runtime without incurring into penalties and downtime, giving
birth to what is commonly referred to as software self-adaptation [43, 51].
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Different alternative approaches have been proposed for the design of self-
adaptive software, a prominent one being architecture-based adaptation [135, 74,
106, 175]. In the architecture-based approach, the software generates and updates
an explicit architectural model of itself and uses it to reasons about adaptation.
Applying classic techniques like testing and model checking for providing assur-
ances at runtime is challenging, especially because these techniques assume the
availability of accurate models of the software behavior. The partial knowledge
available at design time represents a challenge for architecture-based approaches,
in particular regarding the formal guarantees that can be provided [32, 171].

Self-adaptive software must deal with change at runtime, when the knowledge
of how to handle this change becomes available. The software engineer includes
mechanisms to handle runtime variations in the software design and implemen-
tation [148]. Most of these mechanisms use feedback from the software and the
environment to adapt some part of the execution and ensure that the requirements
are met under changing execution conditions. Control theory was identified as a
discipline that could offer insight on the design of adaptation mechanisms with
formal guarantees [26, 82, 50, 189].

So far, most research on control-theoretical adaptation of computing systems fo-
cused on controlling lower-level elements/resources of the technology stack (CPU,
storage, bandwidth, etc.) [4, 53, 190]. With respect to the adaptation of resource
allocation, applying control theory to adapt the software behavior is a more com-
plex problem [67, 8, 24], due to the difficulty of accurately modeling software, to
the types of requirements and their tradeoffs [9] and to the need of instrumenting
software to obtain sensor measurements and actuators [28, 85].

Research efforts applying control-theoretical adaptation to software exist [60,
22, 67, 154]. However, the results of these efforts are scattered and consequently,
there is no clear view on state of the art. This calls for a consolidation of the
knowledge on the application of control-theoretical principles to software adap-
tation. Such knowledge would provide understanding of the basic engineering
principles, including the software models and the control mechanisms, as well as
the types of achieved goals and provided guarantees.

To systematize the mentioned knowledge, we performed a systematic literature
review, following a well-defined methodology that identify, evaluate and interpret
the relevant studies with respect to specific research questions and topics of inter-
est [100]. In the review, we have analyzed research results from 41 main confer-
ences and journals in software/systems engineering, adaptive systems and control
theory, in the period 2000-2016. The focus of the study is on three different as-
pects: models, control strategies and formal guarantees.

More precisely, in software engineering, models typically rely on architectural
concepts, like components and connectors. In control theory, on the contrary, mod-
els are typically behavioral based – in the case of discrete event control – and
equation-based – for discrete and continuous time control. One of the crucial top-
ics of this survey is the role of models in control-theoretical software adaptation.
The second topic this survey focuses on is control structures. In control theory,
a controller structure is chosen based on the characteristics of the specific prob-
lem, like the presence or absence of model uncertainties or the required speed of
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convergence towards goals. Finally, in software engineering, development time
techniques such as code reviews and model checking are usually coupled with
runtime techniques like quantitative verification [33] to provide guarantees on the
adaptation process. In control theory goals are usually expressed as setpoints and
guarantees are expressed and obtained at design time, in terms of the ability to
reach the desired objective whenever feasible. Guarantees are typically given on
the model, and their validity is evaluated against model inaccuracies and paramet-
ric uncertainty.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 4.2 provides in-
formation about the specific focus of the review, Section 4.4 provides some back-
ground on control theory, Section 4.5 contains information about related surveys
and efforts, Section 4.6 discusses the research methodology used for this survey,
Section 4.7 describes the findings of this survey. From the analysis, we have de-
rived some insights that helped us to outline relevant challenges for future research,
that are described in Section 4.8. Finally, Section 4.9 discusses threads to validity,
Section 4.10 concludes the paper.

4.2 Focus of the Literature Study
This section describes the focus of the conducted literature review in detail. We
distinguish between the software system being adapted, discussed in Section 4.2,
and the control technique being applied, described in Section 4.2.

Software Adaptation
Control-theoretical adaptation was used in a variety of computing systems [82,
139] with different objectives. This systematic literature review focuses on soft-
ware adaptation1. Software adaptation here refers to the actual adaptation of a
running software application and to the adaptation throughout the software devel-
opment live cycle, from requirements to design, construction, testing, deployment,
software maintenance, and evolution. Figure 4.1 shows the typical structure of
modern computing system in three layers. Each layer is illustrated with the ex-
ample elements from three domains: webservices, warehouse logistics, and cloud
applications.

The bottom system layer includes resource elements such as CPU, storage, sen-
sors and cloud hardware resources. The lower part of the middleware layer incor-
porates software that can be mapped directly to physical and virtual elements in
the system layer. Examples of elements in this sub-layer are application servers,
software drivers, and the platform services. Adaptation at the system and lower
middleware level has been reviewed in the past [139], mostly providing a view
on resource provisioning techniques based on control-theory. In these problems,
resources are generally treated as flows and the control problem is often mapped
to flow regulation [4, 27].

1 Adaptation refers to actions that lead to change of the software application, from architecture re-
configuration to component replacement, to switches in the application mode, to parameter changes.
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Figure 4.1: The three layers representing modern computing systems. The focus
of the review is displayed in grey.

Adaptation of the higher middleware layer and the application layer is funda-
mentally different from adaptation performed at lower levels. Differences include:

• Software exhibits three possible adaptation dimensions: requirements, struc-
ture, and behavior [9];

• Context, goals and requirements are domain-dependent and can change dur-
ing runtime [148, 160];

• There is a necessity to use complex and potentially multiple system models
simultaneously [67, 28];

• The choice of proper sensors and actuators for adapting software can be chal-
lenging [50];

• The design space for the adaptation of software applications is often multi-
dimensional [8, 24];

• Usually, there is a complex interplay between the qualities that are subject to
adaptation on the one hand and the space of available adaptation options on
the other hand [68].

This review includes studies where control was applied to software elements,
rather than to hardware resources or low-level elements in the technology stack.
The grey area in Figure 4.1 depicts the focus of this study. The focus avoids
cluttered results that mix models, controllers, goals and guarantees for different
layers of computing systems.

Control Techniques
The focus of this study is also restricted by the control techniques used for the
adaptation system design. Figure 4.2 shows an extension of the taxonomy of po-
tential control techniques proposed in [122, 50].
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Figure 4.2: Control-theoretical techniques. In grey the techniques that are
considered in this literature review.

In this literature review, we analyze studies that use either classic or advanced
control theory to adapt software systems. This includes the use of Proportional
Integral Derivative (PID) controllers and controllers synthesized with pole place-
ment or loop shaping techniques, Model Predictive Control (MPC) regulators, op-
timal controllers like Linear Quadratic Regulators (LQG), H∞ controllers. We
also delve into adaptive and stochastic control.

Despite the fact that knowledge-based control approaches are usually consid-
ered closely related to control-theoretical ones, the foundations of the two tech-
niques are quite different. Knowledge-based strategies rely on building an on-
tology that is then used to decide what is the best strategy to achieve a specific
goal [90, 91], while purely control-theoretical approaches rely on models. In the
case of knowledge-based strategies – including fuzzy controllers, rule-based con-
trol, case-based reasoning, heuristics, and machine learning – the controller cannot
rely on cases that it has not seen during its training phase. Equation-based mod-
els are in nature approximations of reality and the use of a such models comes
with the underlying assumption the behavior of the system in a point in between
observations can be interpolated based on the data available.

Logical control based on discrete event systems (DES) is a substantial part of
control theory. However, in contrast to classic control, DES approaches rely on
transition system models, such as Petri nets and timed automata [167, 80, 133], for
which the software engineering community has developed a lot of formal methods
and tools that allow to model and assess the behavior of the system as a whole
(e.g., particular logics and model checking). In this literature review we focus
on adaptation of software based on models and guarantees that classical control
theory can offer. Hence, we excluded studies that apply DES to realize adapta-
tion. Finally, queuing theory and game theory have offered, in recent years, a
basis for the development of different adaptation mechanisms [78, 119]. However,
these mechanisms are quite different compared to the basic control-theoretical ap-
proaches and the type of guarantees that can be provided are different, making it
difficult to compare approaches. Notably, studies that combine the use of queu-
ing models with classic or advanced control strategies are still in the focus of our
review.

Due to their different nature with respect to control-theoretic adaptation, we
exclude knowledge-based, discrete event, game-theoretic and queuing-based ap-
proaches from this literature study.
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4.3 Self-adaptive Systems Background
This section provides a brief background on self-adaptive systems based on [169].
We start with explaining the principles and motivation of self-adaption. Then we
introduce basic concepts and illustrate the realization of the adaptation-specific
elements with typical examples from a software engineering perspective. For ad-
ditional reading, we refer the interested reader to [43, 163, 21, 56, 87, 148].

Principles of Self-adaptation
The term self-adaptation is not precisely defined in the literature. [43] refers to a
self-adaptive system as a system that “is able to adjust its behavior in response to
their perception of the environment and the system itself” [26] adds that “the self
prefix indicates that the system decides autonomously (i.e., without or with mini-
mal interference) how to adapt or organize to accommodate changes in its context
and environment.” These researchers take the stance of an external observer and
look at a self-adaptive system as a one that can handle changing external condi-
tions, resources, workloads, demands, and failures.

[74] contrasts traditional adaptation mechanisms, such as exceptions in pro-
gramming languages and fault-tolerant protocols, with mechanisms that are re-
alized by means of a feedback loop to achieve various goals by monitoring and
adapting system behavior at runtime. [8] refer in this context to “disciplined split”
as a basic principle of a self-adaptive system, referring to an explicit separation
between a part of the system that deals with the domain concerns and a part that
deals with the adaptation concerns. Domain concerns relate to the goals for which
the system is built; adaptation concerns relate to the system itself, i.e., the way
the system realizes its goals under changing conditions. These researchers take
the stance of a system engineer and look at self-adaptation from the perspective of
how the system is conceived.

From these two perspectives, [169] identifies two basic principles that comple-
ment one another and determine what is a self-adaptive system: (1) the external
principle: a self-adaptive system is a system that can handle changes in its envi-
ronment, the system itself and its goals autonomously (i.e., without or with min-
imal human interference), and (2) the internal principle: a self-adaptive system
comprises two distinct parts: the first part interacts with the environment and is
responsible for the domain concerns (concerns for which the system is built); the
second part interacts with the first part and is responsible for the adaptation con-
cerns (concerns about the domain concerns).

Conceptual Model of Self-adaptive Software
Figure 4.3 shows a conceptual model of a self-adaptive software system. It consists
of four basic elements: environment, software system, adaptation goals, and adap-
tation system. These basic elements are abstract and very general, i.e. they do not
depend on a type of deployment, coordination between system components and
the decision-making entity. A wide variety of approaches have been studied and
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Figure 4.3: Model of a self-adaptive software system.

applied that realize the basic elements in different ways. We illustrate the realiza-
tion of the adaptation-specific elements (adaptation goals and adaptation system)
with typical examples from a software engineering perspective.

Environment refers to the part of the external world with which the self-
adaptive system interacts and in which the effects of the system will be observed
and evaluated. The environment can include both physical and virtual entities. As
the environment is not under control of the software engineer, there may be un-
certainty in terms of what is being sensed or what will be the result of effecting
actions. An example of the environment of a robotic system is the physical envi-
ronment in which the robots can move, but also the drivers of the cameras that the
robots use to sense its surrounding.

Software System comprises the application code that realizes the system goals
for the domain at hand. To that end, the software system senses the environment
and can effect the environment. For example, a robot can plan a path to perform
a transportation task. During its mission, it can use a camera to detect obstacles,
compute an alternative path if necessary, and steer the vehicle around obstacles to
avoid collisions.

Adaptation Goals are goals of the adaptation system over the software system;
they usually relate to qualities of the software system. [98] distinguishes between
four types of high-level adaptation goals: self-configuration (i.e., systems that con-
figure themselves automatically), self-optimization (systems that continually seek
ways to improve their performance or cost), self-healing (systems that detect, di-
agnose, and repair problems resulting from bugs or failures), and self-protection
(systems that defend themselves from malicious attacks or cascading failures). For
example, a self-optimization goal of a robot may be to ensure that a particular num-
ber of tasks are achieved within a certain time window under changing operation
conditions, e.g., dynamic task loads or reduced bandwidth for communication.

Adaptation goals are often expressed in terms of the uncertainty they have to
deal with. Example approaches are the specification of quality of service goals
using probabilistic temporal logics [33], and fuzzy goals whose satisfaction is rep-
resented through fuzzy constraints [18]. Adaptation goals are typically a first-class
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entities at runtime, enabling the adaptation system (see below) to reason about the
adaptation goals during operation.

Adaptation System manages the software system. To that end, the adaptation
system comprises adaptation logic that deals with the adaption goals. To realize the
adaptation goals, the adaptation system senses the environment and the software
system and adapts the latter when necessary. For example, to achieve the required
number of tasks within a certain time window under peak load, the robots give pri-
ority to particular types of tasks. Conceptually, the adaptation system may consist
of multiple layers where the upper parts manage the underlying subsystems.

The adaptation logic can be realized with different approaches. A classic ap-
proach applied in software engineering is to model the adaptation logic in the
form of four components, Monitor, Analyze, Plan, and Execute that share com-
mon Knowledge (often referred to as MAPE-K [98]). The Monitor acquires data
from the managed element and the environment, and processes this data to update
the content of the Knowledge element accordingly. The Analyze element uses
the up-to-date knowledge to determine whether there is a need for adaptation of
the managed element. To that end, the Analyze element uses representations of
the adaptation goals that are available in the Knowledge element. If adaptation is
required, the Plan element puts together a plan that consists of one or more adap-
tation actions. The adaptation plan is then executed by the Execute element that
adapts the managed element accordingly.

A key aspect of self-adaptation is to provide guarantees for the compliance of
the adaption goals of self-adaptive systems that operate under uncertainty. A pio-
neering approach that deals with this challenge is quantitative verification at run-
time. [33] applies this approach in the context of managing the quality of service
in service-based systems. Extensive research has shown that providing guaran-
tees for the compliance of the adaption goals with traditional software engineering
approaches (ranging from traditional testing and sanity checks to model check-
ing) remains a challenging problem [171]. This is one of the key reasons why
researchers started exploring alternative paradigms such as the application of con-
trol theory to realize self-adaptation.

4.4 Control Theory Background
This section introduces some background on control theory, and defines the ter-
minology that will be used for the analysis of the studies. For further reading on
control theory, the reader can refer to [112, 16, 110, 134, 115, 111].

Steady state and Transient Phase
In physical systems, when an input is applied to an object, this object usually reacts
to the input. For example, if a person kicks a ball on a grass field, the force applied
to the ball will make it move until a specific location. If one measures the position
of the ball compared to the initial position, the signal will show a movement until
the ball will stop (due to friction). The signal has clearly two distinct behavior.
In a first phase (the transient phase), the ball will move, depending on the applied
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Figure 4.4: Block diagram of a feedback control scheme

force. In a second phase, in absence of other forces, the ball position will settle
to one specific location. This second phase is called steady state. A system is in
steady state when the initial force applied has vanished its effects and it is in the
transient phase while the effect of the initial force can still be observed. In general,
the output signal of a system in the steady state is not necessarily a constant. For
some systems, for example, the output can be a cyclic behavior.

As a parallelism with programming, one may think about a system in steady
state as a piece of software, always repeating the same operations. If something
happens in the software, some other routines can be started, to handle the interrupt.
When these handling routines terminate, the software can go back to the original
state of repeating the same operations.

Feedback and Feedforward Control

Figure 9.1 shows the basic block diagram of a feedback control scheme, applied
to a software system. From left to right, the Setpoint represents the goal that the
adaptation needs to achieve – typically a non-functional requirement such as a spe-
cific response time or a reliability value. Based on the value of the desired goal
and the corresponding Measured Output an error is computed that is used by a
Feedback Controller to compute the Control Signal. The control signal adapts the
Software System such that the output gets as close as possible to the Setpoint. The
-1 block indicates that the value of the feedback signal is inverted, that is, the Error
is computed as: Setpoint+(−MeasuredOutput). During normal operating con-
ditions the system reaches a steady state. When the measured output changes due
to external Disturbances, the system enters a transient phase, where the feedback
controller applies an appropriate control signal to handle the disturbances to bring
the system back to the steady state. Figure 4.5 shows the basic block diagram of
a feedforward control scheme. A Feedforward Controller takes into account the
Setpoint and the values of external Disturbances, and produces a Control Signal
that compensates for the disturbances.

To grasp the difference between feedback and feedforward control, imagine a
person driving to a predefined destination. Feedforward control is the act of check-
ing a map beforehand and memorizing it, computing the best strategy to get to the
destination and applying this strategy when driving. Feedback control is the act of
checking a navigation device that provides the current position and distance from
the destination. A model of the map is still needed to define the direction, but this
model is used during the navigation to refine the current navigation strategy.
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Figure 4.5: Block diagram of a feedforward control scheme

In general, control strategies are developed to counteract the effect of distur-
bances on systems. In the case of software systems, these disturbances may come
from the environment or from the internals of the software itself. The underlying
assumption for the application of control is the ability to measure the output of the
software behavior that must be kept under control. A measure of the disturbances,
on the contrary, can be beneficial for the setup of a feedforward strategy, but is not
necessary.

While the main purpose of feedback control has historically been disturbance
rejection, the coupling of the feedforward block and the feedback one has the
purpose of following a setpoint. Setpoint tracking is the other objective of the
application of control.

Taxonomy of Classic Controllers
In the blocks corresponding to feedback and feedforward controllers, one can im-
plement different control strategies, ranging from classical control to more ad-
vanced techniques. Over the years, a lot of control techniques have been studied.
The first group of techniques is generally called state-feedback controllers. These
are controllers that use information about the state of the system to decide on a
control signal [179]. One of the earliest strategies based on state feedback that has
been developed is the bang bang controller, which consists in turning on or off a
specific actuator, for example opening a valve to let water flow or closing it. In
computing systems, this is usually the controller employed for admission control
strategies, where requests are either admitted or rejected. Other state feedback
controllers are regulators based on Pole Placement, Deadbeat Controllers and Pro-
portional Integral and Derivative (PID) controllers. The PID controller is the most
common controller and covers about 90% [179, 15] of the industrial applications
of control. It is based on computing a control signal as a function of the error
between the desired system behavior and the current system behavior.

The second group of techniques is called optimal control. In optimal control,
the control value is obtained to minimize a cost function, possibly subject to some
constraints. Typically, the objective is to maximize control performance, given
prescribed guarantees [129, 188]. Whenever the cost function is a quadratic func-
tion, and the constraints contain linear first-order dynamic constraints, the problem
can be classified as a Linear Quadratic (LQ) optimal control problem. A special
case is the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) [159].

A particularly successful heuristic for optimal control under constraints is
Model Predictive Control (MPC) [118, 34]. MPC predicts the future behavior
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from the current system state under a particular control action and selects the input
sequence that minimizes the chosen cost function. Only the first step of that input
sequence is applied and at the next time step the new system state is determined
and the process repeated, according to receding horizon principle.

Together with these control strategies, there is Robust Control [129], which is
based on building a control strategy that makes the system behave in a specific
way, despite variation of involved parameters. In general, robustness to model
inaccuracy is a property of all control strategies, but there are design techniques to
develop controllers that are specifically aimed at maximizing robustness.

Composition of Controllers
Controllers can be composed by combining multiple feedback and/or feedforward
controllers that interact with each other. For example, the feedback controller
block may correspond to one of the following: multiple cascaded controllers; a
hierarchical structure where the control signal is determined by controllers coupled
together; controllers working in parallel or concurrently. When controllers are
composed, the feedforward control signal is incremental with respect to any other
control signal computed in the system (for example, from a feedback controller
block). If no other controller is present then the feedforward control signal is
applied directly to the software system. The main goal of combining feedback and
the feedforward controllers is that the latter can take care of the part of disturbances
that can be modeled, while the former can deal with disturbances that are not
known a priori. The reader interested in composition schemes can consult [112].

4.5 Related Efforts
This literature review is not the first effort in trying to extract systematic knowl-
edge from the research being conducted between the two disciplines of software
engineering and control theory.

Most of the survey work on the subfield of adaptive software focuses on
architecture-based adaptation [87, 170], where MAPE loops are usually consid-
ered the main technique to design an adaptation strategy and can be coupled with
additional knowledge to reason about the software and the environment.

Motivated by the need for formal guarantees in the design of self-adaptive sys-
tems, researchers started to explore the application of principles from control
theory to adapt computing systems, introducing the notion of “dynamic feed-
back” [55]. Seminal research in this direction is documented in the book by Heller-
stein et al. [82], which highlights the potential of control theory for the adaptation
of computing systems. As a result, a number of authors have further investigated
the interplay between control theory and software engineering.

A pioneering article that elaborates on the application of control theory to soft-
ware servers to provide guarantees for adaptation is [4]. Based on that and on
subsequent works, control theory was considered as an approach that can be used
in software engineering for the design of software that modifies its behavior at
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runtime providing formal guarantees about the mechanism used for the adaptation
and about the goal satisfaction, whenever possible [26, 50].

While these studies can be useful in understanding the relationship between
software engineering and control theory, they do not provide a comprehensive in-
depth overview of the state of the art and they focus on adaptation at all the possible
levels – as highlighted by the examples in Figure 4.1.

There have been a number of surveys in particular computing domains, for ex-
ample [81] on mechanisms for performance management of Internet applications
and [166] on quality-driven software adaptation using system properties derived
from control theory to evaluate the usefulness of the adaptation. These surveys
only investigated resource allocation and admission control, without delving into
adaptation of the software behavior. A recent review of cloud service selection
approaches did not identify any application of control theory for the adaptation of
higher system layers in the cloud [161].

The work that is closely related to this survey is the systematic literature re-
view on control-based adaptation of computing systems realized by Patikiriko-
rala et al. [139]. The main result of that effort is a taxonomy that captures the
characteristics of target and control systems, together with the types of validation
performed to verify the effectiveness of the control mechanism. However, [139]
does not distinguish between control-based adaptation at different layers of com-
puting systems and treats low-level adaptation mechanism similarly to software
adaptation. Low- and high-level adaptation are different in many aspects, the most
important one being probably the availability of adequate physical models to guide
the control design [102]. The analysis of low and high-level adaptation strategy
lead to cluttered results that mix models, controllers, and guarantees of software
adaptation with resource allocation, admission control, and hardware adaptation.
From the results of this study it is therefore impossible to grasp the basic un-
derlying principles that can be used for high-level software adaptation. Another
problem of this survey [139] is the absence of data about a number of key charac-
teristics and properties that are inherent to control theory. For example, the authors
only collected data to classify system models based on their type – black box, first
principle, queuing system –, while other essential model properties like linearity
or non-linearity and discreteness versus continuity were not examined. The same
limitation applies to actuators and controller purposes – regulatory action, optimal
control, disturbance rejection. The classification of controllers provided by the au-
thors mixes control-theoretic concepts. For example, PID, LQR and MPC, which
are the controller types, are mixed with cascaded, decentralized and hierarchical
control, which are approaches to compose multiple controllers of one of the men-
tioned types. Finally, the authors of [139] do not discuss the guarantees provided
by the control-theoretical approaches, while formality is one of the main reasons
to apply control theory [134, 16, 82, 26, 50].

In contrast to existing work, we perform a systematic literature review investi-
gating control-theoretical software adaptation at the level of application software
and supporting middleware services. We focus on adaptation based on classical or
advanced control theory. This scope allows us to gain general insight and explore
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the use of control theory as a foundation for the design, analysis and verification
of adaptive software.

4.6 Research Method
To conduct our systematic literature review, we followed the guidelines described
in [100]. In a first stage, the team defined a protocol to be used for the review.
The protocol includes (a) research questions, (b) a search string to find relevant
sources, (c) inclusion and exclusion criteria to determine if a document that was
found with the given string is relevant or not, and (d) relevant venues to be used as
data sources. In the remainder of this section, we discuss these key elements.

Given these elements, we performed two independent searches in the documents
retrieved with the search string applied to the relevant venues and compared the
results and resolved the ambiguities and discrepancies arisen.

Research Questions
We first formulated the overall goal of our literature review using the Goal-
Question-Metric approach [19]:

Purpose: Understand and characterize

Issue: the use of control theory

Object: to adapt application software and supporting middleware services

Viewpoint: from the standpoint of a researcher.

As control-theoretical software adaptation only recently emerged as a research
field and there is currently no good overview of the field, the primary aim of this
review is to create such an overview. This overview will enable researchers to
better compare and position specific contributions in the future.

We distilled the overall goal of the literature study in the following four research
questions:

RQ1: What is the current state of research on control-theoretical adap-
tation of software at the application and middleware level?

RQ2: What are the model paradigms used for control-theoretical adap-
tation of software?

RQ3: What are the control strategies used for control-theoretical adap-
tation of software?

RQ4: What type of goals are achieved with control-theoretical adapta-
tion of software and what kind of guarantees are provided?

RQ1 aims to provide a general overview of the state of the art in control-
theoretical software adaptation. In particular, with RQ1 we can get insight in the
trends of research on adapting software using principles from control theory. We
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plan to provide a deep understanding of the motivations for the use of control the-
ory, of the viewpoint taken in its use, and of the approaches used to assessment the
effectiveness of the control approach.

The other questions are aligned with the “three broad areas of challenges in
applying control theory to computing systems” mentioned by Hellerstein et al. [82,
p.24]. These areas are: constructing models of the target system and controller,
designing the feedback controllers, and defining evaluation criteria to assess the
results obtained.

Concretely, we formulated RQ2 to identify the models used for controlling soft-
ware and their characteristics. RQ3 is related to the types of controllers and their
different use, to the sensors and actuators applied, and to the methods used for
building controllers. Finally, RQ4 helps us identifying the methods and metrics
used to assess the effectiveness of the control solution and the guarantees pro-
vided.

Document Sources
To select the sources used for our systematic literature survey, we followed the
same procedure used for other systematic studies, such as [170, 73]. The procedure
starts with identifying the document sources that are used in related surveys [170,
139, 50]. The sources are then refined by consulting with researchers from both
the field of control theory and software engineering.

After following the mentioned procedure, we identified the main venues for
publishing research in control theory, software engineering and adaptive systems.
To ensure high quality and obtain solid data to answer the research questions, we
excluded a number of venues based on two parameters: the Australian Research
Council (ARC) ranking1 and the H-index2. Most of the included venues have
high ARC rating (A*/A) and an H-index higher than 10. However, ranking alone
is usually not conclusive. Therefore, we included a number of conferences and
journals independent of their ratings because they are considered important in the
respective communities.

In total, we included 41 venues: 15 journals and 26 conferences. For the jour-
nals we included 11 from control theory (CT), 3 from software/systems engineer-
ing (SSE), and 1 from adaptive systems (AS), see Table 4.3 for more detailed
information. For the conferences, we included 4 from control theory, 17 from
software/systems engineering, and 5 from adaptive systems, see Table 4.1 and Ta-
ble 4.2.

Search Strategy
Our search strategy is composed by six different steps.

1 ARC for journals: http://research.unsw.edu.au/excellence-research-australia-era-outlet-ranking
ARC for conferences: http://103.1.187.206/core/

2 H-index for journals: http://www.scimagojr.com
For conferences: http://academic.research.microsoft.com/
Control venues: Google Scholar cat. Automation & Control Theory
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Table 4.1: Conferences included in the search, part 1

ID Group Venue ARC H-index
ICSE SSE International Conference on Soft-

ware Engineering
A* 118

ICAC SSE International Conference on Au-
tonomic Computing

B 32

DAC SSE Design Automation Conference C 73

ICSM SSE International Conference on Soft-
ware Maintenance and Evolution

A 56

ASE SSE Automated Software Engineering
Conference

A 44

ESEC SSE European Software Engineering
Conference

B 44

WADS SSE Workshop on Architecting De-
pendable Systems

n/a 30

VMCAI SSE Verification, Model Checking
and Abstract Interpretation

B 30

WICSA SSE Working Conference on Software
Architecture

A 25

CBSE SSE Symposium Component-Based
Software Engineering

A 21

HASE SSE Symposium on High Assurance
Systems Engineering

B 19

SEFM SSE Conference on Software Engi-
neering and Formal Methods

B 18

ATVA SSE Symposium on Automated Tech-
nology for Verification and Anal-
ysis

A 14

QoSA SSE Conference on the Quality of
Software Architectures

A 10

ECSA SSE European Conference on Soft-
ware Architecture

n/a 8

FSE SSE International Symposium on the
Foundations of Software Engi-
neering

A 8

ESEM SSE Symposium on Empirical Soft-
ware Engineering

A n/a
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Table 4.2: Conferences included in the search, part 2

ID Group Venue ARC H-index
CDC CT Conference on Decision and Con-

trol
A 45

ACC CT American Control Conference n/a 40

ICARCV CT International Conference on Con-
trol, Automation, Robotics and
Vision

A 11

ECC CT European Control Conference n/a 20

SASO AS Self-Adaptive and Self-
Organizing Systems

n/a 9

Adaptive AS Adaptive and Self-adaptive Sys-
tems and Applications

n/a n/a

FeBID AS International Workshop on Feed-
back Computing

n/a n/a

SEAMS AS Software Engineering for Adap-
tive & Self-Managing Systems

n/a n/a

SefSAS AS Software Engineering for Self-
Adaptive Systems

n/a n/a

The first step is the definition and validation of the search string to be used
for automated search. This process started with pilot searches on IEEE Explore
and the ACM Digital Library. We combined different keywords from software
engineering and control theory that are relevant for our research questions. Based
on the pilot searches, we defined the following search string, that was then applied
to title and abstract.

(control OR controller OR controlling) AND (adaptive OR self-adaptive
OR adaptation OR self- OR autonomic OR autonomous) [AND (soft-
ware)]3

To validate the search string, we used a “quasi-gold standard” [186]. In particu-
lar, we manually searched through the proceedings of three known venues (TAAS,
ICAC, and ICSE) during the past three years and found five studies that matched
the selection criteria (discussed below). Then, we performed the automatic search
in the proceedings of the same venues, using the search engines of the IEEE and
ACM libraries. We refined the search string until the five studies were in the search
results and the remaining number of the studies was minimal.

In the second step, we applied an automatic search using the previously de-
fined search string. We use IEEE Explore, the ACM Digital Library and Google

3 The additional keyword “software” is used only for control theory venues to improve the search
results.
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Table 4.3: Journals included in the search.

ID Group Journal ARC H-index
TSE SSE Transactions on Software Engi-

neering
A* 128

JSS SSE Journal of Systems and Software A 72

TOSEM SSE Transactions on Software Engi-
neering and Methodology

A* 59

Automatica CT Automatica A* 85

TAC CT Transactions on Automatic Con-
trol

A* 82

TCST CT Transactions on Control Systems
Technology

A 54

IJRNC CT International Journal of Robust
and Nonlinear Control

A 41

CEP CT Control Engineering Practice B 38

SICON CT SIAM Journal on Control and
Optimization

A* 36

IJC CT International Journal of Control A 33

CS CT IEEE Control Systems B 24

SCL CT Systems & Control Letters n/a 41

ARC CT Annual reviews in control n/a 27

CTA CT IET Control Theory & Applica-
tions

B 39

TAAS AS Transactions on Autonomous and
Adaptive Systems

B 26

Scholar4. The search is performed on the venues described in Section 4.6. For
venues not included in the digital libraries, we manually downloaded and searched
the proceedings. After the automatic search, we collected a total of 1512 papers.

In the third step, two researchers independently read the abstracts of all studies
selected in the previous step and used the inclusion and exclusion criteria described
in Section 4.6 to filter out irrelevant papers. Of the 1512 papers selected with the
automatic string match, only 161 papers were advanced to the next stage.

In step four, we read the complete papers to make a final decision on their in-
clusion in the review. Conflicts were resolved during extensive discussion. We

4 The reference search string was adjusted to match the search features provided by different elec-
tronic sources (e.g., different field codes, case sensitivity, syntax of search strings). The search string
for Google Scholar was adjusted to controller adaptive software as the engine only allows searching
on title or full text of papers.
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excluded a various number of papers because they were not relevant, and had 40
studies to analyze at the end of this step. As a fifth step, we applied snowballing.
We checked the references cited by the selected papers and included them when
appropriate. We increased the number of studies to analyze to 61 papers.

Finally, in the sixth step, we identified and removed similar versions of the
remaining papers. For example, when we found a conference and a journal ver-
sion of the same paper, we kept only the journal version, as it is considered more
complete and accurate. The final list of primary studies for our literature review
consists of the following 42 references: [102, 123, 57, 103, 52, 66, 65, 12, 67, 84,
68, 153, 140, 141, 138, 3, 94, 22, 5, 109, 108, 104, 60, 63, 61, 37, 128, 30, 29, 93,
92, 38, 185, 142, 165, 127, 39, 9, 154, 10, 96, 95].

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
We determined that a paper is approved for further analysis only when it satisfies
all inclusion criteria and does not satisfy any of the exclusion criteria. We include
studies that:

• Were published from January 2000 to June 2016. We used 2000 as starting
date as adaptive systems have become subject of active research around that
time [55, 4].

• Discussed the engineering of the adaptation strategy. The design or the im-
plementation of the adaptation strategy or its parts must be included in the
study.

• Matched the focus of the study, including adaptation of application software
or high-level reusable middleware services, as shown in Figure 4.1.

• Applied classic or advanced control theory to design feedback loops, as
shown by the grey area in Figure 4.2.

We excluded:

• Papers written in languages other than English.

• Tutorials, short papers, editorials because they do not contain sufficient data
for our study.

Assessment of the Presentation Quality
Assessing the quality of the presentation – not necessarily related to the quality of
the research – of the studies is important for the interpretation of the results.

To assess the presentation quality, we collected six quality items for each study.
The quality items are listed in Table 4.4. These items are based on the quality
assessment method for research studies initially described in [58] and adjusted
in [173]. For each quality item we assign a value of 2 if the authors provide
an explicit description, 1 if there is a general description, and 0 if there is no
description at all. The paper quality assessment score (max 12 points) is calculated
by summing up the scores for every quality item.
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Table 4.4: Quality items to assess the presentation quality of the studies.

Q1: Problem definition of the study
2 Explicit problem description

1 General problem description

0 No problem description

Q2: Problem context of the study
2 Explicit problem context supported by references

1 General problem context supported by references

0 No description of the context

Q3: Research design of the study
2 Explicit description of how the research was organized

1 General words about the way the research was organized

0 No description of how the research was organized

Q4: Contributions/results of the study
2 Explicit list of the study contributions

1 General words about the study contributions

0 No description of the study contributions

Q5: Insights derived from the study
2 Explicit list of insights/lessons learned from the study

1 General words about the insights

0 No description of the insights derived from the study

Q6: Limitations of the study
2 Explicit list of the study limitations

1 General words about the study limitations

0 No description of the study limitations
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Table 4.5: Collected Data items.

Item ID Field Use
F1 Author(s) Documentation

F2 Year Documentation

F3 Title Documentation

F4 Venue Documentation

F5 Citations per year Documentation

F6 Quality score Documentation

F7 Engineering perspective RQ1

F8 Motivation for CT RQ1

F9 Validation RQ1

F10 Assessment RQ1

F11 Application domain RQ1

F12 Claimed Generality RQ1

F13 System model RQ2

F14 Sensors and actuators RQ3

F15 Triggers for adaptation RQ3

F16 Controller type RQ3

F17 Controller purpose RQ3, RQ4

F18 Guarantees RQ4

F19 Software qualities RQ4

F20 Tradeoffs RQ4

Extracted Data Items
Table 4.5 shows the data items that are extracted to answer the identified research
questions. We here briefly explain the different items.

• F1-F5: These data items are used for documentation. For item F4 we addi-
tionally group venues into SSE (Software/Systems Engineering), CT (Control
Theory) and AS (Adaptive Systems), as shown in Table 4.1. This data item is
referred as F4.1.

• F6: Presentation quality score (on a total of 12), obtained as described in
Section 4.6.

• F7: The engineering perspective taken by the authors of the study, which can
be one of the following options: (a) SE perspective: The focus of these studies
is on applying adaption to realize some quality requirements. The application
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of control-theoretical principles to adapt software is not well elaborated. For
example, controller guarantees are not analyzed or the software mathematical
model is not explicitly presented. (b) CT perspective: The focus of these stud-
ies is control theoretical aspects; software is basically used as an application
domain. There is less focus on typical software engineering aspects. (c) In-
tegrated perspective: These studies employ principles from control theory to
solve a software adaptation problem and exploit its mathematical foundation
to analyze the system behavior and provide guarantees for quality goals.

• F8: Motivation for using control theory in a software system. The initial
options are: formal guarantees, systematic approach, inefficiency of existing
approaches. Additional options are derived during the review.

• F9: Validation setting is one of the following: academic effort, academic/in-
dustry collaboration, industrial effort, none.

• F10: The assessment approach used in the study. The initial options are: ex-
ample application, simulation and discussion. In addition, we collect data
about formal assessment (F10.1) which is one of the following: formal mod-
eling, formal analysis, or none. By formal modeling we mean having a formal
description of system model/controller, while formal analysis includes anal-
ysis of guarantees.

• F11: Applications domain for which adaptation is used or evaluated in the
study. For example, e-commerce, tourism, video processing. The concrete
application domains are derived during the review.

• F12: A boolean indicating whether the authors state a general applicability of
the proposed approach.

• F13: The system model. Extracted data are divided into four sub-properties:
(F13.1) model type, (F13.2) model linearity, (F13.3) time framework, (F13.4)
model time dependency. For F13.1, a system can be denoted as (a) analytical,
(b) grey box, or (c) black box. In an analytical model, the system is described
by laws governing the behavior of that system (e.g., a Markov Chain). All
model elements are known at design time (but parameters may change at
runtime). With a grey box model, the system is not entirely known, a cer-
tain model based on both insight in the system and experimental data can
be constructed. However, the model has a number of unknown free param-
eters that are estimated using system identification. In the black-box case,
the system is considered unknown but can receive input and produces some
output, that in principle comes from unknown functions. For F13.2, a model
can be either (a) linear or (b) non-linear. In the linear case, the output is
directly proportional to the input. In the non-linear case, this direct propor-
tionality is not true. F13.3 can be either (a) discrete- or (b) continuous-time.
In a discrete-time model, a system is modeled using difference equations,
while continuous-time models rely on ordinary differential equations. As for
F13.4, the model can be either (a) time-dependant, or (b) time-invariant. In
the first case, the dependency on time is explicit. The output o is computed
using a function f that depends on the input i, on the state x, and on time t,
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o(t) = f(i, x, t). In the second case, the model describes the output at some
time advancement, but the relationship does not contain time o(t) = f(i, x)
and depends only on the state and the input.

• F14: Sensors and actuators. We separate collected data into: (F14.1) sensors:
what is being measured during adaptation, (F14.2) actuators: the mechanism
affecting software behavior to achieve the adaptation goals, (F14.3) triggers
for adaptation: can be one of the following: stimulations from the environ-
ment, changes in requirements/goals, changes in the software itself.

• F16: The controller type used in the feedback mechanism. Options include
PID, MPC, optimal, and others. In addition, we collect the data about:
(F16.1) adaptivity of controller: adaptive or non-adaptive, (F16.2) composi-
tion scheme of multiple controllers, if applicable. Options include cascaded,
hierarchical, and others.

• F17: The controller purpose with options: optimization, regulatory func-
tions (setpoint tracking), disturbance rejection, or a combinations of these
purposes [82].

• F18: Formal guarantees provided by the use of control theory and described
in the study. According to [82], control theory can guarantee four main sys-
tem qualities: stability, steady-state error, settling time, and maximum over-
shooting. Stability refers to the ability of the system to converge to a fixed
point (as opposed to diverging – for example, accumulating requests in a
buffer). Steady-state error refers to the difference between the fixed point to
which the system converged to and the desired goal, given to the controller.
The settling time of a controller is a measure of how quickly the controller is
able to reach the fixed point, when it exists. Finally, the maximum overshoot
determines how much the maximum difference between the measured value
and the objective will be, during the transient phase. A graphical summary
of these properties can be seen in Figure 4.6. Additionally to the properties
mentioned in [82], a number of studies discuss the guarantees of systems with
respect to robustness. Robustness is the ability of the system to return to the
steady-state in case of model inaccuracies or perturbations and disturbances.
We also collect data about experimentally verified guarantees (F18.1). The
difference with the data extracted in F18 (formal guarantees) is that the evi-
dence is based on data that is collected from experiments.

• F19: Software qualities that are affected by adaptation and described in the
study. We use the specification of qualities described in the ISO/IEC 9126-1
standard5. According to [170], the software engineering approaches mostly
concentrate on: (a) performance, the ability of the software to achieve a de-
sired value for qualities like throughput and response time; (b) efficiency,
the extent to which the software uses the appropriate resources under stated
conditions and in a specific context of use; (c) reliability: the capability of
software to maintain its level of performance under stated conditions for a

5 ISO/IEC 9126-1 Software Eng. - Product quality - Part 1: Qualitymodel, Int. Standard Organisation.
(2001)
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Figure 4.6: Control-Theoretical Guarantees.

period of time; (d) other: other software qualities such as scalability, flexibil-
ity, usability, security, and portability.

• F20: Concerns that can be degraded as a consequence of improving other
concerns. This can be one or several guarantees listed in F18 and/or qualities
listed in F19.

4.7 Result Analysis
This section summarizes the data we collected from the identified 42 studies and
presents an analysis of the results. We use descriptive statistics and plots for vi-
sual presentation of the results. We first present demographics information and
presentation quality assessment. Then, we answer the research questions stated in
Section 4.6 based on the collected data.

Demographics
Figure 4.7 shows the frequency of primary studies per year (item F2).

Although we looked at papers from the past 15.5 years, we observed that 72%
of primary studies were written in the last 5.5 years. This indicates that there is
a growing interest in research on control-theoretical design of software. Several
authors have argued that one important factor for this growing interest is the math-
ematical foundation of control theory that provides a solid basis for guaranteeing
the adaptation goals under uncertainty [140, 12, 67, 154].

Our review revealed that the publication of primary studies is scattered over dif-
ferent venues: 25 studies were published at software/systems engineering venues,
7 at control theory related venues, 6 at adaptive systems venues, and 4 at venues
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Figure 4.7: F2: Number of analyzed primary studies by year.

with other subjects. The only venue that published more than three of the studies
was the Journal of Systems and Software with 6 studies. Having the majority of
studies published at software/systems engineering venues, we can conclude that
there is more interest in the software/systems engineering community in exploring
the application of principles from control theory to realize adaptation of software
as from the control theory community in applying novel research results to soft-
ware applications.

Table 4.6: Studies with minimum 10 citations per year.

Topic Reference Cit./year
Performance Control of Web Server [5] 46.2

Brownout Paradigm [102] 12.5

Push Button Methodology [67] 11.5

DYNAMICO Reference Model [165] 10.7

We also sorted studies according to the number of citations per year (item F5).
Table 4.6 shows the primary studies with minimum 10 citations per year.

Key insights from demographic:

• The interest in the research on control-theoretical adaptation
raised significantly in the last 5.5 years.

• The publication of the primary studies is scattered over different
venues.

Presentation Quality
The results of presentation quality assessment of the primary studies (item F6, Fig-
ure 4.8) show that the majority of the studies provide an in-depth description of
the problem and the problem context, and most studies give a sufficiently clear de-
scription of contributions and insights. However, many studies do not describe the
research design (methods, different steps, etc.) and lack a discussion of limitations
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of the proposed approach. This seems to be a general trend as similar results have
been reported in other secondary studies and other domains, see e.g., [170, 73].
Nevertheless, the overall average score of 7.3 out of 12 points indicates a good
quality of reporting in the studies, supporting the validity of the extracted data and
the conclusions derived from them.

The particular limitations reported in the primary studies are summarized
in Table 4.7. Notably, most of the limitations concern the applicability of the
proposed adaptation mechanism (pre-conditions, redundancy, complexity). Only
a few of the primary studies explicitly report threats to validity of the conducted
study, such as internal validity, construct validity, and external validity.

Key insights from presentation quality:

• Most of the primary studies provide a comprehensive description
of problem and context, but lack a discussion of research design
and limitations.

RQ1: Control-Theoretical Software Adaptation
To answer the first research question (what is the current state of research
on control-theoretical adaptation of software at the application and middleware
level?), we used data items F7-F12. Figure 4.9 provides an overview of the results.
The engineering perspective taken in the studies varied (item F7, Figure 4.9a). 11
studies took a software engineering perspective. In these studies, particular atten-
tion was given to typical software engineering aspects, such as software qualities,
design, testing, and similar concerns. The application of control theory to realize
adaptation of software was not well elaborated. For example, guarantees provided
by control theory were not analyzed and the software model and controller struc-
ture was not well defined. 10 studies took a control theoretic perspective. The
focus of these studies contrasts to the software engineering perspective: attention
was given to the formal part of the adaptation, the studies included an in-depth
mathematical analysis of the model/controller. Software, in this case, was used as
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Table 4.7: Limitations reported in the primary studies

Limitations Primary Studies
Requires specific conditions to function
(pre-conditions)

[141, 138, 108, 93, 142,
68, 5, 10]

Requires additional computation resources
or tools (redundancy)

[141, 138, 5, 60]

Not applicable in some cases/systems [141, 108, 29, 93, 142,
12, 68, 5, 154]

External validity: generalising findings re-
quires extra effort

[138, 29, 60, 37, 154]

Complexity of the proposed approach [138]

Not able to handle new requirements [9]

an application domain, typical software engineering aspects were not well elab-
orated. The remaining 21 studies [102, 103, 127, 39, 37, 5, 140, 30, 65, 63, 12,
84, 68, 67, 153, 9, 93, 92, 154, 10, 96] took an integrated perspective. These stud-
ies employed both software engineering and control theoretic aspects to realize
adaptation of software.

The motivations to apply principles from control theory for adapting software
varied (item F8, Figure 4.9c). The main motivations documented in the primary
studies were formal guarantees, maturity (“systematic approach” and “solid foun-
dation”), and effectiveness of control theory. These results support the ratio-
nale (discussed in Section 4.7) that software engineers are exploring new well-
grounded approaches for engineering self-adaptive software driven by the need
for guarantees. Note that 27% of the studies did not provide any motivation for
applying control theory to software adaptation. We could not derive any conclusive
data why the authors of these primary studies have not provided a motivation. Fur-
thermore, there is no dominating trend in the motivations that are reported in the
other studies (see Figure 4.9c). The motivations for applying control-theoretical
adaptation of software may be an interesting topic for further investigation.

Validation of the research (item F9), except two industrial studies [96, 95], was
based on academic efforts. As research of control-theoretical software adapta-
tion is still in its early stages, most of the results have not yet found their way to
practice. The most used assessment methods (item F10, Figure 4.9b) were exam-
ple application, followed by simulation. These results are in line with the results
presented in [139]. In 38 out of 42 primary studies formal modeling or analysis is
conducted (item F10.1, Figure 4.9b). This is not surprising and confirms the appre-
ciation of the formal underpinning of control theory to realize control-theoretical
software adaptation. The concrete types of guarantees that are analyzed in the
primary studies are discussed in Section 4.7.

The most popular application domains in the primary studies (Figure 4.9d) were
web applications (E-commerce) and video/image processing software. The most
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used E-commerce applications were a flight reservation system described in [140]
and the RUBiS benchmark1. Three studies used general web applications that
show static content to user [5, 109, 108], while one study used recommender sys-
tems [185]. The applications in the video/image processing domain can be divided
in different groups: object recognition [104, 60], video streaming [127, 22], video
encoding [39, 67, 84], image and signal processing [66, 3].

Two abstract design/technology paradigms (service-based system and search
engine) were included as six studies used these paradigms without describing a
concrete application domain, e.g. [63, 61, 29] (Figure 4.9d between the dotted and
full horizontal lines).

Finally, six studies applied principles from control theory not directly to adapt a
running software application, but to support software development (Figure 4.9d).
In particular, these studies applied control theory to calculate the human resources
required for testing a software product [37, 128], to determine the quality of
tests [30, 29], to select the appropriate types and number of test cases in order
to minimize the number of software defects, to optimally distribute the develop-
ment effort between construction and debugging [93], and to analyze the system
lifetime based on the amount of development effort [92].

We observed that 18 primary studies stated general applicability of the proposed
approach (item F12). It is notable that 7 out of 12 studies with software engineer-
ing focus (Figure 4.9a) proposed a generally applicable framework or method-
ology. On a contrary, only one study with a control theory perspective claimed
the general applicability of the proposed approach [3]. These results support the
tendency of research in the control engineering community to develop specific so-
lutions for concrete problems, while in the software engineering community it is
more common to aim for generally applicable solutions [74, 106, 175]. One of
the main reasons to build controllers for specific problems in control theory is that
generality comes with a tradeoff: generality of a controller typically implies some
decrease in performance or robustness objectives [77]. Nevertheless, control the-
ory offers a number of generic control structures (or patterns of controllers) and
engineering techniques that enable these control structures to automatically adjust
to specific scenarios [14].

As a side note, it is important to mention that the evidence for the general
applicability of the proposed approaches in most of the primary studies is limited
to the evaluation of a few examples or provided in form of discussion.

1 Rice University Bidding System: http://rubis.ow2.org
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Figure 4.10: Results for different properties of system models.

RQ1: Control-Theoretical Software Adaptation

• The main motivations to use control theory in software adapta-
tion are the maturity of the field and its formal foundation as a
basis to provide guarantees.

• The most used application domains for control-theoretical soft-
ware adaptation are E-commerce and video/image processing.

• Assessment of research contributions is based on (simple) ex-
ample applications and simulations. There is a need for involv-
ing industry partners to evaluate control-theoretical solutions in
practical settings.

• The studies with a software engineering focus typically propose a
generally applicable methodology/framework, while studies fo-
cusing on control theory solve specific problems.

RQ2: Software Models
To answer the second research question (what are the model paradigms used
for control-theoretical adaptation of software?), we used data item F13, see Fig-
ure 4.10.

We observed that different types of system models are used, but the dominating
type is a linear, time-invariant, discrete grey-box model that is built using system
identification techniques. The studies apply linear grey-box models for three rea-
sons. First, these models can be easily designed, see for example [67, 65]. Black
or grey-box models are preferred as it is often difficult to create a detailed analyti-
cal model of software since it is not governed by physical laws. And even if such
model can be created, it may become inaccurate after the first software update.
Moreover, the parameters of an analytical model must be updated at runtime to
deal with changing operating conditions. Second, black or grey-box models offer
a generic solution to system modeling. Whereas at the infrastructural layer CPU
cores, memory and virtual machines can be easily abstracted for many systems
types, at the software level it is problematic (or challenging) to find general el-
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Table 4.8: F13: System model.

Behav.
Model

Specific
Model

Primary
Studies

Additional Information

Markov
model

[65, 66, 30,
29]

Model used for stochastic systems for
which future states depend only on the cur-
rent state.

Analy-
tical

Queuing
network

[22, 12] System is represented as a network of
queues, which is evaluated analytically.

Custom [61, 93, 92,
104, 60,
96, 95]

Custom analytical models used for ob-
ject recognition [104, 60], software de-
velopment process [93, 92], search algo-
rithm [61], ads [96, 95].

Linear
model
Learned
at Run-
time
(LLR)

[102, 123,
57, 103,
52, 67,
153, 84,
68, 154]

Model of the form: u(k+1) = α×η(k)+
d(k), where u(k + 1) is the system out-
put, η(k) is the actuation signal, α is a co-
efficient, d(k) is a disturbance acting on
the output. u(k + 1) and η(k) are cases-
specific; coefficient α is calculated during
system identification based on a series of
experiments [102, 67, 153] or using a con-
troller [84, 68]. In some cases [67, 153]
d(k) is removed from the model, while α
is updated during system operation to cope
with system dynamics.

Grey
box

Hammer-
stein-
Wiener

[141] Model that combines a non-linear block
that captures the system non-linear behav-
ior with a linear block responsible for all
remaining system dynamics.

Multi-
Model
Switch-
ing

[138] Models of different types that can inter-
replace each other during operation de-
pending on the system goals.

Custom [5, 108, 37,
128, 140,
39, 3, 94,
9, 185, 10]

Custom grey box models used for web
server utilization [5, 108], software testing
process [37, 128], resources allocation be-
tween software components [140, 39], rec-
ommender system [185], component inter-
actions at the application layer [3, 94].

Black
box

Custom [109, 38,
127]

Models used with the aim to achieve gen-
erality of the proposed approach.

N/A Not
speci-
fied

[63, 165,
142]

No specification of the concrete model be-
ing used.
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ements that can be modeled. Each middleware software or each application has
its own technology- and domain-specific software elements. Third, as stated in
[67, 68], although linear grey-box models are not as accurate as complex non-
linear models at design time, they are more effective at runtime due to a low level
of complexity and a higher degree of guarantees that can be obtained using them.
A common view on using a linear grey-box model is that as long as the model cap-
tures the general system dynamics, the inherent non-linearities of the system can
be compensated by endowing the feedback controller with an adaptation or online
model update mechanism [138, 109]. Table 4.8 provides an overview of models
used in different studies.

Although most studies refer to the complexity of software systems and their
non-linear behavior, there are only 11 studies that look at software as a non-linear
system [29, 66, 30, 93, 92, 61, 141, 3, 94, 96, 95]. It is notable that most of the
non-linear models are analytical (Figure 4.10a). An explanation for this is that the
identification of non-linear models is extremely challenging in terms of engineer-
ing effort; and there are almost no tools available to support the identification of
non-linear models [110, 72].

When software applications undergo sudden changes in their behavior at
runtime (for example a component failure), we observed two types of reactions in
the primary studies: (1) updating model parameters [60, 67, 68, 153, 37, 128, 29]
or even switching the model [138], and (2) updating parameters of the control law,
which means using adaptive or model predictive control (further discussed in the
following Section). In some cases, an update of the model may be followed by an
update of control law as well [67, 153, 29]. Other approaches use a separate linear
corrector to compensate for model changes [128], allow human operators to make
a decision [37], or completely change the control law [60, 138].

RQ2: Software Models

• Linear, time-invariant, discrete grey-box models are mostly used
in control-theoretical software adaptation.

• Although most of the authors discuss complexity and non-linear
behavior of software, only 11 out of 42 primary studies employed
non-linear models, most of which are analytical.

• Eight primary studies deal with behavioral changes at runtime by
updating model parameters.

RQ3: Control Strategies
To answer the third research question (what are the control strategies used for
control-theoretical adaptation of software?), we look at: monitoring mechanisms
(sensors), effecting mechanisms (actuators), triggers for adaptation and controller
types.

Sensors: When extracting data about monitoring mechanisms (sensors) and ef-
fecting mechanisms (actuators), we observed that the actual implementation of
sensors (for example how the values are technically measured) and actuators (for
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Table 4.9: F14.1: Sensors.

Sensor
Type

Monitored Variables, the variables are
representative examples

Primary Studies

Probability of correct object recogni-
tion

[104, 60]

Software response to requests [52, 140, 141, 138,
153, 84, 68, 127]

Software
utility

User perceived latency of application [102, 123, 57, 103]

Video quality and processing speed [39, 67, 3, 94]
Profit gained from the application [92, 142]

Software
inefficiency

Percentage of software failures [66, 65, 67, 68, 153]
Detection of software defect [128, 30, 29]
Number of errors in software applica-
tion

[37, 93, 142]

Resource
utilization

Energy consumption [84, 68]
Cost of using external services [68]
Bandwidth [5, 109, 108]
CPU usage [38, 39]
Memory usage [127, 38]

System
utilization

Length of requests queue [94, 22, 12, 103, 52]
Amount of new user registrations [142]
Data to be processed by the system [185]
Request arrival rate [5, 109, 108, 3, 52]
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Not Specified
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System Utilization

Software Inefficiency

Software Utility

# studies

Figure 4.11: F14.1: Sensors.

example how the actuation mechanisms implement changes of the application)
are discussed in only 7 of the 42 primary studies [5, 108, 102, 68, 63, 165, 39].
[5, 108] describe how bandwidth and request rate of an Apache Web server are
measured, [102] employs PHP scripts to control the amount of optional content
served to users and calculate user perceived latency, and [63] compares the influ-
ence of actuator realizations on the output of the target software.

In the rest of the primary studies, the authors refer to sensors and actuators as
the monitored variables and variables effecting the application respectively. Con-
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sequently, we analyze only these variables in this literature review (and refer to
them as sensors and actuators), due to the lack of data concerning the actual im-
plementation of sensors/actuators in the primary studies.

We observed the use of various types of sensors in the primary studies (item
F14.1, Figure 4.11 and Table 5.1). The sensors can be classified in two main
classes: sensors that monitor the software that is subject of adaptation and sen-
sors that monitor elements that are external to the software application. We further
distinguish two types of sensors that monitor the software application: those that
monitor software utility and those that monitor software inefficiency. Sensors that
monitor software utility measure the usefulness of the software to achieve its goals,
such as the quality of video and the profit gained from the software application.
Sensors that monitor software inefficiency measure the lack of ability of the soft-
ware to achieve its goals, such as detection of software defects and errors in the
software application. We also distinguish two types of sensors that monitor ele-
ments external to the software application: those that monitor resource utilization
and those that monitor system utilization. The sensors that monitor resource uti-
lization measure the amount of resources consumed by the software application
to realize its goals, such as energy consumption and memory usage. Sensors that
monitor system utilization on the other hand measure the degree of load on the
application, for example as the length of request queues or the request arrival rate.
Table 5.1 lists other examples of the different types.

The first class of sensors – those that monitor software utility and software in-
efficiency – are specific to control-theoretical software adaptation. These sensors
have to be implemented by the software application or middleware services, for
example using supporting functionality (framework API, component model, pro-
gramming abstractions, and similar ones) or through a dedicated software inter-
face. The second class – sensors that monitor elements that are external to the
software application – are conventional types of sensors that are commonly used
in control-based adaptation of computing systems at lower levels of the technology
stack (low-level middleware and resources).

Control-theoretical software adaptation requires two types of sensors that re-
spectively monitor the software application and the execution environment. These
correspond to the types of sensors that are typically required for architecture-based
adaptation of application software. Two studies that elaborate on this are [165]
and [175].

Actuators: As for the actuators, we observed that the studies use a wide va-
riety of effecting mechanisms to realise adaptation (item F14.2, Figure 4.12 and
Table 4.10). We identified four main types of actuators that operate at different lev-
els of granularity: parametric, component, and mode adaptation, and architecture
reconfiguration.

Parametric adaptation refers to changing the values of variables of the appli-
cation software or supporting middleware services. These types of actuators are
typically domain-specific; examples are the degree of video compression and the
length of a queue with pending requests that need to be processed. Component
adaptation refers to changes at the level of software components, such as the load
of services and the degree of parallelism that components process requests. Mode
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Table 4.10: F14.2 Actuators

Actuator
Type

Changed Variable, the variables are rep-
resentative examples

Primary Studies

Length of a queue with pending requests [103]
Parametric Degree of video compression [67]
adaptation Quality parameters of a filter [84, 39]

Parameters to enhance the quality of test-
ing

[37, 128]

Load of software services [66, 65, 67, 68,
153, 140, 141, 138]

Component Distribution of incoming requests [3, 94]
adaptation Test case of application [30, 29]

Degree of parallelism to process requests [127]
Number of service instances [22]

Mode
change

Increment/decrement of content being
served

[102, 123, 57, 103,
52]

Change in search strategy [61]

Mode
switch

Video buffering scheme [5, 109, 108]
Quality of content representation of web-
site

[67]

Preference given to each service level [12]
Operating mode of system [84, 39]

Architecture
reconfi-
guration

Components change to handle variations
in the task load

[38]

Modules selected for execution to deal
with changing goals

[142]

adaptation refers to a variation in the mode of operation, which can be either mode
change or mode switch. An example of a mode change is an increment in the
quality of content that is being served by a video application; an example of mode
switch is an alteration of the buffering schema of a video application. Finally, ar-
chitecture reconfiguration refers to a runtime adaptation of the architectural struc-
ture or behavior of the application. We only observed two instances of this type of
effecting mechanism: changing components to handle variations in the task load
and selecting modules for execution to deal with changing goals.

As the actuators directly effect the application software and/or higher-level mid-
dleware services, they are all specific to control-theoretical software adaptation.
Similar to the implementation of sensors, actuators can be implemented by sup-
porting functionality (framework API, component model, and similar) or through
a dedicated software interface. A particular aspect of effecting mechanisms is en-
suring locality and consistency of the software adaptation. This means adapting
the system properly without stopping or disturbing the operation of the parts of the
system unaffected by the adaptation, which is more challenging for coarse-grained
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Figure 4.12: F14.2: Actuators.

types of adaptations, such as architecture reconfigurations. A typical approach to
handle this is by adapting the system or parts of it in quiescent states [105]. We
noticed that consistency of adaptation is to a large extent ignored in the primary
studies of the survey. A related aspect of effecting mechanisms is that some adapta-
tions may require more invasive changes, such as a partial or even complete reboot
of the software system. Such kinds of adaptations are critical for controllers with
a short adaptation period. A possible approach to address this aspect is suggested
in one primary study that takes a software engineering perspective [108]. In this
study, the authors encourage engineers to make sensors and actuators modifiable
at runtime. Two other primary studies address this aspect by taking into account
the controller overhead [39, 109]; a fourth study deals with it by minimizing the
number of system reconfigurations [127].

We also checked whether there are any correlations between sensors/actuators
and the system model (Figures 4.13 and 4.14). The analysis results give some
indication that software utility sensors are the dominating type of sensors used, in
particular for linear grey-box and time invariant models. Resource utilization is not
used in analytical and non-linear models. Parametric adaptation and component
adaptation are the dominating type of used actuators. Parametric adaptation is
particularly preferred in analytical and continuous models; component adaption is
the preferred actuator for discrete, time invariant models. However, as the figures
show, the data for both sensors and actuators is scattered over different model
elements, so it is difficult to derive clear conclusions.

Finally, we gathered data about the triggers for adaptation (item F15). In 36
out of 42 primary studies adaptation is triggered by changes in the environment. In
29 primary studies adaptation is also triggered by changes in requirements. Only
11 studies present experiments with changing requirement at runtime [66, 65, 67,
84, 68, 153, 60, 61, 127, 38, 154], and only a single study [60] supports removing
or adding new requirements on the fly. Finally, in 7 studies, adaptation is triggered
by changes in the software itself. These studies are mainly related to software
development and testing, where software is often the only source that provides
feedback.

Controllers: The results for the data extracted for controller types (item F16,
Table 4.11) shows that 5 types of controllers have been used for control-theoretical
adaptation in the primary studies. The dominant type of controller is the PID con-
troller (50% of the primary studies). While being the most applied type of con-
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Table 4.11: F16 Controller type.

CategorySpecific
Controller

Primary
Studies

Additional Information

PID

Proportional-
integral-
derivative

[61, 142] A classical controller that is easy to
implement and tune. Consists of 3
components (P, I, D) responsible
for different controller
characteristics [16]. In 13 out of 18
studies, PID controllers are also
adaptive as it helps to compensate
for inaccuracy and errors in the
system model [102, 65, 67]

Proportional-
integral

[123, 102,
57, 103,
67, 153,
138]

Proportional [12, 37].
Integral [63, 96]

MPC Model pre-
dictive

[140, 141,
128, 127,
39, 9, 10]

Controller that uses a system model
to predict its future behavior and se-
lects adaptation actions that mini-
mize the cost for achieving this be-
havior.

Limited
lookahead
(LLC)

[94, 22, 3] Controller that is conceptually sim-
ilar to MPC: creates a set of future
system states up to a certain hori-
zon and selects a trajectory between
these states such that its cost is min-
imal.

Feed-
forward

Pure feed-
forward

[185] Controller that computes adaptation
actions based on the system model;
the system output is not taken into
account, i.e., there is no feedback.

Feedback+
feedfoward

[123] Applied in a single study, where
feedforward and feedback con-
trollers are paired and compared to
other types of controllers.

Optimal Custom op-
timal

[30, 29] The goal of this controller is to
minimize/maximize a cost function
subject to certain constrains, e.g.
maximize performance using a pool
of limited resources.

Bang-bang [93, 92] This controller is also known as
on-off controller because the con-
trol signal can take only two values,
e.g., 0 or 1.

Dead-
beat

Deadbeat [84, 68,
123]

Controller created using a pole
placement technique [16, 82].
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Figure 4.13: Relation between F14.1 Sensors and F13 System model.

troller in the primary studies, it is less dominant as in industrial practice where PID
controllers are used in around 90% of the control applications. MPC is used in 26%
of the primary studies. MPC is the preferable choice for systems with multiple ob-
jectives. Other types of controllers used are Feedforward (5%), Optimal (10%) and
Deadbeat (8%). Table 4.11 gives additional information about the controller types
with examples how they are used in primary studies. It is notable that 4 primary
studies do not specify a concrete controller, but instead refer to “any kind of feed-
back mechanism that makes a software fulfill its requirements” [66, 165, 104, 38].
We also underline a specific case of adaptation, where multiple feedback loops at
different levels of computing systems interact with each other to address the adap-
tation goals. This case mostly occurred in primary studies that apply hierarchical
control (e.g., [57, 103, 3, 94]), where a higher level controller of a software ap-
plication provided goals for lower level controllers that manage resources such as
CPU and memory.

Regarding the adaptivity of controllers (Figure 4.15a), in 13 out of 18 studies,
PID controllers are also adaptive as it helps to compensate for errors that may
result from the linearizion in the modeling phase [102, 65, 67]. The other types of
controllers used in the primary studies are mostly non-adaptive.

The data extracted for Controller purpose (item F17, Figure 4.15b) shows that
PID is the preferred solution for regulatory control (setpoint tracking) and dis-
turbance rejection. However, PID controllers do not scale easily, so their use is
typically limited to single-input, single-output systems. The need to support adap-
tation for multiple objectives (for example: performance and failure rate), while
functioning under constraints (like resource limitations) or requiring the system
to optimize for some parameter (like minimizing the operational cost), led to the
use of model predictive and optimal control [140, 39]. A well-known drawback of
optimal controllers is that they are sensitive to modeling errors and runtime distur-
bances. This can be also observed in Figure 4.15b where optimal controllers are
used solely for optimization purpose.

An interesting topic for analysis are possible correlations between controller
types and system models. We observed the following tendencies (Figure 4.16):
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Figure 4.14: Relation between F14.2 Actuators and F13 System model.

• 15 out of 17 primary studies use PID controllers with linear models. In addition
to the complexity of building or identifying non-linear models, PID is not very
effective in controlling processes that are non-linear and time-invariant [187, p.52].
A common practice from industrial control is combining a complex controller with
a simple linear time-invariant model, and this approach seems to be adopted for
software adaptation as well.

• All 10 studies with MPC controllers use discrete time-invariant models, 8 of
which are grey-box models. The motivation for using discrete time-invariant mod-
els is similar to the use of linear models combined with PID control: it is a simple
model to work with. Hence, it is preferred over complex non-linear or adaptive
models. The motivation to combine grey-box models with MPC is based on the
adaptation requirements of the software systems under study, which often have
multiple inputs and outputs. As it is challenging to build a model of such systems
without identification, a grey-box model is a preferred choice.

• The 4 primary studies focusing on optimal control used non-linear time-
invariant analytical models. The motivations for using optimal control are similar
to MPC, so it is not surprising to see a preference for time-invariant models. Nev-
ertheless, the fact that all 4 studies use non-linear analytical models is surprising,
and it worthwhile to see whether future studies will confirm this trend.

Finally, we looked at the composition of multiple controllers into a single feed-
back mechanism. The extracted data yields the following insights:

• Six of the primary studies apply hierarchical control. In 4 of these studies [57,
103, 3, 94], a high-level controller solves global software adaptation tasks and
provides input for controllers at a second level that solve intermediate tasks and
provide input for controllers of lower level that solve local adaptation tasks. A
reversed two-level hierarchical control approach is studied in [153, 154], where
multiple controllers at the top level provide inputs to a single controller at the
bottom level.

• Two studies apply switching control [138, 60], where different control laws
interchange with one another, depending on the actual software adaptation tasks.
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• Two studies apply cascaded control [84, 68], where the output signal of a high
level controller becomes an input for a lower level controller.

• Finally, one study applies cooperative control [127], where multiple con-
trollers work in parallel, contributing to achieve a global software adaptation task.

RQ3: Control Strategies

• Software adaptation requires specific sensors for measuring software
utility and software inefficiency (along with conventional sensors to
measure elements at lower levels of the technology stack and envi-
ronment).

• The actuators directly effect the application software and/or higher-
level middleware services, hence they that are all software-adaptation
specific. Consistency of adaptation is largely ignored in the primary
studies.

• PID and MPC are the dominating types of controllers used in soft-
ware adaptation. The use of PID (50% of studies) is not as dominant
as in current industrial practice.

• Studies using PID control, prefer to combine this with linear mod-
els, while studies that use MPC control prefer discrete time-invariant
grey-box models.

• PID control is mostly used for regulatory functions and disturbance
rejection in single-input, single-output systems. MPC and optimal
control is mostly used to achieve optimality in systems with multiple
goals.

RQ4: Goals and Guarantees
To answer research question four (what type of goals are achieved with control-
theoretical adaptation of software and what kind of guarantees are provided?) we
used data items F17-F20. The data extracted for software qualities (item F19,
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Figure 4.16: Relation between F16 Controller type and F13 System model.

Figure 4.17) shows that the primary focus is on performance, efficiency, reliability,
and business value2 of the application.

The data extracted for guarantees (item F18) shows that 13 studies provide for-
mal guarantees for required properties (item F18), while 13 primary studies pro-
vide empirical evidence for guarantees of required properties (item F18.1). Ta-
ble 4.12 provides an overview of the different types of guarantees. Each type is
illustrated with examples from studies that provide formal guarantees and studies
that provide empirical evidence for guarantees.

The extracted data for quality tradeoffs (item F20) shows that most of the pri-
mary studies do not mention any tradeoffs. Only 3 primary studies consider trade-
offs between software qualities, namely, performance versus accuracy or reliabil-
ity [3, 185, 93]. Seven studies discuss the tuning of a controller to trade different
guarantees, typically robustness for settling time [102, 52, 67, 66, 12, 142, 154].

An interesting topic of analysis is the correlation between software qualities
and achieved guarantees. Unfortunately, most studies do not provide a clear de-

2 Business value refers to the profit earned with the application.
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Figure 4.17: F19 Software qualities.
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Table 4.12: F18 Formal guarantees

Guarantee Formally
Analyzed

Achieved by

Stability [102, 66,
12, 67, 68,
153, 154]

Keeping the pole of the controller in a cer-
tain interval. A notable exception is [12]
that analyzes routing probabilities for net-
work nodes.

Settling time [102, 66,
12, 67, 68,
153, 154]

Analysing the pole of the controller.

Overshoot [12, 68,
153, 154]

Keeping the pole of the controller in a cer-
tain interval.

Steady-state er-
ror

[153, 154] Analysing the output equation of the sys-
tem.

Robustness [102, 66,
67, 153,
154]

Analysing the feedback loop transfer func-
tion.

Optimality [128, 30,
93, 92, 68]

Mathematically solving an optimization
problem.

Cost of control [22, 127] Analyzing a separate cost function.

scription of how the software qualities (adaptation goals) relate to the analyzed
guarantees. Hence, we had to infer this information indirectly from the studies:

• Stability indirectly relates to all software qualities that are subject of adapta-
tion and shows the ability of an adaptation mechanism to converge to the goals.
However, guarantees for stability are different for different qualities; e.g. lack of
stability for a performance goal may imply fluctuations in the throughput of the
software application, while lack of stability for a security goal may imply periods
with higher vulnerability of the system.

• Settling time is also related to all qualities to be satisfied by the adaptation and
shows the time it takes for an adaptation mechanism to bring measured quality
properties close to their goals. It is generally acknowledged that the settling time
should not be too small as this would compromise stability/robustness, but not too
big as this decreases the quality being satisfied [102, 142]. Notably, 7 out of 11 pri-
mary studies discussing settling time guarantees are concerned with performance,
in particular response time.

• Similarly, overshooting relates to all software qualities that are subject of adap-
tation and shows how the measured output exceeds the goal during the transient
phase. Guarantees for overshoot have a different interpretation for different qual-
ities, e.g., having overshoots on the system response time leads to violation of
performance quality. Avoiding overshooting avoids penalties on the respective
software qualities [68].
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Table 4.13: F18.1 Experimentally verified guarantees

Guarantee Verified
Experi-
mentally

Measured by

Stability [3, 29, 142,
140, 141,
138]

Ability of the system to achieve
its goals. [142] measures stabil-
ity as the number of system re-
configurations that occur during
adaptation.

Settling time [52, 142,
140, 141,
138, 95]

The time required to reach the
setpoint after a goal change.

Overshoot [140, 141,
138, 95]

Spikes in the system output for
different adaptation options.

Steady-state er-
ror

[52, 140,
141, 138]

Oscillations in the response
time of the software for differ-
ent adaptation options.

Robustness [12, 95] Deviations in the system output
under disturbances.

Optimality [127] The tasks completed and the re-
sources used by the software for
different adaptation options.

Cost of control [39, 109,
108, 84]

The the amount of resources
consumed by the adaptation
mechanism to achieve the goals.

• Steady-state error relates to all software qualities that are subject of adapta-
tion as well. It shows how big is the amplitude of oscillations of measured output
around the setpoint during steady state. For example, in [52] the authors calcu-
late the steady-state error as the mean of the absolute error on a response time
requirement. The authors conclude that a higher steady-state error decreases per-
formance.

• Robustness relates to reliability in all primary studies that analyze this prop-
erty. Indeed, the amount of disturbance the system can withstand directly influ-
ences its reliability. One approach to analyze this relation is by adding white noise
to the system inputs [67]. Having a more robust software can enhance perfor-
mance by maintaining low latencies, or increase business value by serving more
advertisements on web sites [12].

• Optimality is another control property that relates to any type of software qual-
ity. Examples in the primary studies are performance [30], security [68], reliabil-
ity [93], and business value [92]. Lack of optimality implies that there are no
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guarantees that the adaptation mechanism achieves the most favorable output for
the software quality under consideration.

• Control cost and overhead relates to efficiency in 6 primary studies that analyze
these properties. In these studies the authors look at resources that are spent on
satisfying the adaptation goals and on performing adaptation actions. In two cases,
controller cost affects system performance as well [84, 127].

To conclude, we look at a number of additional correlations between guarantees
and other data items. Correlating the main motivations for control-theoretical
software adaptation (item F8) with guarantees shows that 7 of 10 primary studies
that stated “formal guarantees” as a main motivation also provide formal guaran-
tees. When correlating software qualities to sensors (item F14, see also Figure
4.11), we obtained the following results: the most frequently used sensors for
measuring performance – the primary software quality that is subject of adaptation
– are of the software utility and system utilization type. Reliability on the other
hand is measured by sensors of the software inefficiency type, efficiency is
measured by either resource or system utilization, while business value correlates
to software utility and resource utilization. Comparing software qualities with
controller types (Figure 4.18), we observe that PID is the dominating type of
controller used for all qualities considered in software adaptation, except for
accuracy, for which MPC controllers are mostly used. On the other hand, perfor-
mance is handled by all types of controllers that are applied in software adaptation.

RQ4: Control Guarantees

• Research of software adaptation is primarily focused on software
qualities and does not exploit the full potential of control theoreti-
cal guarantees.

• Software performance, efficiency, and reliability are the most fre-
quently applied adaptation goals. Business value is an emerging qual-
ity goal for software adaptation.

• Most of the primary studies do not provide a tradeoff analysis of sys-
tem qualities or guaranties.

• Robustness, optimality, and cost are commonly analyzed properties,
together with classical control-theoretical guarantees like stability
and settling time.

• Guarantees for required properties are provided either by means of
formal analysis or by collecting empirical evidence.

• The relation between software qualities and control theoretic guaran-
tees remains largely implicit. We inferred that stability, settling time,
overshooting, steady-state error and optimality relate to all quality
properties, while robustness relates to reliability, control cost and
overhead relate to efficiency.
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4.8 Discussion
In this Section, we reflect on the results of the survey focusing on two topics:
comparison with the results of the surveys of Patikirikorala et al. [139] and Brun
et al. [26], and open challenges for future research in control-theoretical software
adaptation.

Before we compare the results of our survey with results reported in [139], it
is important to emphasis that the scope of the survey of Patikirikorala et al. [139]
is different from our survey: while we concentrate on the adaptation of software,
in particular application software and supporting middleware services, [139] does
not distinguish between control-based adaptation at different layers of computing
systems. Furthermore, a large part of the results of our survey cannot be com-
pared since [139] does not consider important aspects of control-based adaptation,
including model properties such as model linearity, time framework, model time
dependencies, actuators, controller purpose, guarantees, among others items that
we collected and analyzed.

Nevertheless, we can compare the following:
1) Model type. The ratio between black-box plus grey-box models and analytical

models in our survey is similar with the results of [139] (about 65/35). However,
a notable distinction concerning model type is that [139] does not distinguish be-
tween black box and grey-box models. As shown in our review, the difference is
very relevant. In our survey, black-box models are used rarely (3 studies compared
to 23 studies that use grey-box models) and, in most cases, black-box models are
used as a part of generic frameworks. As for types of analytical models, [139]
reports that almost half of the analytical models are queuing network models. Our
survey, on the other hand, found that different types of analytical models are used,
with only 2 of 11 studies using queuing networks.

2) Sensors (referred as “performance variables” in [139]). The most frequently
used types of sensors reported in [139] are response time, resource utilization and
system utilization, and “hit or miss ratio.” Resource utilization and system utiliza-
tion directly map to the same sensor types in our survey. Response time and “hit or
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miss ratio” fit under sensor types software utility/inefficiency in our survey. How-
ever, other sensor variables specific to software adaptation, as listed in Table 5.1
are not reported in [139].

3) Controller type. As [139] classified controllers together with composition
schemes, the reported results are hard to compare with the results of our litera-
ture review. However, we can still see that PID controllers are the dominant type
of controllers that emerged in both surveys. On the other hand, MPC was much
more used in primary studies of our survey compared to [139]. Optimal control
(see LQR in [139]) and feedforward control were used in a small number of an-
alyzed studies in both surveys. As for the controller composition schemes, both
our review and [139] found studies that use hierarchical, cascaded, and switching
control. However, the number of such studies was relatively low in both surveys.

4) Controller adaptivity and composition scheme. In our survey, adaptive con-
trollers were used in almost 50% of the primary studies, while [139] reported only
15% for this data item. Explaining such a mismatch is not difficult because [139]
classified adaptive controllers in a separate group, without identifying which types
of controllers (PID/MPC/etc.) were adaptive.

5) Assessment Approach. The ratio of studies that used example applications
and simulation as assessment approach compared to other assessment approaches
is approximately equal in both our survey and [139]. As a side note, [139] refers
to example application as “case study with a test bed.” According to our observa-
tions, almost none of the primary studies applies a scientifically valid case study
approach, but rather provide results of one or two adaptation scenarios. Moreover,
some of the studies justify their approach only with discussion.

6) Application Domain. Although [139] does not specify the precise applica-
tion domains (e.g., middleware, data storage, and virtual machine are technologies
rather than application domains), the authors noted that many analyzed approaches
deal with managing web/application servers. In our review we observed a similar
trend with studies from the e-commerce domain, where content was optimized on
the server side of the application. It is also notable that RuBIS was one of the most
used benchmark in both surveys.

Comparison with Brun et al. [26].
Although the article by Brun et al. [26] is not based on a systematic analysis of
the state of the art and has a broader focus as this systematic literature review, we
can find a number of commonalities and differences compared to the results of our
review.

[26] discusses the role of feedback loops in self-adaptive systems in general and
from a control engineering perspective in particular. The authors state that a key
reason for using feedback control is to reduce the effects of uncertainty which ap-
pear in different forms as disturbances or noise in variables or imperfections in the
models of the environment used to design the controller. The main motivations for
applying control theory to software adaption derived from the primary studies of
our review are formal guarantees, the maturity of the field of control theory, and
the effectiveness of control theory. Inline with [26], uncertainty is a basic under-
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lying reason for applying self-adaptation, however, our survey provides concrete
arguments why authors have applied control theory to realise adaptation.

The part of [26] that focusses on control theory in particular is on adaptive
control. The authors discuss Model Identification Adaptive Control (MIAC) and
Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC) that can be considered as two ref-
erence models of how adaptive control can be realised. As explained above, the
results of our review show that roughly half of the primary studies apply adaptive
control. Rather than providing information about what kind of reference model has
been used to realise adaptive control, the review results pinpoint: (i) which types of
controllers are used in adaptive control, with PID being the dominant type; and (ii)
which adaptation techniques are used, which include updating model parameters
or switching the model, updating parameters of the control law or changing the
law, and involving human operators to make a decision. Some of these approaches
realise structural changes that go beyond adaptive control as in MIAC and MRAC.

[26] does not consider many aspects that we studied in our systematic litera-
ture review (which was not the particular aim of [26]). These aspects including
the formal guarantees that can be provided by applying control theory to software
adaptation, system models and their properties, the types of sensors and actua-
tors used, concrete controller types and purposes, and the link between controller
properties and software qualities.

Challenges for Future Research
To conclude, we outline a number of challenges that we identified during data
analysis and answering the research questions. We clarified particular challenges
for software engineers, for control engineers, and for both.

System models. The review results show that researchers prefer to work with
simple linear time-invariant discrete models. This contrasts with the inherent com-
plexity and non-linear nature of software stated in most of the primary studies. One
challenging aspect of linear time-invariant discrete models is their ineffectiveness
when the software application is subject to drastic disturbances (for example a sud-
den change in available resources, or software components that fail). The common
solution to handle such situations as used in the primary studies is changing model
and/or the controller parameters online. While this solution has shown great po-
tential in traditional control applications, there is a need for substantial evidence to
demonstrate its usefulness for handling adaptation of software applications, which
is a particular challenge for software engineers.

Complementary to that, an important challenge for software engineers to ap-
ply control-theoretical adaptation is to create a mathematical model of the soft-
ware. [66] suggests exploring known analytical models used in control theory
(such as Markov models and queuing networks) to fill the semantic gap between
architecture-based and control-based adaptation of software. Along this line, [12]
outlines a general control design methodology for queuing networks. Currently
there is little research on using non-linear or continuous models to deal with adap-
tation of software. It would be interesting to investigate whether such models
would work better, however, they are complex to build and require sufficient back-
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Table 4.14: Software qualities versus control theoretic guarantees

Control
Guaran-
tee

Quality
Proper-
ties

Note

Stability All, indi-
rectly

Guarantees on the ability of the system to converge
to the goals. This connection is one-directional, i.e.,
a system can be stable without goals, but a goal can-
not be achieved in an unstable system. Different
interpretation for different qualities.

Settling
time

All Guarantees on time it takes to bring measured qual-
ity property close to its goal. Settling time should
not be too small (for stability/robustness) but also
not be too high (decrease of quality).

Overshoot All Guarantees on the degree the measured output ex-
ceeds the goal in transient phase. Different inter-
pretation for different qualities.

Steady-
state
error

All Guarantees on the amplitude of oscillations of mea-
sured output around the setpoint during steady state.
Different interpretation for different qualities.

Robust-
ness

Reliability Guarantees on the amount of disturbance a system
can withstand; relates directly to reliability of the
system.

Optimality All Guarantees that the system reaches the most
favourable output for the given quality.

Control
cost and
overhead

Efficiency Guarantees on the resources used for satisfying
goals and performing adaptation actions.

ground in control theory. Consequently, software engineers may involve control
engineers when tackling this challenge.

As for the model type, grey-box models were applied in almost 60% of the soft-
ware systems of the primary studies. As these models reflect only particular pa-
rameters of the system, an open question is: how to choose the system parameters
to be modeled and what techniques to use in order to identify those parameters?
One generally applicable grey-box model was found during this review, see the
LLR model in Table 4.8. However, most of the grey/black-box models used in the
primary studies were developed to handle a specific case. Both software and con-
trol engineers should devote more efforts on identifying generic grey/black-box
models for different types of software systems.

Sensors and actuators. The review results show that software adaptation re-
quires new types of software sensors, as well as actuators that have a direct effect
on the application software. We observed that in systems where actuation time
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is critical, the authors suggest taking the cost for adaptation into account when
designing the adaptation mechanism. While we were able to provide a broad clas-
sification of the types of sensors and actuators used in software adaptation, there
is currently no clear view on how sensing and actuating of software for control-
theoretical adaptation can be supported in a systematic way, both from an archi-
tecture and implementation point of view. Hence, challenging questions both for
software and control engineers are: (a) how to translate software qualities, such as
security and resilience, to setpoints? (b) what sensors could be used to measure
particular software qualities? (c) how to translate controller outputs to actuators
that effect the software? (d) how to ensure locality and consistency of adaptation,
how to support quiescence for control-theoretical adaptation of software?

Controllers. We observed that the choice of particular controllers depends on
the problem at hand. For software with a single adaptation goal, adaptive PI con-
troller is the preferred choice in the primary studies. For software with multi-
ple adaptation goals preference is given to MPC and optimal controllers. How-
ever, several aspects regarding the choice of controllers remain open for further
research. Open questions both for software and control engineers include: Are
the current solutions scalable to real-world systems? Or even stronger: for what
types of real software systems are controllers applicable? What are appropriate
controllers to deal with priorities and tradeoffs among quality goals in software
adaptation? What controllers are suitable for handling uncertainties in software
systems that can only be resolved at runtime? Can we utilize the reusability and
portability techniques from software engineering to design reusable controllers?

Guarantees for adaptation goals. Our review shows that control-theoretical
software adaptation is concerned with addressing typical software goals, in par-
ticular performance, efficiency, and reliability. As modern software systems of-
ten need to be designed with partial knowledge, providing guarantees is essential.
However, we observe that formal analysis of guarantees is poorly exploited in most
of the primary studies. One challenging aspect of software adaptation that we tried
to address in this literature review is connecting software qualities to control the-
oretical guarantees. Table 4.14 summarizes the results. As most authors do not
provide an explicit connection between control theoretic guarantees and quality
properties, it would be interesting to further investigate this connection with fu-
ture primary studies. Such study would benefit from joint efforts of software and
control engineers. An open challenge that comes from the implicit connection
between software qualities to control theoretical properties is to select the proper
control techniques in order to satisfy the quality properties specified by the stake-
holders.

4.9 Threats to validity
To increase the quality and soundness of the review results, we followed a system-
atic approach. However, we point to possible threats to validity.

Internal validity: the extent to which a causal conclusion based on a study is
warranted. The topic of this literature review lays at the intersection of two very
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different disciplines: control theory and software engineering. The disciplines
have a different culture and use different vocabulary. Even the term “adaptive”
has a different meaning in these two communities (see clarification in the intro-
duction of the paper). To address this threat, the research team involved in this
survey was balanced with an equal number of researchers from both disciplines.
The researchers had comparable experience and worked closely together during
all phases of the review process. In addition, our particular focus was on software
adaptation that uses classical or advanced control techniques. Deciding whether
a study should be included or not, was not always straightforward, in particular
regarding the adaption of software at application and high-level middleware level,
and inclusion of some areas of control theory, such as discrete event control. To
mitigate this threat, the decision on study inclusion was always based on agree-
ment between at least two researcher that independently checked the papers. In
case of disagreement, a third researcher was consulted and after discussion, a de-
cision was made in consensus.

External validity: the extent to which the findings can be generalized to all
control-theoretical software adaptation research. We acknowledge that limiting
the automatic search to selected venues and applying an automatic search strategy
using a selection of search engines, we may have missed some primary studies.
To preempt this threat, we took several measures. First, during the selection of the
venues we followed a thorough process in which the review team worked closely
together and consulted with experts of the two disciplines to crosscheck and iden-
tify missed target venues. In this process, we followed an inclusive policy, without
compromising on the expected quality of primary studies. Second, we started
the search process with pilot searches to define and tune the search string, cross-
checked the data using both general-purpose and scientific search engines, actively
involved expertise of colleagues in the selection process when needed. Thirdly, we
performed snowballing to find potentially missed material.

Construct validity: the extent to which we obtained the right measure and
whether we defined the right scope in relation to what is considered research on
software adaptation. The definition of control-theoretical software adaptation we
used in this survey (see Section 4.2) may be biased and the list of extracted data
items (Section 4.6) may be incomplete. Regarding the scope on software (applica-
tion software and high-level middleware services), we relied on well-established
insights from the field of software engineering. Regarding the scope of adapta-
tion mechanisms, we acknowledge that there is not a general consensus on what
is considered control-based adaptation. Our choice to limit the scope to classic
and advanced control theory is motivated by the very different nature of realis-
ing adaptation with other related paradigms. To address this threat, we consulted
with researchers from both software engineering and control theory domains, as
well as utilized experience of related surveys, such as [139]. Finally, there may
be threat regarding the quality of reporting of studies that may have affected both
the selection of papers and the extraction of data. To anticipate this threat, we
extracted data about the quality of reporting. We found out that many primary
studies reported only results from successful experiments and did not acknowl-
edge threats to validity. Hence, our review may not show particular limitations of
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control-theoretical software adaptation. But in general, the reporting quality of the
primary studies was good, which provides a basis to make conclusions about the
validity of extracted data.

Reliability: extent to which we can ensure that our results are the same if our
study would be conducted again. The researchers involved in this survey may have
been biased when collecting and analyzing data of studies. To address this threat,
the team defined a detailed protocol [152] for the survey that provides an explana-
tion of the survey goals, the data items that are collected, the analysis performed,
and the techniques applied to classify results. In particular, data extraction and
analysis was done by two researchers in parallel and further discussed in case of
differences in opinions to increase confidence. Nevertheless, the background and
experience of the researchers may have created some bias, and introduced some
level of subjectivity in some cases. This threat is also related to conclusion validity,
which is concerned with the ability to replicate the same findings.

4.10 Conclusion
In this paper, we reported the results of a systematic literature review that aimed to
shed light on the use of control theory as a paradigm for designing adaptive soft-
ware. The study results show that control-theoretical software adaptation research
is still in a preliminary stage. The number of studies is still low, but we observe
a rapid growing interest in the field over the last years. We also found a number
of studies where control theory was applied to the software artifacts in the devel-
opment life cycle, which indicates about the research interest in a broader use of
control theory for self-adaptation.

Despite software is usually considered highly non-linear, the majority of the
studies use simple linear models. All studies evaluated their work with simple
applications or simulations. This raises questions about how well the current ap-
proaches, in particular with simple linear models, will scale to real-world appli-
cations, or whether other approaches need to be explored. To achieve the quality
goals of software applications, these goals have to be translated into control goals
(setpoints). Furthermore, to adapt the software and measure the effects of the con-
troller actions, the software applications need to be instrumented with sensors and
actuators. There is currently no clear view on how this translation can be done in a
systematic manner and how sensors and actuators for control-theoretical software
adaptation can be realized in an effective way. Finally, the key driver to explore
control-theoretical software adaptation reported in the studies is the formal under-
pinning of control theory as a basis to provide guarantees for adaptation goals.
This survey shows that classic controller guarantees are poorly exploited when en-
gineering control-based solutions. Explicitly linking control theoretic guarantees
to software qualities is a challenging topic for future research.

To conclude, we would like to emphasize that research on control-theoretical
software adaptation is situated at the crossing of two disciplines: software engi-
neering and control theory. Traditionally, these disciplines operate in different
worlds, but progress in these fields requires that both disciplines take an open po-
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sition to one another. Without the joint effort of researchers from both disciplines
this survey would not have been possible. We hope that the outcome of this joint
effort may be a stimulus for new research in this exciting area.
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Chapter 5

SimCA: a Control-theoretic Approach to
Adapt Software Systems

In this Chapter, we present a reusable CBSA approach called SimCA (Simplex
Control Adaptation) that satisfies S-reqs and O-reqs in the presence of disturbances
or measurement inaccuracies.

SimCA provides an initial answer to the research question QI-2 “What are the
appropriate models and control solutions that can be used to address STO-reqs,
and deal with disturbances and requirement changes?” and research question
QI-3 “What software qualities can be satisfied and what guarantees are provided
with a CBSA approach that deals with STO-reqs, disturbances and requirement
changes?” by:

• Introducing a formal model of a self-adaptive software system. In SimCA we
formalize software applications from two domains as a linear time-invariant
discrete grey box model which automatically updates according to runtime
variations.

• Creating an adaptation solutions, namely a combination of multiple PI con-
trollers with the Simplex optimization algorithm, able to adapt the system ac-
cording to S-reqs and O-reqs in the presence of environmental disturbances
and inaccurate measurements.

• Performing a formal analysis and experimental verification of the following
guarantees: stability, overshooting, settling time, robustness to disturbances,
steady-state error, detection of infeasible solution.

• Through informal exploratory case studies with the UUV system and the
TAS exemplar, performing an experimental analysis of qualities, such as per-
formance, reliability, cost, resource consumption, achieved by self-adaptive
software equipped with SimCA.

This chapter presents our article published at the Proceedings of the 11th Joint
Meeting on Foundations of Software Engineering (FSE 2016) [154]. Personal con-
tribution: Stepan Shevtsov performed 100% of the technical implementation (pro-
gram code, testing, etc.), performed 100% of data collection, 75% of the analysis,
and 60% of writing the manuscript.
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Keep It SIMPLEX: Satisfying Multiple Goals
with Guarantees in Control-Based

Self-Adaptive Systems

Abstract
An increasingly important concern of software engineers is handling

uncertainties at design time, such as environment dynamics that may be
difficult to predict or requirements that may change during operation.
The idea of self-adaptation is to handle such uncertainties at runtime,
when the knowledge becomes available. As more systems with strict
requirements require self-adaptation, providing guarantees for adapta-
tion has become a high-priority. Providing such guarantees with tradi-
tional architecture-based approaches has shown to be challenging. In
response, researchers have studied the application of control theory to
realize self-adaptation. However, existing control-theoretic approaches
applied to adapt software systems have primarily focused on satisfying
only a single adaptation goal at a time, which is often too restrictive for
real applications. In this paper, we present Simplex Control Adaptation,
SimCA, a new approach to self-adaptation that satisfies multiple goals,
while being optimal with respect to an additional goal. SimCA offers
robustness to measurement inaccuracy and environmental disturbances,
and provides guarantees. We evaluate SimCA for two systems with strict
requirements that have to deal with uncertainties: an underwater vehicle
system used for oceanic surveillance, and a tele-assistance system for
health care support.

5.1 Introduction
The ever growing demand on software has drastically increased the burden on soft-
ware engineers. Customers expect software to cope with continuously changing
conditions. They expect the software to deal seamlessly with varying resources,
mask sudden failures, and adapt to changes in system goals. Often, these changing
conditions are difficult to predict at design time and handling these uncertainties
has become an important concern of software engineers.

Self-adaptation is widely encouraged to address such uncertainties [43, 51].
Self-adaptation handles uncertainties at runtime, when the knowledge becomes
available. To that end, the system is equipped with a feedback loop that mon-
itors the system and environment and adapts the system to meet the require-
ments under changing conditions. As more systems with strict requirements re-
quire self-adaptation, providing guarantees for adaptation has become a high-
priority concern [163, 35, 42, 174]. Architecture-based approaches for self-
adaptation [135, 107, 173], where feedback loops consist of components that re-
alize monitor-analyze-plan-execute (MAPE) functions, have been widely used to
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ensure system goals under uncertainty. However, recent research has pointed out
that providing assurances for such systems is very challenging [32, 171], calling
for new perspectives on engineering self-adaptive systems.

More then a decade ago, Hellerstein et al. [82] argued for using principles from
control theory as a solution for runtime adaptation with formal guarantees. This
viewpoint has recently gained increasing attention, e.g., [69, 50]. In this approach,
a software system is treated as a plant to be“‘ controlled1, and a control feedback
loop empowers the software with self-adaptation capabilities, providing formal
guarantees, regardless of uncertain operating conditions [25, 64].

Recently, a strategy for applying control theory to computing systems in a
general way has been proposed in the form of the Push-Button Methodology
(PBM) [67]. PBM can automatically build a controller of an adaptive software sys-
tem that rejects environmental disturbances, while providing control-theoretical
guarantees for key properties. As the approach is automated, PBM can be used
by practitioners with little control-theoretical background. However, PBM deals
only with one quantifiable goal at a time, which is often too restrictive for real
applications. For example, consider an e-commerce website that should guarantee
particular response times for different categories of customers, using available re-
sources, while maximizing profit from advertisements. Another example is a video
streaming service that should provide a particular video quality for each class of
costumers, employing the available computation facilities, while minimizing con-
gestions along the streaming paths to consumers.

In our research, we focus at one relevant adaptation problem that requires satis-
fying multiple goals while optimizing the solution according to an additional goal,
such as the examples given above. A well-known approach to handle such prob-
lems is the simplex method [45] and its variations. However, simplex cannot be
applied “as is” to realistic software problems as it can not handle the variety of
uncertainties and disturbances that are inherent to software systems. Simplex has
no mechanism for rejecting disturbances, transient noise, measurements inaccura-
cies, etc., nor does it guarantee system stability or absence of errors in the system
output. Recent work has explored a control-based approach to handle multiple ob-
jectives [68], and pointed to its relevance for practice. However, that approach has
restrictions regarding the guarantees it can provide and the engineering support it
offers. We further elaborate on this in Section 5.5.

In this paper we present a new approach called Simplex Control Adaptation
(SimCA) that aims at solving the problem of adaptation for multiple objectives
with guarantees. SimCA builds upon PBM and the simplex method, combin-
ing strengths of both approaches. SimCA is able to find a system configuration
that satisfies multiple goals, reaches optimality with respect to an additional goal,
achieves robustness to environmental disturbances and measurement inaccuracy,
and provides control-theoretical adaptation guarantees. To that end, SimCA runs
on the fly experiments on the software in an automated fashion, builds a set of lin-
ear models of the software at runtime, creates a set of tunable controllers that op-

1 In control theory terminology, “plant” usually refers to a physical system that is adapted. It is often
called the managed system by software engineers.
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erate on these models, and combines controller outputs using the simplex method
to adapt the system. The controllers of SimCA use Kalman filters to dynamically
adapt the linear model in order to cope with disturbances and non-linearities.

The evaluation of SimCA is conducted in two steps. First, we evaluate the
control theoretical guarantees provided by the approach, including system stabil-
ity, settling time, absence of overshoot and steady-state error, solution optimality,
robustness, and detection of infeasible solution. Not achieving these guarantees
may violate certain software qualities. For example, lack of robustness guaran-
tees may lead to instability under disturbances, violating reliability requirements.
A more detailed mapping between guarantees and software qualities is given in
Section 5.4. Second, the effectiveness and generality of SimCA is demonstrated
on two cases: a UUV (unmanned underwater vehicle) system performing surveil-
lance missions, and a service-based system for health care. These systems are from
different domains, but self-adaptation must guarantee that the strict requirements
of both systems are achieved at runtime, regardless of the disturbances. In addi-
tion, we provide a qualitative comparison of SimCA with the approach presented
in [68].

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. A motivating scenario for
SimCA is introduced in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 presents SimCA and explains
how to build self-adaptive systems with the approach. The formal evaluation of
guarantees provided by SimCA is given in Section 5.4. In Section 5.5, SimCA is
empirically evaluated using two cases. Section 5.6 discusses related work. Finally,
conclusions and directions for future research are presented in Section 5.7.

5.2 Motivating scenario: UUV System

We describe a UUV system (based on [151]) that we use as one of the cases to
evaluate SimCA in Section 5.5 and to illustrate the technical description of SimCA
in the next section. UUVs are increasingly used for a wide range of tasks. Here
we look at UUVs used for oceanic surveillance, e.g., to monitor pollution of an
area. UUVs have to operate in an environment that is subject to restrictions and
disturbances: correct sensing may be difficult to achieve, communication may be
noisy, etc., requiring a UUV system to be self-adaptive.

Furthermore, there is a need for guarantees as UUVs have strict requirements,
i.e., the system should not impact the ocean area, and since vehicles are expensive
equipment that should not be lost during missions.

The self-adaptive UUV system in our study that is used to carry out a surveil-
lance and data gathering mission is equipped with 5 on-board sensors that can mea-
sure the same attribute of the ocean environment (e.g., water current or salinity).
Each sensor performs scans with a certain speed and accuracy, while consuming a
certain amount of energy (see Table 5.1). A scan is performed every second.
The UUV system has to satisfy the following requirements:

R1: A segment of surface over a distance of S (100 km) should be examined
by the UUV within a given time t (10 hours in the scenario);
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Table 5.1: Parameters of sensors of the UUV.

UUV Energy cons., Scan Speed, Accuracy,
on-board sensor J/s m/s %

Sensor1 170 2.6 97
Sensor2 135 3.6 89
Sensor3 118 2.6 83
Sensor4 100 3.0 74
Sensor5 78 3.6 49

R2: To perform the mission, a given amount of energy E is available (5.4 MJ in
the scenario);

R3: Subject to R1 and R2, the accuracy of measurements should be maximized.
To realize the requirements, sensors can be dynamically turned on and off during

a mission. We assume that only one sensor is active at a time, however, we use a
combination of sensors during each adaptation period. For example, to perform a
mission with energy consumption of 135 J/s we may either use Sensor2 100% of
the time, or use Sensor1 50% of the time (using 170*0.5=85 J/s) and Sensor4 50%
of the time (using 100*0.5=50 J/s).

The requirements R1 and R2 are critical to the success of the surveillance mis-
sion, but they may change at runtime due to unpredictable events in the environ-
ment. In addition, the adaptation task is not trivial because the system is affected
by different disturbances such as:

- Fluctuations in the expected behavior of the UUV (actual scanning speed or
energy consumption differs from the specification) up to ±10% of the expected
values;

- Inaccurate measurements: e.g., the monitoring mechanism reports a scanning
speed of 2.6 m/s instead of the actual value of 2.2 m/s;

- Constant deviations of the sensor output due to a sensor problem, e.g., a sensor
starts consuming 50% more energy than stated in the specification;

- Sensor failures;
- Gaussian or Random noise in the communication channel, which may cause

errors of the communicated data.
In summary, to realize its mission, the UUV needs to self-adapt to changes in

requirements and rejects different types of disturbances. The achievement of goals
must be guaranteed.

Problem definition:
The general adaptation problem we aim to solve is the following:

To guarantee the satisfaction of multiple goals and optimize the solu-
tion according to another goal, regardless of possible fluctuations in the
system parameters, measurement accuracies, requirement changes, and
dynamics in the environment that are difficult to predict.

The UUV scenario offers one concrete instance of this general problem. Defining
and developing an adaptive solution for this general problem introduces several
key challenges. First, the appropriate adaptation sensors (measured variables) and
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actuators (knobs that can influence the software behavior) must be carefully cho-
sen. Second, the software system must be modeled. Third, the appropriate adapta-
tion mechanism that controls the model and satisfies multiple goals, while rejecting
external disturbances, must be developed. Fourth, the system must incorporate an
optimization approach to optimize the solution according to additional goal. The
following section proposes SimCA that aims to address these challenges.

5.3 Simplex Control Adaptation
To build an adaptive system with SimCA, the approach requires four elements
from a software engineer:

1. A working prototype of the software (plant).
2. A set of quantifiable goals to be controlled plus one optimization goal. For re-

quirements with time-dependent constraints (e.g. a constraint on the available
energy to be used in time window), we transfer the constraints to setpoints
that satisfy the constraints over time.

3. Tunable parameters (actuators) that can be used to adapt the running system
to address the goals.

4. Adaptation sensors1 to measure the effect of the adaptation on the system.

With these four elements SimCA is able to build a self-adaptive system that
solves the adaptation problem formulated in Section 5.2. In order to use SimCA,
engineers do not need to construct software models. Instead, the approach works
in three runtime phases:

• First, in the Identification phase, SimCA synthesizes models that capture the
dependency between the adaptation parameters and the measured system out-
puts.

• Second, in the Controller Synthesis phase, SimCA constructs an appropriate
set of controllers for the synthesized models.

• Third, in the Operation phase, the controllers carry out control and the out-
come of multiple controllers is combined using the simplex method to opti-
mally drive the outputs of the system towards the set goals.

The three phases of SimCA are performed during system operation. We describe
the phases in detail in the following subsections.

UUV scenario
Before that, we illustrate the four elements required from a software engineer to
apply SimCA to the UUV system:

1. A working prototype is the UUV system itself.
1 Not to be confused with UUV sensors in the motivating case.
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Figure 5.1: Identification phase of SimCA.

2. The quantifiable goals are the scanning speed and energy consumption, the
optimization goal is the measurement accuracy. We transform requirements
R1 and R2 into quantifiable goals as follows: we keep the average scanning
speed on a particular level such that the target area of surface is examined in
the given amount of time; similarly, we keep the average energy consumption
on a particular level such that the mission is performed with the available
energy.

3. The actuator of the UUV system is the combination of sensors that are used
for performing the mission.

4. The sensor is the monitoring mechanism that measures the scanning speed
and energy consumption of the UUV system during the mission.

Identification Phase
During the first phase, a set of n linear models of the controlled system is automat-
ically built, where n is the total number of goals excluding the optimization goal.
Each modelMi, i ∈ [1, n], is responsible for one goal si.

Similar to basic PBM, identification starts by systematically feeding sampled
values of the goal si in the form of a control signal ui to the plant and measuring
their effect on the system output Oi (see Figure 5.1). The vector of control signals
ui used for identification looks as follows:2

ui = [mini, mini + δ, mini + 2δ, mini + 3δ, . . . , maxi]

Wheremini andmaxi are the minimal and maximum achievable values for the
i-th goal, δ is the sampling rate. δ is a tunable parameter chosen by the system
engineer; by default δ = (maxi − mini) ∗ 0.05. A higher sampling rate will
provide a more accurate model, but increase the identification time; whether this
is required depends on the domain.

During the Identification phase (and the Control Synthesis phase, see below),
the control signal ui(k) is automatically translated (marked Trans. on Figures 5.1
and 5.2) to an actuation signal before feeding it to the plant. A control signal may
for example be translated to the change of a parameter setting of the system or
the selection of a component or a service. This translation is performed by the
simplex method that serves as a straightforward translator of control signals to
an actuation signal during the Identification and Control Synthesis phases. Such
simplified translation works because at this stage we need an approximate model
and not an optimal solution.

2ui is an array of elements, with ui(k) being the k-th element of that array, where k equals to one
adaptation period
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After recording all combinations of control signals and resulting system out-
puts, the dependency between the control signal ui(k − 1) and its effect on the
measured output Oi(k) is captured by the coefficient αi which is further used to
build controller Ci. Coefficient αi is calculated based on linear regression using
the APRE tool [121]. As a result, a set of first order linear models is obtained,
representing the reaction of the system to control signals for the different goals:

Oi(k) = αi × ui(k − 1) (Mi)

The model Mi describes the system behavior, but does not take into account
small disturbances or sudden failures that typically can occur in practical software
systems. For example, this model may not be able to deal with a particular com-
ponent failure at runtime.

Earlier work has show thatMi is a linear model that is practical and works for
a variety of applications [67], and this is confirmed by the two studies presented
in Section 5.5. The different cases have shown that to be effective, the model
does not need to capture the precise (usually non-linear) relationship between the
control signal and the system output. In addition, the synthesized controller has
mechanisms (see the following section) that allow to useMi even for non-linear
systems working under disturbances.

Exploring the effect of a range of values of a goal on the system output during
Identification may affect the realization of a temporal constraint associated with
that goal. This effect was not taken into account in the original PBM [67]. To
ensure that the constraint is not violated, the Model building module measures the
time ∆ti and resources ∆Ri spent for Identification, subtracts this amount from
the available time ti and resources Ri respectively and automatically adjusts the
quantifiable goal si accordingly:

si =
Ri −∆Ri
ti −∆ti

(5.1)

UUV scenario
We illustrate the Identification phase for the energy consumption goal of the UUV
system. According to Table 5.2, the minimal available energy consumption is
minE = 78J/s, while the maximum is maxE = 170J/s. Then, by default,
δ = (maxE −minE) ∗ 0.05 = 4.6. The model identification starts with sending
ui(0) = minE = 78J/s to the plant that is automatically translated by simplex
to use Sensor 5 all of the time, because Sensor 5 consumes exactly that amount
of energy according to specification. The goal of this procedure is to measure and
record the actual output energy consumption of the vehicle OE(1). After that, the
plant receives ui(1) = minE + δ = 82.6J/s, simplex translates it to a corre-
sponding combination of sensors to be used, and the output OE(2) is measured
again. When the values of Oi are measured for all k, coefficient αi is calcu-
lated with the APRE tool, resulting in a system model for the energy consump-
tion goal of the UUV system. We observed a typical value of αi for this model
in the range 0.9. . . 1.1. After the Identification, the goal sE is adjusted accord-
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Figure 5.2: Control Synthesis phase of SimCA.

ing to the amount of consumed energy and time (see eq. 5.1), for the UUV case:
sE = (5.4 ∗ 106 − 0.2 ∗ 106)/(10 ∗ 3600− 0.5 ∗ 3600) = 152J/s

Controller Synthesis Phase
The second phase of SimCA, labeled controller synthesis, consists of two sub-
phases: controller building and controller re-building, see Figure 5.2. Controllers
are built once, when the system starts, and may be rebuilt during system operation.

Controller Building: during this first sub-phase, a set of n controllers is built
using the set of modelsMi, i ∈ [1 . . . n], each controller managing one goal.

A controller Ci has one tunable parameter, called pole denoted with pi. To
maintain stability and avoid oscillations, the pole value should belong to the open
interval (0, 1). The pole is chosen by the controller designer and allows to trade-off
certain system properties (see discussion in Section 5.4).

As shown in [67], the system output equation, representing the measured output
Oi(k) in response to a unit step3 setpoint si is defined as follows:4

Oi(k) = si × (1− pki ) (5.2)

By using Z-transform — a frequency domain representation of a discrete time
control signal — on (Mi) and (5.2), and by analyzing the system input-output
relationships, the following controller equation can be obtained:

ui(k) = ui(k − 1) +
1− pi
αi

× ei(k − 1) (Ci)

The synthesized controller Ci, i ∈ [1, n], calculates the control signal ui(k) at the
current time step k depending on the previous value of control signal ui(k − 1),
model adjustment coefficient αi, controller pole pi and the error ei(k − 1), with
ei = si −Oi.

Controller Rebuilding: during the second sub-phase, the controllers handle inac-
curacies inMi. To that end, the controllers of SimCA incorporate two additional
mechanisms introduced by PBM:

1. Each controller uses a Kalman filter to constantly update the value of α,
adapting the linear model at runtime. This mechanism allows to cope with
small perturbations that could not be tracked by non-adaptive Mi and as-
sures robustness for non-linear behaving systems.

3 Step in the setpoint of magnitude one – for example, when scanning speed is required to change
from 2 to 3 m/s.

4 pki is pi to the power k.
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2. Each controller is equipped with a change point detection mechanism, which
allows to react to unexpected critical changes in the system. The mechanism
updates the system parameters or, in some scenarios, re-initiates the Identi-
fication phase and rebuilds Mi. An example of a critical change may be a
software component that suddenly becomes unavailable. Although requiring
extra computations, the mechanism is quite simple and makes the controller
extremely robust.

UUV scenario
We illustrate Control Synthesis with examples. Assume that the identification
phase has produced a model for the energy consumption goal with αE = 1. If
the engineer has set the pole for the controller to pE = 0.9, then the Controller
Building phase will synthesize the following controller:

uE(k) = u1(k − 1) + 0.1× eE(k − 1) (5.3)

If, during system operation the UUV slows down due to unexpected underwater
streams in some area, the Kalman filter will change αE accordingly and trigger
controller re-building. If the change point detection mechanism detects a critical
change, e.g. some of the UUV sensors fail, a re-identification will be triggered
resulting in a new value of αE which will be updated in the controller equation.

Operation Phase
The third phase of SimCA, labeled operation also consists of two sub-phases:
control and optimization, see Figure 5.3.

Control: in the first sub-phase, the set of controllers effectively perform control.
Each controller Ci manages one goal si, rejects disturbances acting on the accord-
ing output Oi(k), and provides an output signal ui(k) that is fed to simplex (see
Optimization below). The αi value of the controller can be updated on the fly by
the embedded Kalman filter to handle non-linear system behavior (see Controller
Rebuilding). The change point detection mechanism can interrupt the controller to
deal with invasive changes of the system. SimCA will then restart Identification,
followed by Controller Building.

Optimization: during the second sub-phase, SimCA collects all control signals
ui(k) and the system parametersP(k),5 and passes these data to the simplex block.
Simplex calculates the actuation signal usx that drives the system towards an out-
put that satisfies all adaptation goals.

Generally, the simplex method allows to find an optimal solution to a linear
problem written in the standard form:

max{cTx | Ax ≤ b;x ≥ 0} (5.4)

where x represents the vector of variables (to be determined), c and b are vectors of
(known) coefficients, A is a (known) matrix of coefficients, and (·)T is the matrix
transpose [47].

5P(k) contains relevant parameters of system components that can be measured.
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Figure 5.3: Operation phase of SimCA.

SimCA uses a simplex variant with equalities (Ax = b) because we do not want
simplex to change the effect of control signals on the output signals. Instead, sim-
plex is responsible for seamless translation of control signals to actuation signals.

In SimCA each equation, except the last one, represents a goal to be satisfied.
The last equation ensures that the system selects a valid actuation signal by con-
straining the values that can be taken by elements of the vector x, e.g. x ≥ 0.
The control signals ui(k) produced during the control phase replace constants b,
whereas matrix A and vector cT are substituted with the monitored parameters
P(k) of the system. The goal of simplex is to find a proper actuation signal usx,
i.e., vector x.

For details on how simplex solves the system of equations (5.4) we refer to the
linear programming literature [47, 46, 144].

UUV scenario
Assume that the energy consumption goal is set to sE = 152 J/s. We illustrate
how the controller calculate the control signal at time k = 200, assuming that
the control signal at the previous adaptation step uE(199) = 149 and the amount
of energy consumed by the UUV at the previous adaptation period OE(199) =
150J/s. By substituting the according values in (5.3), we get the control signal
value:

uE(200) = 149 + 0.1× (152− 150) = 149.2

The controller will send this value to the simplex block.
To illustrate the optimization sub-phase, we rewrite (5.4) as a system of equa-

tions using the UUV scenario:
Maximize Accuracy:

max[Acc1 × x1 +Acc2 × x2 + · · ·+Acc5 × x5]

Subject to: 
E1 × x1 + E2 × x2 + · · ·+ E5 × x5 = u1

V1 × x1 + V2 × x2 + · · ·+ V5 × x5 = u2

x1 + x2 + · · ·+ x5 = 1

(5.5)

Where: xj (with j ∈ [1; 5]) is the portion of time (in decimals) the sensor j
should be used during system operation;Accj is the accuracy of sensor j; Ej is the
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energy consumed by sensor j; Vj is the scanning speed of sensor j (for the concrete
values of Accj , Ej , Vj , see Table 5.1); and u1 and u2 are control signals received
from energy consumption controller and scanning speed controller respectively.

As it can be observed from the comparison of (5.4) and (5.5), the monitored
parameters P(k) of the system are the sensor energy consumption Ej and the
scanning speed Vj with the active sensor j. Vector cT is replaced with accuracies
Accj of sensors. The last equation of (5.5) ensures that at each time instance
during the mission one sensor is working. The vector x represents the portion of
time each sensor should be used during system operation.

5.4 Evaluation of Guarantees
We start the evaluation of SimCA by formally analyzing the adaptation guarantees
provided by the approach.

Guaranteed Goal Achievement
The achievement of system goals (except the optimization goal) is guaranteed by
the controllers used in SimCA. Specifically, by using controllers we can formally
prove the following four system properties: stability, steady-state error, settling
time and overshoot. Stability relates to most software qualities that are subject of
adaptation and shows the ability of an adaptation mechanism to achieve goal si.
For example, lack of stability for a security goal implies periods with high vul-
nerability of the system. If the system has zero steady-state error, its goal si is
reached after a certain time K̄ and Oi(k) = si(k), k ≥ K̄. K̄ is called settling
time, and shows the time it takes for an adaptation mechanism to bring measured
quality properties close to their goals. Settling time is computed for a step in the
setpoint of magnitude one – e.g., demanding the scanning speed to vary from 2
to 3 m/s. Settling time and steady-state error are also related to most software
qualities that are subject of adaptation. For example, fast achievement of an en-
ergy consumption goal (with low settling time) means spending less resources in
a transient state. Avoiding overshoot, that is, the controlled signal does not exceed
the goal before reaching its stable area, avoids penalties on the respective software
quality. E.g., an overshoot of system response time may violate a service level
agreement. Figure 9.2 illustrates these system properties.

Goal

Controlled
variable

Time

Transient state Steady state

Settling time

Overshoot Steady-state error

Figure 5.4: Properties guaranteed by the controllers
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The control system used in SimCA is designed to be stable and avoid over-
shoots, since it has only a single pole and its value pi belongs to the open interval
(0, 1).

To evaluate the steady-state error (∆e) and unit-step settling time (K̄) we recall
the output equation (5.2). First, we calculate the system output during steady-state,
i.e. when k →∞. As p ∈ (0, 1), in this case pk → 0. From (5.2):

Oi(k →∞) = si × (1− pk) = si (5.6)

Based on (5.6), the steady-state error equals: ∆e = si −Oi = 0.
Theoretically, it will take infinite time for Oi to converge to the exact value

of goal si, i.e. to make ∆e zero, we need k → ∞. However, the settling time is
formally defined as the time K̄ in which the measured variable reaches a value very
close to the goal (usually it has reached a certain percentage of the goal value – we
denote this value with s∗i ). Based on this, Oi can be replaced with (1−∆si)× si,
where ∆si is the difference between si and s∗i in percents. From (5.2) we get:

(1−∆si)× si = si × (1− pki )⇒ k =
ln ∆si
ln |pi|

(5.7)

From this equation it can be concluded that the settling time K̄ of every con-
troller Ci depends on the pole pi: higher values of pi lead to slower output con-
vergence to the goal value. ∆si is a constant chosen by the system engineer.
According to [82, p.85], the common value of ∆s is 0.02 (2%).

As we are using an instance of simplex method with equalities (see Section 5.3),
it will not change the effect of control signal ui on the output signal Oi. Hence,
simplex will not alter the mentioned above guarantees provided by controllers.

Guaranteed Optimality and Scalability
Simplex guarantees the optimization goal of the obtained solution. The simplex
method was proven to always find an optimal solution (if it exists) to a linear
problem [47, 46], such as the one formulated in Section 5.3.

The scalability of SimCA is also inherited from simplex. To understand the
scalability of simplex, an interested reader may ask about the number of iterations
required to solve a problem using this algorithm. Examples shown in [101] require
(2m−1) iterations worst case, withm the number of equations. Such cases would
require too much computation. For practical problems, the method usually finds a
solution in just a few iterations [45]. The mismatch between theory and practice
is not formulated yet, although a number of efforts have been conducted, incl. the
use of probabilistic models to synthesize and solve linear programs to calculate the
number of required iterations. Additional details are provided in Section 5.6.

Guaranteed Robustness
By robustness we mean the amount of perturbation the system can withstand while
remaining in stable state or the amount of inaccurate estimate in the model the
system can tolerate. Robustness directly influences system reliability. In line with
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the formal assessment of basic PBM [67], conclusions about the system robustness
can be derived for SimCA in a similar fashion: the value of the pole pi allows to
trade robustness for settling time K̄.

Formally, the amount of disturbance the system can withstand ∆(d) by using
a controller presented in Section 5.3 can be estimated as follows: 0 < ∆(d) <

2
1−pi

*. This means that the value of the pole pi defines how SimCA will react
to disturbances. For pi = 0.9, which is used in most of our experiments, the
measurement can be inaccurate by a factor of 20, and the controller of SimCA will
still adapt the system to follow the goals. In general, higher values of pi lead to
better robustness while lower pi decreases the settling time.

Detection of Infeasible Solution
The simplex method brings an additional guarantee for the adaptation strategy: it
detects infeasible solutions. According to the principles of linear programming,
every linear program (including those solved by SimCA) is subject to one of the
following [47, 62]: (1) has an optimal solution; (2) has no feasible solution (e.g.,
setting the scanning speed of a UUV to 5 m/s which is unreachable with any of the
sensors); (3) has an unbounded optimal solution, i.e. the objective function value
seeks ∞ (or -∞), which occurs if variable values can grow indefinitely without
violating any constraint.

As SimCA uses only equalities, it cannot produce an unbounded solution. How-
ever, when the goal is infeasible, SimCA will converge to the nearest achievable
value of the according goal and alert the user that the goal is not reachable. Such
clear detection of an infeasible solution offer an advantage with respect to the
basic PBM approach, for which it is unclear if a non-zero error appears due to
disturbances or due to an unfeasible goal being set for the system.

Boundaries of Guarantees
First of all, the guarantees are achieved on the model; if the system is not capable
to identify a sufficiently good model then the controller will not be able to achieve
its goals and guarantees. The importance of successful identification is one of the
main reasons to perform it at runtime in real operating conditions. However, as
practice shows, even with poor testing of corner cases or transient behavior during
identification, the model is representative enough to provide the guarantees.

Second, the guarantees on achieving time-dependent requirements depend on
correct measuring the time and resources spent during identification and comput-
ing the adjustment of the corresponding goal.

Third, the guarantees are provided after controllers are built, meaning that
control-theoretical guarantees do not apply during the Identification and Controller
Synthesis phases.

Fourth, in the current realization, SimCA cannot provide guarantees when goals
are added/removed at runtime or when the system behavior/architecture is inva-
sively changed.

* Details on how to obtain this formula can be found in [67].
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5.5 Experimental Evaluation

We empirically evaluate SimCA with two cases. First, this Section describes the
experimental setting of the UUV case. Then, it shows the software adaptation per-
formed by SimCA when the goals of the system are changed and in response to
variations in the sensor behavior at runtime and the guarantees provided by SimCA
with the case study. After that, the second case with Tele Assistance System is de-
scribed and evaluated. In addition, we provide a qualitative comparison of SimCA
with the approach presented in [68]. Finally, this Section discusses threats to va-
lidity. The experiments are performed on a Dell Notebook with 2.7 GHz Core i7
processor, and 16 GB 1600MHz DD3 RAM. All evaluation material is available
at the project website.1

Experimental Setting: UUV case

We use the UUV system described in Section 5.2 as a primary case to evaluate
SimCA. The system is implemented in a Java simulation environment that allows
to model and study the behavior of software systems. The initial parameters of
the sensors are specified in Table 5.1. The actual data that is used by the adap-
tation mechanism at runtime is subject to a randomly distributed disturbance up
to ±10% of the expected values, simulating fluctuations of actual parameters of
sensors (compared to their specification).

Adaptation is performed every 100 surface measurements of the UUV system:
1 k = 100 measurements, and a measurement is performed each second. At each
adaptation step the application calculates the average measured value of the i-th
goal (e.g., energy consumption) during the past 100 measurements. Then it calcu-
lates the error ei as the difference between i-th setpoint (e.g., target energy con-
sumption) and the measured value of the i-th goal. The application also monitors
the accuracy of surface measurements.

The task of SimCA is to maximize the measurement accuracy by exploiting the
available energy and set the scanning speed to examine the required surface in
the given time frame. SimCA achieves this task by calculating the value of the
actuation signal, which represents the portion of time each sensor {S1, . . . , S5}
is used during every adaptation period. As an indication of the complexity of the
data used in the evaluation: the total number of sensor configurations that can be
selected in the UUV scenario is 5.5× 106.

Due to high dynamics and the unpredictable nature of the environment, the con-
troller pole pi in SimCA is set to 0.9 which allows to reject errors/disturbances of
high magnitude. δ is kept at a default value: δ = (maxi −mini) ∗ 0.05.

The application collects the UUV data to build performance graphs, which are
used to evaluate SimCA in the following sections. The x-axis of the graphs are
time instants k. Thus, the y-axis shows the average values of the measured feature
per 100 surface measurements of the UUV system.
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Figure 5.5: UUV adaptation with runtime changes.
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Adaptation Results
Figure 5.5 shows the adaptation results of SimCA on the UUV system config-
ured according to Table 5.1 and requirements set according to UUV scenario (Sec-
tion 5.2). Adaptation starts with the Identification phase that is clearly visible when
k is between 0 and 20. At time k=20 the energy consumption setpoint slightly in-
creases based on the energy consumed during identification (see Section 5.3). The
Control Synthesis phase, followed by the Optimization phase, starts after the re-
lationship between control signals ui(k) and system outputs Oi(k) is identified
(from k equals 21 onwards). The two upper plots in Figure 5.5 show that during
Operation the system is stable, i.e., the measured energy consumption and scan-
ning speed follow their goals. At k = 100 we change the available energy change
from 5.4 to 5.0 MJ, at k = 160 we change the distance to be scanned from 10 to
10.5 km. The plots show that these changes in requirements lead to corresponding
changes in goals and adaptation of the system output.

Figure 5.5 also shows how SimCA reacts to changes in sensor parameters and
sensor failures. At k = 220,the measurement accuracy of sensor S3 drastically
decreases from 83% to 43%. With such a low accuracy, S3 is not a part of the
optimal solution anymore and the system selects a better sensor S4 at k = 221,
see the “Sensor usage” plot. At k = 290, S4 stops working, which again leads
to switching the sensors to the optimal solution, while the measured energy con-
sumption and scanning speed of the UUV remain on the required level. At this
point the measurement accuracy decreases from 87% to 77%. It happens because
without S4, to satisfy all goals, the system is forced to use S5, which has lower
accuracy.

The experiment ends at k = 360, i.e. after 10 hours of time. The total distance
scanned is 10.5 km, the amount of consumed energy is 5 MJ. Over a series of 50
experiments, we measured an error of less than 0.01% on these values.

Adaptation Guarantees
We now confirm the guarantees formally evaluated in Section 5.4 with the UUV
case study.

Guaranteed Goal Achievement. SimCA’s guarantees for achieving the are con-
firmed by the data shown on Figure 5.5:

• The system is stable and converges without overshooting, since it is designed
to have only a single pole pi which belongs to the open interval (0, 1);

• According to the system output equation 5.2, the output Oi during steady-
state equals si which leads to a zero steady-state error: ∆e = si − Oi = 0.
The absence of a steady-state error can be observed, for example, on the
“Scanning Speed” plot when k > 25;

• The settling time K̄ of every controller Ci depends on the pole pi and a con-
stant ∆si chosen by the system engineer: K̄ = ln ∆si

ln pi
. According to [82,

p.85], the commonly used value of ∆s is 0.02 (2%). Hence K̄ = ln 0.02
ln 0.9 = 40

1 http://homepage.lnu.se/staff/daweaa/simplex.htm
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Figure 5.6: The influence of controller pole on SimCA.

adaptation steps. This means that changing the scanning speed from 2.7 to
3.1 (step of amplitude 0.4) would take around K̄ = 40 ∗ 0.4 = 16 adapta-
tion steps. This guarantee can be observed on the “Scanning Speed” plot of
Figure 5.5 when k is between 160 and 176;

Guaranteed Robustness.
The next experiment shows the effects of the controller pole pi on the tradeoff

between system robustness and settling time. For this, we add a random distur-
bance of amplitude up to ±25% of the expected values to the energy consumption
output signal. Figure 5.6 compares the performance of controllers with pi = 0.9
and pi = 0.2 in such conditions. As described in Section 5.4, adaptation with
SimCA is influenced by the values of the pole.

First, a smaller pole leads to a shorter settling time. This effect can be observed
when the distance requirement is changed at k = 200. The system with a smaller
pole (right plots) converges to a new operational goal almost immediately, while a
system with a higher pole (left plots) needs 16 adaptation steps to converge. Exper-
imentally we determined that due to fast convergence, the total average accuracy
of measurements is 0.1% higher for controller with lower pole.

Second, despite the decrease of the settling time, lowering pi leads to weaker
disturbance rejection. This property of adaptation mechanism of SimCA can be
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observed after k = 120. The system with pi = 0.2 unsuccessfully tries to find an
optimal solution until k = 200. The system with pi = 0.9 continues working as
expected. Hence, the system with lower pole is not reliable under disturbances of
high magnitude.

Another benefit of a high pi value is less oscillation of sensor usage and a
smoother accuracy curve (compare according plots on Figure 5.6). This means
that a higher pole value leads to a system that is less responsive to variations in
parameters but at the same switches less between solutions.

In addition to rejecting noise and measurement inaccuracy, SimCA can reject
constant disturbances. E.g., due to an error, a monitor that measures the vehicle
energy consumption can constantly decrease the measured value by 15J/s. The
plot on the left side of Figure 5.7 shows the behavior in such a scenario. Although
monitoring is not working properly, SimCA still adapts the system by defining
proper relationship between control signal ui(k) and system output Oi(k).

Unlike SimCA, the pure simplex method fails at guaranteeing the control-
theoretical properties such as disturbance rejection. Hence, the simplex method
produces an incorrect output, see the right plot of Figure 5.7.

Detection of Infeasible Solution. Figure 5.8 shows the detection of an infeasible
solution. The energy consumption remains at the required level during the entire
experiment.
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Figure 5.8: Detection of Infeasible Solution in SimCA.
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Figure 5.9: SimCA with 25 sensor combinations.

Initially, we set the goal distance to be examined to 10 km. After Identification
(k¿20), the system functions normally. At k = 150 the total distance to be exam-
ined changes to 13 km, hence the output scanning speed grows until reaching its
maximum feasible value of 3.2m/s at k = 155; and the user is notified about the
infeasible solution.

At k = 270, we change the distance requirement to an unreachable value of 9
km and the scans start with the minimum possible speed among those sustaining
energy consumption at the goal, and the user is notified of the infeasible goal.

It is worth mentioning that getting an infeasible solution does not necessarily
mean that the concrete goal is entirely unreachable. For example, the scanning
speed of 3.6m/s can be achieved by using S2 and S5. However, the energy con-
sumption goal of 150J/s will be violated in such scenario as both mentioned sen-
sors has lower energy consumption. Hence, in case of an infeasible solution the
system may inform the user about the contradictory goals set for the system.

Scalability of SimCA
To demonstrate the scalability of SimCA we extend the UUV case by significantly
increasing the number of possible actuation options (combinations of sensors). In
particular, we consider now an UUV equipped with two sensor panels, one on the
left side and one on the right side. Each panel is provided with 5 on-board sensors
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that monitor a surface equal to the surface monitored by the single panel in the
original case. The panels simultaneously monitor the respective surface, hence, a
combination of two sensors (one from each panel) is used at the same time. The
sensors have characteristics similar to those in Table 5.1. Due to space constraints,
we refer to the project website for a detailed overview of the parameters of sensor
combinations (energy consumption, scanning speed, and accuracy). The task of
SimCA is to choose among 25 sensor combinations in order to satisfy the follow-
ing goals:

R1: The underwater vehicle must examine S = 210 km of surface within a
period of t = 10 hours (i.e., the scanning speed = S/t = 5.83 m/s).

R2: The amount of available energy E is limited to 5.3 MJ (i.e., mission energy
consumption = E/S = 147 J/s).

Note that the scanning speed specified for a combination of two sensors is dou-
ble the value of the vehicle speed as both panels scan surface in parallel.

Figure 5.9 shows results of a scalability scenario with 2 sensor panels working
in parallel. The sensor data, as in the previous experiments, is subject to random
disturbances of small amplitude. In general, the system shows the same adaptation
behavior (convergence to the goal value, adaptation to sensor parameters change,
etc.) as in the case of a single sensor panel, e.g. the change of goals at k = 100 and
160 switches the sensor combination of the optimal solution. The ‘Sensor Combi-
nation Used” plot shows that during operation only 6 of the 25 sensor combinations
are used for this scenario. However, note that during Identification (k = 0 to 20)
other sensor combinations are tested as well.

As SimCA has the scalability properties of simplex, we can conclude that in-
creasing the number of on-board sensors will not change the adaptation outcomes.

Evaluation Scenario 2: TAS
To show the generality of SimCA, we evaluate the approach with a second case:
the TAS exemplar [172]. TAS is a service-oriented application that provides re-
mote health support to patients. The main goal of TAS is to track a patient’s vital
parameters in order to adapt the drug or drug doses when needed, and take appro-
priate actions in case of emergency. To satisfy this goal, TAS combines three types
of services in a workflow, shown on Figure 5.10.

Medical 
Service

Drug Service

Alarm Service

Incoming 
request

Change drug

Trigger alarm

Change doses
TAS

output

Figure 5.10: TAS workflow.

For service-based systems such as TAS, the functionality of each service can
be implemented by multiple providers that offer services with different quality
properties: reliability, performance, and cost. The system design assumes that
these properties can be quantified and measured. E.g., reliability is measured as
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a percentage of service failures, while performance is measured as the service
response time. At runtime, it is possible to pick any of the provided services.

We consider that five service providers offer the Medical Service, three
providers offer the Alarm Service and only one provider offers the Drug Service.
Table 5.2 shows example properties of available services based on data from [33].

The properties of the whole TAS system depend on the choice of concrete ser-
vice providers that process user requests. For example, invoking S1 and AS1 will
lead to the failure rate TASFR = S1FR + AS1FR = 0.36%, while invoking
MS2 and D will lead to the failure rate TASFR = S2FR +DFR = 0.22%

The system requirements are the following:
R1. The average cost for invoking TAS service is set to 9¢
R2. The expected average response time is 30 time units
R3. Subject to R1 and R2, the failure rate of TAS should be minimized.
Unlike the UUV case, the TAS is expected to run continuously. The require-

ments R1-R3 and the properties of the services may change at runtime and the
system should adapt accordingly. The adaptation task is to decide, for each re-
quest with a patient’s vital parameters, which combination of services to select
such that the requirements are satisfied.

The TAS case is realized based on the TAS exemplar [172]. The results of
SimCA applied to a TAS scenario are shown in Figure 5.11. The adaptation works
as intended: system outputs follow the goal changes at k = 150 and 250, the
optimal solution is changed when S5 stops responding at k = 370. As services in
TAS fail randomly, the optimal value of fail rate oscillates. However, on average
(see the purple line on the “Fail Rate” plot) it decreases from ≈0.37% to ≈0.22%
when more resources are available to the application at k = 150. Note that SimCA
manages to keep the failure rate low with a more strict demand of response time
from k = 250 onwards.

The TAS case confirms the results obtained with the UUV study. It supports
the generality of the approach by showing that SimCA is effective in adapting

Table 5.2: Properties of all services used in TAS.

Service Name Fail.rate, Resp.time, Cost,
% time units ¢

S1 Medical Service 1 0.06 22 9.8
S2 Medical Service 2 0.1 27 8.9
S3 Medical Service 3 0.15 31 9.3
S4 Medical Service 4 0.25 29 7.3
S5 Medical Service 5 0.05 20 11.9

AS1 Alarm Service 1 0.3 11 4.1
AS2 Alarm Service 2 0.4 9 2.5
AS3 Alarm Service 3 0.08 3 6.8

D Drug Service 0.12 1 0.1
Requirements min 30 9
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Figure 5.11: SimCA on TAS scenario.

software systems independent of concrete goals or software components that take
part in the adaptation.

Comparison of SimCA with AMOCS
Recently, [68] proposed an interesting approach for Automated Multi-Objective
Control of Self-adaptive software design (AMOCS in short). AMOCS automat-
ically constructs a system of cascaded controllers to deal with multiple goals.
Unfortunately, no replication package was available to quantitatively compare
AMOCS with SimCA. Therefore, we perform a qualitative comparison based on
the reported results.

Compared to SimCA, AMOCS has the advantage that it does not require the
extra optimization step with simplex. Furthermore, the approach supports two
schemes for ordering goals: user-defined prioritization of goals, and automatic or-
dering where the controller automatically ranks goals based on available actuators
to achieve as many goals as possible.
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However, SimCA’s formal guarantees go significantly beyond these of AMOCS
reported in [68]:

• SimCA provides guarantees for robustness and steady-state error; AMOCS’
“robustness analysis is system-dependent and unsuitable for an automated
control strategy” [68], while steady-state error is not analyzed.

• Simplex provides optimal solutions, while AMOCS “uses systematic or ran-
domized exploration of solution subspace which introduces an approximation
of the optimal solution” [68].

• AMOCS cannot provide guarantees for time-dependent goals (such as the en-
ergy consumption goal in the UUV case) because it does not take into account
resources spent on learning.

• “Short overshoots are expected in AMOCS” [68]; SimCA can avoid over-
shoots.

SimCA also provides important engineering support not covered by AMOCS:

• SimCA supports trading settling time with robustness (pole placement). In
AMOCS, settling time can just be set based on domain characteristics.

• Sampling and model learning is automated in SimCA. AMOCS requires spe-
cialized knowledge and extra efforts for this (e.g., quasi-Montecarlo and grid
sampling [68]).

• AMOCS “requires the number of knobs to be greater than or equal to the
number of goals” [68]. Finding enough knobs may not be trivial or even be
artificial (consider for example the TAS case).

In conclusion, SimCA contributes with a novel control-based approach for sat-
isfying multiple goals that significantly improves over AMOCS, both in terms of
the guarantees it provides and the engineering support it offers.

Threats to Validity
SimCA can handle one class of adaptation problems (satisfying multiple goals,
while optimizing one additional goal), but this class of problems applies to a sig-
nificant number of systems, as illustrated with the cases used in this paper and
for example also those used in [68]. Supporting other types of adaptation goals is
subject of future work.

We used standard controller guarantees. In Section 5.4, we provide an initial
mapping of the controller guarantees to software quality guarantees. However,
additional research is required both to refine and extend this mapping and to un-
derstand the coverage of the guarantees that can be provided with the standard
controller properties. We did not test the impact of δ on the model quality/guaran-
tees in different operating environments; this could be a part of future work.

Regarding the scope of applicability of SimCA. First, the approach is not appli-
cable to systems undergoing drastic changes in their behavior at runtime as con-
tinuous re-identification is very costly. Second, SimCA requires that goals can
be quantified as a setpoint, which may not be easy for all properties; an example
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is security. Third, in the experimental setting we have used only some types of
disturbances (e.g., sensor failures and noise). Understanding the impact of other
disturbance on the adaptation properties of SimCA requires additional evaluation.
We want to highlight that in the current state of the research in control-based soft-
ware adaptation, it is difficult to outline precise criteria that delineate which sys-
tems can/cannot be supported by SimCA (and other approaches such as AMOCS).
The study and empirical evaluation of new approaches can contribute to build up
this knowledge.

We evaluated SimCA in two domains, focusing on adaption for a typical set of
stakeholder requirements (resource usage, performance, reliability, cost). While
these systems can be considered as representative instances of a significant family
of contemporary software systems, additional evaluation is required to validate
SimCA for other types of systems.

Finally, we evaluated SimCA for simulated systems. This is inline with the
evaluation conducted by others such as [59, 33, 31]. However, further evaluation
of SimCA is required to confirm the evaluation results in real deployed systems.

5.6 Related Work
The problem of handling multiple goals in self-adaptation is obviously not new.
Most of the existing research, including those in architecture-based adaptation
and linear programming, solve this problem by introducing an optimization task
that trades off the conflicting qualities looking for an optimal solution. These so-
lution uses many different techniques such as preemption [145] to give preference
to more time-critical adaptation requirements, utility functions [44, 114, 41] to
optimize component/service selection based on weights of QoS criteria, estimates
of performance models [79] to select services with optimal response time, linear
programming [40] to deal with different operating environments and conflicting
QoS requirements, or combine linear programming with local search [13] to find
configurations with minimum cost, and hybrid approaches [162] that first decom-
pose end-to-end QoS constraints into local QoS constraints and then perform local
selections. Most of these approaches do not provide the broad set of formal guar-
antees provided by SimCA. Furthermore, the computational costs of most of the
proposed solutions grow exponentially with the size of the problem. SimCA can
rely on the scalability of simplex as shown in the evaluation.

An advanced example of an architecture-based solution is the QoSMOS frame-
work [27], which also uses the TAS exemplar for evaluation. QoSMOS employs
runtime quantitative verification to provide formal guarantees for satisfying multi-
ple QoS goals, while optimizing cost. The control-theoretical guarantees provided
by SimCA are out of focus in [33]. However, the main difference is that QoSMOS
requires a set of tools that need to be glued together to realize the feedback loop,
while with SimCA, the feedback loop is relatively straightforward and derived
automatically.

Besides [68], another approach that trades-off different qualities and provides
adaptation guarantees is presented in [64] casting a discrete time Markov model
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for reliability requirements to a dynamic system. The synthesized controller trades
reliability for cost by solving an optimization problem. In [153], compared an
initial version of SimCA with ActivFORMS [88], a formally founded architecture-
based approach for self-adaptation. The evaluation underlines the pros and cons
of both approaches in terms of robustness to disturbances and types the guarantees
that can be provided.

Simplex is a proven and practical optimization method [47]. Several variants
have been developed for specific classes of problems, e.g. [101]. Simplex and its
variants do not require an exponentially growing number of iterations when the
problem space increases and do not depend on the structure of equations. Today,
Simplex remains a very popular optimization method that is used in a wide vari-
ety of domains; recent examples are [41] where the method was used to support
exploring optimal controller parameters for complex industrial systems, and [70]
where simplex was used to support the exploration of the large design space of
a cyber-physical system architecture. Another widespread method to solve opti-
mization tasks is called the interior point method. The choice of simplex over the
interior point method in SimCA was based on the scope of the problem: the interior
point method is faster but only for specific (usually very large) problems [181].

[54] compared control-theoretical and optimization approaches, showing that
continuous controller feedback offers higher potential to meet system goals under
constantly changing loads, and provides better settling time and less overshooting.
Contrary to using either a control-theoretical or an optimization approach, SimCA
integrates the simplex optimization method with a control-theoretic method (en-
hanced version of PBM) to endow software systems with the self-adaptive capa-
bilities, exploiting the best of both worlds.

5.7 Conclusions
In this paper we presented SimCA: a new approach that allows building self-
adaptive software systems that satisfy multiple goals, while reaching optimality
with respect to an extra goal. In addition, SimCA achieves robustness to envi-
ronmental disturbances and measurement inaccuracy, and provides guarantees for
the adaptation results. The effectiveness of SimCA was formally evaluated and
demonstrated on two cases with strict requirements.

SimCA contributes towards the application of formal techniques to adapt the
behavior of software systems, which is one key approach for providing guaran-
tees. At the same time, by automatically building a control mechanism that adapts
the software, SimCA does not require a strong mathematical background from a
designer, which is a key aspect to pave the way for software engineers to use the
approach in practice.

In future research, we plan to study the impact of δ on the model and extend
SimCA to handle on the fly adding and removing goals. Our long term goal is to
study and develop reusable control-based adaptation solutions that provide assur-
ances for different types of goals.
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Chapter 6

SimCA: Handling New and Changing
Requirements

In this Chapter, we present a new version of SimCA (see Chapter 5) that satisfies
STO-reqs in the presence of disturbances and requirement changes.

The new SimCA completes the answer to research question QI-2 “What are
the appropriate models and control solutions that can be used to address STO-
reqs, and deal with disturbances and requirement changes?” and research question
QI-3 “What software qualities can be satisfied and what guarantees are provided
with a CBSA approach that deals with STO-reqs, disturbances and requirement
changes?” initially answered in Chapter 5.

In particular, new SimCA:

• Adjusts the adaptation solutions with a Goal Transformation phase that ad-
dresses T-reqs, hence allowing to satisfy all STO-reqs simultaneously in the
presence of disturbances.

• Introduces solutions to support changing system requirements by adjusting
goals.

• Contains an experimental analysis of qualities, such as performance, reliabil-
ity, cost, resource consumption, achieved by self-adaptive software equipped
with SimCA. The analysis is performed through informal exploratory case
studies.

• Includes a formal analysis and experimental verification of the following
guarantees: stability, overshooting, settling time, robustness to disturbances,
steady-state error, scalability, detection of infeasible solution, detection of
unbounded solution.

This Chapter presents a research article published at the Proceedings of the
12th International Symposium on Software Engineering for Adaptive and Self-
Managing Systems (SEAMS 2017) [1]. Personal contribution: Stepan Shevtsov
contributed 75% to the new SimCA approach, he did 100% of the technical imple-
mentation (program code, testing, etc.), performed 100% of data collection, 75%
of the analysis, and 60% of writing the manuscript.
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Handling New and Changing Requirements
with Guarantees in Self-Adaptive Systems using

SimCA

Abstract
Self-adaptation provides a principled way to deal with change dur-

ing operation. As more systems with strict goals require self-adaptation,
the need for guarantees in self-adaptive systems is becoming a high-
priority concern. Designing adaptive software using principles from
control theory has been identified as one of the approaches to provide
guarantees. However, current solutions can only handle pre-specified re-
quirements either in the form of setpoint values (S-reqs) or values to be
optimized (O-reqs). This paper presents SimCA that makes two contri-
butions to control-based self-adaptation: (a) it allows the user to specify
a third type of requirement that keeps a value above/below a threshold
(T-reqs); and (b) it can deal with requirement sets that change at run-
time (i.e., requirements can be adjusted, activated, and deactivated on
the fly). SimCA offers robustness to disturbances and provides adapta-
tion guarantees. We evaluate SimCA for two systems with strict goals
from different domains: an underwater vehicle system used for oceanic
surveillance, and a tele-assistance system for health care support. The
test results demonstrate that SimCA can deal with the three types of re-
quirements (STO-reqs) operating under various types of dynamics and
the set of requirements can be changed on the fly.

6.1 Introduction
Software applications need, more than ever, being able to deal with change [136,
98]. The need for continuous availability of software requires developers to con-
sider change as part of the development process. Software is expected to deal
seamlessly with different types of change, such as varying resources, sudden fail-
ures, and changes in the operating environment. Often, these changing conditions
are difficult to predict at design time, requiring software to execute with incomplete
knowledge and face changing requirements during operation [160, 171]. Conse-
quently, software engineers are developing new techniques to handle change at
runtime without incurring penalties and downtime, which is commonly referred to
as self-adaptation [43, 51, 169].

Today, many of the software systems need to comply with strict goals, hence re-
quiring guarantees for adaptation, such as robustness to disturbances, system sta-
bility and others [163, 35, 174]. Control theory has been identified as a promising
approach to design adaptation solutions with formal guarantees [25, 82, 50, 189].
However, most of the approaches using control theory to design self-adaptive sys-
tems were developed to solve specific problems for a particular domain. We, on
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the other hand, are interested in creating a reusable approach that can satisfy dif-
ferent stakeholder requirements and provide adaptation guarantees under changing
operating conditions.

A number of reusable approaches have already been proposed, but they are lim-
ited to satisfying certain types of stakeholders requirements. For example, the
approach described in [67] can satisfy only one requirement at a time, while other
approaches such as [68, 154] can satisfy multiple requirements either in the form
of setpoint values (S-reqs) or values to be optimized (O-reqs). However, many
software systems today need to address a third type of requirement: a threshold
requirement that keeps a value above/below a threshold (T-reqs). A typical exam-
ple is limiting the response time of a web server. Approaches such as described
in [99, 130, 102] solve this problem either by optimizing the response time (O-req)
or by defining a setpoint for response time that the controller should guarantee (S-
req), when the actual requirement is to keep response time lower than a certain
threshold. The idea of T-reqs is similar to the recently explored notion of “con-
straint” from control theory, see for example [10].

Besides a lack of first-class support for T-reqs, existing approaches also provide
limited support for changing the set of requirements during operation, which re-
quires on the fly adjusting, activation and deactivation of requirements. Changing
requirements are important in practice, e.g., to deal with drastic changes in the
system or its environment that may require the system to change from one set of
requirements to another.

In this paper, we use control theory to simultaneously deal with S-reqs, T-reqs,
and O-reqs (we refer to a combination of these requirements as STO-reqs) and
enable the system to change the set of requirements by adjusting/activating/deac-
tivating requirements at runtime. In particular, we solve a typical adaptation prob-
lem inherent to systems with strict goals, that is: to satisfy multiple stakeholder
requirements (STO-reqs) that may change at runtime, in the presence of environ-
mental disturbances and inaccurate measurements, and provide formal guarantees
on the adaptation results.

To deal with this adaptation problem, we developed SimCA(Simplex Control
Adaptation). SimCA leverages upon an earlier version that we developed [154],
that can satisfy S-/O-reqs, but is not able to solve the adaptation problem dis-
cussed above. Hence, SimCA is an automated control-theoretic approach to build
self-adaptive software systems that satisfy multiple, possibly conflicting STO-reqs,
achieves robustness to environmental disturbances and measurement inaccuracy,
and provides a broad set of control-theoretical adaptation guarantees.

The evaluation of SimCA is conducted with two cases from different domains:
an Unmanned Underwater Vehicle (UUV) system performing surveillance mis-
sions, and a service-based system for health care. Both systems have to operate
under disturbances and must self-adapt to guarantee the satisfaction of STO-reqs
at runtime, as well as to deal with changes in the requirements.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 6.2 positions
SimCA in the state-of-the-art control-theoretical approaches for building self-
adaptive systems that satisfy multiple requirements. Section 6.3 elaborates on the
adaptation problem that we address in this paper and illustrates it with an experi-
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mental scenario. Section 6.4 presents SimCA. The formal guarantees provided by
SimCA are evaluated in Section 6.5. In Section 6.6, SimCA is empirically evalu-
ated using multiple scenarios of two cases. Finally, conclusions and directions for
future research are presented in Section 6.7.

6.2 State of the art overview
There is a vast body of research available that applies principles from control the-
ory to adapt computing systems, see e.g. [139, 117]. However, most of the sug-
gested approaches tend to solve specific problems within a certain domain. Cre-
ating a generally applicable approach to build self-adaptive software that satisfies
different stakeholder requirements and provides adaptation guarantees has been a
topic of research for a couple of years [50]. One of the first attempts to create
such an approach is the Push-Button Methodology (PBM) [67]. PBM automati-
cally creates a linear model of software and a controller that adapts the software
to meet a non-functional requirements specified by stakeholder. The main limita-
tion of basic PBM is that it can only satisfy one requirement at a time. In recent
work [68], the authors of PBM proposed a new approach for Automated Multi-
Objective Control of Self-adaptive software (AMOCS in short). AMOCS auto-
matically constructs a system of cascaded controllers to deal with multiple S-reqs
and an O-req. The approach supports goal prioritization. Despite the advantages,
AMOCS has difficulties with addressing O-reqs as the approach may produce sub-
optimal solutions [68] and it is lacking some of the guarantees, e.g. the absence
of overshooting. Finally, in [154] we introduced an initial version of SimCA, an
approach that builds self-adaptive software able to satisfy multiple S-reqs, while
being optimal according to a single O-req. The approach makes the system robust
to disturbances and provides a broad set of adaptation guarantees.

However, none of the existing automated approaches can simultaneously deal
with a typical set of stakeholder requirements (STO-reqs). The main reason is
that control theoretic solutions usually work with goals specified as setpoints (S-
reqs). Furthermore, existing approaches cannot handle activation and deactivation
of requirements during system operation. This may be too restrictive for practical
software system that are subject to continuously change. The new SimCA on the
other hand can (besides S/O-reqs) satisfy T-reqs that are not typical for control the-
oretical solutions and deal with adjusting/activation/deactivation of requirements
during operation.

6.3 Problem Definition
Based on the analysis of the state-of-the-art, we identified the following problem
definition:

To guarantee the satisfaction of multiple STO-reqs and deal with ad-
justment/activation/deactivation of requirements at runtime, regardless
of fluctuations in the system parameters, measurement accuracies, and
environmental dynamics that are difficult to predict.
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Compared to state of the art approaches, two key challenges must be addressed
to deal with this problem. First, the solution must incorporate a mechanism to
guarantee the satisfaction of T-reqs. This is not trivial as T-reqs are not a typi-
cal type of requirement applied in control theory. Second, the solution needs a
mechanism to adapt the adaptation logic on the fly in order to address changing
requirements, i.e., adjusting/activation/deactivation of requirements. SimCA de-
scribed in Section 6.4 addresses these challenges.

Problem example: UUV System
We describe a UUV system (based on [151]) that we use as one of the cases to
evaluate SimCA in Section 6.6 and to illustrate the adaptation problem we aim to
solve. UUVs are increasingly used for a wide range of tasks. Here we look at
UUVs used for oceanic surveillance, e.g., to monitor pollution of a maritim area.

UUVs have to operate in an environment that is subject to restrictions and distur-
bances: correct sensing may be difficult to achieve, communication may be noisy,
etc., requiring a UUV system to be self-adaptive. Furthermore, there is a need for
guarantees as UUVs have strict goals, i.e., vehicles are expensive equipment that
should work accurately and productively, and they should not impact the ocean
area or get lost during missions.

The self-adaptive UUV system in our study that is used to carry out a surveil-
lance and data gathering mission is equipped with 5 on-board sensors that can mea-
sure the same attribute of the ocean environment (e.g., water current or salinity).
Each sensor performs scans with a certain speed and accuracy, while consuming a
certain amount of energy (see Table 6.1). A scan is performed every second.

Table 6.1: Parameters of sensors of the UUV.

UUV Energy cons., Scan Speed, Accuracy,
on-board sensor J/s m/s %

Sensor1 170 2.6 97
Sensor2 135 3.6 89
Sensor3 118 2.6 83
Sensor4 100 3.0 74
Sensor5 78 3.6 49

In normal operating mode, the UUV system has the following requirements:

• R1: A segment of surface over a distance of S ≥ 100 km should be examined
within time t = 10 hours;

• R2: To perform the mission, a given amount of energy E = 5.4 MJ is avail-
able;

• R3: Subject to R1 and R2, the accuracy of measurements should be maxi-
mized.
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R1 is a T-req, R2 is a S-req, while R3 is an O-req. We use M1 to refer to normal
operating mode, i.e. the UUV must satisfy the three requirements simultaneously:
M1 = {R1, R2, R3}. In other words, in normal operation mode, the UUV should
examine as much surface as possible using all the available energy, while ensuring
maximum accuracy. To grasp the difference between T-reqs and S-reqs, if the task
of the UUV would be to scan exactly S km in t hours (R1) using as little energy
as possible of the available E = 5.4 MJ (R2), while ensuring maximum accuracy
(R3), R1 would become an S-req and R2 a T-req. To realize the requirements,
sensors can be dynamically turned on and off during a mission. We assume that
only one sensor is active at a time, however, we use a combination of sensors
during each adaptation period.

In addition to normal operating model, the adaptation should also deal with
two additional operating modes. First, when a UUV experiences a sudden energy
leak, it must switch to a new operating mode that minimizes the vehicle energy
consumption instead of maximizing the measurement accuracy. In this case the
UUV will switch to a mode M2 = {R1, R2∗}, where R2 (S-req) changes to R2∗

(O-req) defined as:

• R2∗: The energy consumption should be minimized;

Second, the vehicle may enter a deep water zone, where sensors fail to produce
accurate measurements with a certain rate. The UUV should then switch to a
mode M3 = {R1, R2, R3, R4}, where a requirement R4 needs to be activated at
runtime, defined as:

• R4: The average failure rate should be F ≤ 0.02%;

Switching modes and changing requirements is critical to the success of the
surveillance mission. The adaptation task is not trivial because the system is af-
fected by different disturbances such as fluctuations in the expected behavior of the
UUV sensors, inaccurate measurements, sensor problems and failures, and noise
in the communication channel.

In summary, to realize its mission, the UUV needs to self-adapt in order to
continuously address STO-reqs, cope with different operating modes by activat-
ing/deactivating requirements at runtime, and reject different types of disturbances.
These requirements needs to be guaranteed.

6.4 Simplex Control Adaptation* - SimCA
In this section we provide an overview of SimCA. In particular, Section 6.4 lists
the element required for SimCA to build a self-adaptive system, Sections 6.4 - 6.4
describe different phases of SimCA, and Section 6.4 shows how SimCA deals with
changing the set of requirements.

Required Elements to Apply SimCA
To build an adaptive system with SimCA, the approach requires the following
elements from a software engineer:
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1. A working prototype of the software.

2. A set of STO-reqs to be satisfied.

3. Tunable parameters (actuators) that can be used to adapt the running system
to address the requirements.

4. Adaptation sensors to measure the effect of the adaptation on the system.

5. Monitoring mechanisms that notify the system about changing conditions that
lead to requirement changes.

As for the second element, it should be possible to quantify the requirements,
i.e. transform the system requirements (STO-reqs) into corresponding quantifiable
goals (STO-goals). For some requirements this transformation is straightforward
(e.g., a requirement of keeping average response time at 3 ms is transformed to an
S-goal = 3 ms), while for other requirements with time-dependent constraints the
quantifiable goals needs to satisfy these requirements over time (e.g., a require-
ment of using 120 units of a resource in 60 sec is transformed into an S-goal = 2
units/sec).

With the elements listed above SimCA is able to build a self-adaptive system
that solves the adaptation problem formulated in Section 6.3.1 SimCA works in
four phases that are performed during system operation, see Figure 6.1.

• First, in the Identification phase, SimCA uses systematically sampled values
of S- and T-goals to synthesize models that capture the dependency between
different actuator values (in form of control signals that effect software) and
the measured system outputs for these goals.

• Second, in the Controller Synthesis phase, SimCA constructs an appropriate
set of controllers for the synthesized models, where each controller is respon-
sible for one S- or T-goal.

• Third, in the Goal Transformation phase, the T-goals are transformed into
controller goals (C-goals) using simplex. For a T-goal that needs to keep
a value below a threshold the C-goal represents the lowest possible value
that satisfies all other goals, for a T-goal that needs to keep a value above a
threshold the C-goal represents the highest possible value that satisfies other
goals.

• Fourth, in the Operation phase, the controllers carry out control using S- and
C-goals as the values to be achieved by the system. Then, the outcome of
multiple controllers is combined using the simplex method that takes into
account the O-goals and optimally drives the outputs of the system towards
the set goals.

Compared to the initial version of SimCA [154] , SimCA includes a new Goal
Transformation phase and the necessary mechanisms to support changing sys-
tem requirements by activating/deactivating goals. We start with explaining how
SimCA deals with STO-reqs. Then we explain how the approach deals with chang-
ing requirements.

1 We discuss the scope of applicability of SimCA in Section 6.6.
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Control 
Synthesis

Identification
Goal
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Critical change

Figure 6.1: Phases of SimCA

Phase I. Identification
During the Identification Phase, SimCA synthesizes a set of linear models that
capture the dependency between different actuator values (in form of control sig-
nals that effect software) and the measured system outputs [154]. Each modelMi

is responsible for one S- or T-goal, referred to as si. As optimization tasks are not
solved in the first phases of SimCA, we take into account only the threshold values
of T-goals (and not the values above/below the threshold) during Identification and
Control Synthesis. Model Mi is built by systematically feeding sampled values
of goal si in the form of a control signal ui to the system and measuring its effect
on the output Oi:

Oi(k) = αi · ui(k − 1) (Mi)

Coefficient αi captures the dependency between the control signal ui at the
previous time instance k − 1 and its effect on the measured output Oi of S- or
T-goal si at the current time k. The time instances between measurements during
identification can be chosen by the system engineer, hence influencing the model
quality [154].

ModelMi describes the system behavior ignoring small disturbances and sud-
den system changes. As small disturbances are difficult to predict at design time
and therefore cannot be factored in the model construction, they will be dealt with
by using feedback from the running system. Sudden changes will re-trigger the
identification phase when necessary.

As exploring different actuator values during Identification may violate require-
ments with time-dependent constraints, the system measures the time ∆ti and
resources ∆Ri (e.g., energy) spent for Identification, subtracts this amount from
the available time ti and resources Ri respectively and automatically adjusts the
goal si accordingly:

si =
Ri −∆Ri
ti −∆ti

(6.1)

A similar update of si is applied after any goal is changed (where ∆ti and ∆Ri
represent time and resources spent before the goal change) as the system under
control either over/under-consumes resources during the transition to a new goal.

Phase II. Controller Synthesis
In the Controller Synthesis Phase, SimCA constructs a set of controllers for the
synthesized models; each controller Ci is responsible for one S- or T-goal (si). A
controller Ci has one tunable parameter, called pole denoted with pi. The pole is
chosen by the system designer and allows to trade-off controller responsiveness to
change and the amount of disturbance it can withstand [154].
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In SimCA, we use the following controller:

ui(k) = ui(k − 1) +
1− pi
αi

· ei(k − 1) (Ci)

The synthesized controller Ci calculates the control signal ui(k) at the current
time step k depending on the previous value of control signal ui(k − 1), model
adjustment coefficient αi, controller pole pi and error ei(k − 1), with ei being the
difference between S- or T-goal si and the measured output Oi.

The controller Ci also handles inaccuracies in the modelMi. To that end, each
controller incorporates: (1) a Kalman filter adapting the linear model at runtime;
(2) a change point detection mechanism, which allows to react to unexpected crit-
ical changes in the system by triggering re-Identification [154].

Phase III. Goal Transformation
The Goal Transformation Phase transforms all T-goals into Controller goals (C-
goals), see Figure 6.2; a C-goal represents a particular value of a corresponding
T-goal. For example, a T-goal that should keep a value below a threshold will be
transformed into a C-goal with a value that is equal to the lowest possible value of
the goal below that threshold that satisfies all other requirements. As the values of
the C-goals depend on other requirements and system parameters, we use simplex
during Goal Transformation. This phase is skipped if there are no T-goals in the
system.

T-goal 1..m

Simplex:

Parameters P

C-goal 1..m
c1..m

S-goal 1..n

max{cTx|Ax≤b}

O-goal 1..q

x
*

Figure 6.2: Goal Transformation phase of SimCA.

Generally, the simplex method allows finding an optimal solution to a linear
problem written in the standard form:

max{cTx | Ax ≤ b;x ≥ 0} (6.2)

where x represents the vector of variables (to be determined), c and b are vectors of
(known) coefficients, A is a (known) matrix of coefficients, and (·)T is the matrix
transpose [47].

In the Goal Transformation phase of SimCA each equation, except the last one,
represents an S-goal or T-goal to be satisfied. Equalities are used for S-goals, while
inequalities are used for T-goals. The last equation ensures that the system selects
a valid solution by constraining the values that can be taken by elements of the
vector x, e.g. x ≥ 0. The values of S-/T-goals to be achieved replace constants
b, whereas matrix A and vector cT are substituted with the monitored parameters
P(k) of the system (i.e., relevant parameters of system components that can be
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6 SimCA: Handling New and Changing Requirements

measured2). Note that vector cT is replaced with parameters of the O-goals. The
goal of simplex is to find a proper combination of variables (vector x) that satisfies
all STO-goals. For details on how simplex solves the system of equations (6.2) we
refer to the linear programming literature [47, 46, 144].

Knowing the vector x, each T-goal is transformed into C-goal ci as follows: ci =
Pi(k) * x. Note that controllers are not involved during the Goal Transformation
phase and as such simplex will not change the control signals ui(k).

Phase IV. Operation
In the Operation Phase, the set of controllers effectively perform control and the
outcome of multiple controllers is combined using the simplex method to opti-
mally drive the outputs of the system towards the set goals, see Figure 6.3. A
simplex is dealing with the O-goals, only C-goals obtained during Goal Transfor-
mation and original S-goals are used in the Operation Phase.

Control 
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System

Error 1

Disturbances

Controller
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Simplex
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signal 2Error 2 Controller

C2

Parameters P
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Figure 6.3: Operation phase of SimCA (illustrated for one S- and C-goal).

In particular, SimCA collects all control signals ui(k) and the system parame-
ters P(k) and passes these data to the simplex block. Similarly to the Goal Trans-
formation phase, SimCA solves the system of equations (6.2) in order to find a
solution (actuation signal usx) that drives the system towards an output that sat-
isfies all STO-goals. However, the system of equations (6.2) has now a slightly
different structure. First of all, each equation, except the last one, now represents
an S-goal or a C-goal to be satisfied. Then, only equalities are used to assure a
seamless translation of control signals ui(k) to an actuation signal usx, which al-
lows to sustain all the guarantees provided by controllers. Finally, the constants b
in (6.2) are replaced by control signals ui(k) obtained from Ci, which allows to
use all the advantages provided by controllers.

Dealing with New Requirements in SimCA
We now describe how SimCA adapts the system when requirements are changed
during system operation. To that end, we extended the initial SimCA workflow
shown in Figure 6.1 with additional components, see Figure 6.4.

Any change of system requirements during operation is monitored by the Re-
quirement Monitor that triggers the corresponding adaptation components. Sub-
sequently, we look at the activation of requirements, deactivation, and changing

2 E.g. in the UUV scenario P(k) are the sensor parameters from Table 6.1
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Figure 6.4: Dealing with requirements changes in SimCA. Numbers in
circles/diamonds show the sequence of actions.

requirement types. Updates of requirements (goal updates) are already explained
in the Identification Phase in Section 6.4.

To deal with requirement activation, the Goal Activator first transforms the re-
quirement into a quantifiable goal (see Section 6.4) and reads the relevant parame-
ters P related to that goal.3 The next actions depend on the type of the requirement
that is activated. If an O-req is activated, the Goal Activator inserts P into the ob-
jective function cT of simplex, performs a Goal Transformation (Section 6.4) and
proceeds to standard Operation. If an S-/T-req is activated, the Goal Activator
performs an Identification for the new S-/T-goal. An advantage of SimCA is that
it does not require a complete re-identification of all goals when a requirement
is activated, because each corresponding goal is managed by a separate model-
controller pair. After Identification, SimCA builds a controller for the new goal
using Controller Synthesis, followed by a Goal Transformation, after which the
system returns to standard operation.

For a requirement deactivation, the Goal Deactivator removes the according el-
ements of the adaptation mechanism. Namely, when an S- or T-req is deactivated,
the corresponding controller is removed together with the equation responsible for
the goal being deactivated. When an O-req is deactivated, the corresponding vari-
ables are removed from the objective function cT of simplex. Finally, the Goal
Deactivator always triggers a Goal Transformation adapting the configuration of
the control system to the new set of requirements, after which the system returns
to standard operation.

SimCA also supports changes of requirement types at runtime. To that end,
SimCA performs the following: (i) if an S-req is changed to a T-req (or vice versa),
the corresponding equality is changed to inequality in the system of equations
(6.2), followed by a Goal Transformation; (ii) if an S-/T-req is changed to an O-req,
the parameters P relevant to this goal are copied from the corresponding equation
into the objective function cT of simplex. After that, the S-/T-req is deactivated
according to the standard requirement deactivation procedure (see above); (iii)
if an O-req is changed to an S-/T-req, the O-req is deactivated according to the

3 For example, if the fail rate goal of a UUV (R4) is activated, the Goal Activator reads failure rates
of all UUV sensors from the specification.
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6 SimCA: Handling New and Changing Requirements

standard requirement deactivation procedure, while the new S-/T-req is activated
according to the requirement activation procedure (see above).

6.5 Formal Evaluation of Guarantees
As in the original SimCA, a feature of SimCA is that it provides a broad set of
adaptation guarantees. The guarantees provided by controllers include, see Fig-
ure 6.5:

• Stability: the ability of an adaptation mechanism to converge to S- or C-goals
(si/ci);

• Absence of overshoot: the measured quality property does not exceed the
goal si/ci before reaching its stable area;

• Zero steady-state error: the measured quality property does not oscillate
around goal si/ci during steady state;

• Tuneable settling time: time it takes to bring a measured quality property
close to its goal si/ci;

• Tuneable robustness: the amount of perturbation the system can withstand
while remaining in stable state.

Goal

Controlled
variable

Time

Transient state Steady state

Settling time

Overshoot Steady-state error

Figure 6.5: Properties guaranteed by the controllers in SimCA

Since simplex does not introduce any additional dynamics and works as a
straight-forward translator of control signals into an actuation signal, we can for-
mally analyze the following guarantees. The control system used in SimCA is
designed to be stable and avoid overshoots, since it has only a single pole and its
value pi belongs to the open interval (0, 1). To evaluate the steady-state error (∆e),
we recall the output equation of control system used in SimCA [154]:

Oi(k) = si · (1− pki ) (6.3)

During steady-state the time k →∞. As p ∈ (0, 1), in this case pk → 0. Then,
the steady-state error ∆e is:

Oi(k →∞) = si · (1− pk) = si; ∆e = si −Oi = 0

As for the settling time (K̄) and robustness ∆(d), in [154] we show that by
analyzing the control system, we get:
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K̄ =
ln ∆si
ln |pi|

0 < ∆(d) <
2

1− pi
(6.4)

In other words, lowering pi leads to weaker disturbance rejection but faster re-
sponsiveness to change. Note that in the equations above si can be replaced with
ci without any effect on the guarantees as C-goals represent particular values (set-
points) to be achieved by the system similar as S-goals.

As inequalities are used only to transform T-goals to C-goals, while during oper-
ation we are only using the simplex method with equalities (see Section 6.4), it will
not change the effect of control signal ui on the output signal Oi. Hence, simplex
will not introduce additional system dynamics and will not alter the guarantees
mentioned above provided by the controllers. As for the change of requirements,
we assume that it will not lead to an unfeasible solution. Under this assumption
the guarantees will hold, because changing the number of controllers will not alter
the structure of the control system.

The guarantees provided by controllers relate to the quality properties that are
subject of adaptation. For example, overshooting on the energy consumption goal
leads to an overconsumption of energy (more details are available in [154]).

Simplex provides the following guarantees:

• Optimality: achievement of O-goals without violating any of the S- or C-
goals. Simplex was proven to always find an optimal solution to systems of
equations used by SimCA, such as the one presented in Section 6.4 [47, 46].

• Scalability: small amount of extra time and effort required to solve problems
of growing scale. For practical problems, simplex usually finds a solution
in just a few iterations [45]. This also ensures that the overhead is low for
requirement changes as only one extra simplex iteration is required.

• Detection of infeasible solution: ability to detect that the goal si/ci is un-
reachable. When si/ci is infeasible, SimCA will converge to the nearest
achievable value of si/ci and alert the user.

• Detection of unbounded solution: the ability to detect that the objective func-
tion value seeks ∞ (or -∞). Unbounded solution occurs if values of usx
in simplex can grow indefinitely without violating any constraint, i.e., when
the system has contradicting requirements. SimCA will alert the user about
unbounded solutions.

Boundaries of Guarantees. First, the guarantees are achieved on the model; if
the system is not capable to identify a sufficiently good model then the controller
will not be able to achieve its goals and guarantees. The importance of successful
identification is one of the main reasons to perform it at runtime in real oper-
ating conditions. However, as practice shows, even with poor testing of corner
cases or transient behavior during identification, the model is usually representa-
tive enough to provide the guarantees. Second, the guarantees are achieved under
certain assumptions, e.g. the activation of requirement should not lead to an un-
feasible solution (see discussion above). Third, the guarantees on time-dependent
requirements depend on correct measuring the time and resources spent during
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6 SimCA: Handling New and Changing Requirements

identification and computing the adjustment of the corresponding goal. Fourth,
the guarantees are provided after the controllers are built, i.e., control-theoretical
guarantees apply only during the Operation phase. Fifth, SimCA guarantees the
STO-reqs regardless of possible dependencies between the goals, to the extent that
the goals are feasible (otherwise, SimCA will alert the user). Finally, in the current
realization, SimCA cannot provide guarantees when the system behavior/architec-
ture is invasively changed.

6.6 Experimental Evaluation
We empirically evaluate SimCA with two cases. First, this Section describes the
experimental setting of the UUV case. Then it shows the software adaptation
performed by SimCA with STO-reqs in different operating conditions. After that,
we experimentally verify the guarantees and quality trade-offs provided by SimCA
and test it in different scenarios. The second case with Tele Assistance System is
described and evaluated in the Appendix. Finally, this Section discusses threats to
validity. The experiments are performed on a Dell machine with a 2.7 GHz Core
i7 processor and 16 GB 1600MHz DD3 RAM. All evaluation material is available
at the project website.1

Experimental Setting UUV Case
We use the UUV system described in Section 6.3 as a primary case to evaluate
SimCA. The system is implemented in a Java simulation environment that allows
to model and study the behavior of software systems. The initial parameters of
the sensors are specified in Table 6.1. The actual data that is used by the adap-
tation mechanism at runtime is subject to a randomly distributed disturbance up
to ±10% of the expected values, simulating fluctuations of actual parameters of
sensors (compared to their specification).

Adaptation is performed every 100 surface measurements of the UUV system:
1 k = 100 measurements, and a measurement is performed each second. At each
adaptation step the application calculates the average measured value of the i-th
goal (e.g., energy consumption) during the past 100 measurements. Then it calcu-
lates the error ei as the difference between i-th setpoint (e.g., target energy con-
sumption) and the measured value of the i-th goal. The application also monitors
the accuracy of surface measurements and changes of system requirements.

The task of SimCA is to exploit the available energy and set an appropriate scan-
ning speed in order to examine as much surface as possible in the given time frame
with maximum measurement accuracy. SimCA achieves this task by calculating
the value of the actuation signal, which represents the portion of time each sensor
{S1, . . . , S5} is used during every adaptation period. As an indication of the com-
plexity of the data used in the evaluation: the total number of sensor configurations
that can be selected in the UUV case is 5.5 · 106.

1 https://people.cs.kuleuven.be/danny.weyns/software/simplex/index.htm
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Figure 6.6: UUV adaptation with STO-reqs, p = 0.6.

The controller pole pi is set to values between 0.6 and 0.9 which allows to
reject errors/disturbances of high magnitude; the choice of concrete pole values is
discussed in Section 6.6. δ is kept at a default value: δ = (maxi −mini) ∗ 0.05.

The application collects the UUV data to build performance graphs, which are
used to evaluate SimCA in the following sections. The x-axis of the graphs are
time instants k. Thus, the y-axis shows the average values of the measured feature
per 100 surface measurements of the UUV system.

Adaptation with STO-reqs
Figure 6.6 shows the adaptation results of SimCA on the UUV system config-
ured according to Table 6.1 and requirements set according to UUV scenario (Sec-
tion 6.3); the controller pole p is set to 0.6. Adaptation starts with the Identification
phase that is clearly visible when k is between 0 and 21. The Control Synthesis
phase, immediately followed by the Goal Transformation phase, starts after the
relationship between control signals ui(k) and system outputs Oi(k) is identified
(k = 22). For comparison, the “Scanning Speed” plot contains an additional line
(see “Threshold” in Figure 6.6) depicting requirement R1 as if it was an S-req,
i.e., it shows the scanning speed required to monitor exactly 100 km of surface
within 10 hours using the available energy pool. As in our case R1 is a T-req, i.e.,
the UUV must scan S ≥ 100 km, during the Goal Transformation phase SimCA
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finds a combination of sensors that allows to scan more surface using the same
energy without loosing accuracy and updates the scanning speed goal from 2.7 to
3.2 m/s.

After the goal is updated, the Operation phase starts (from k equals 22 onwards).
The two upper plots in Figure 6.6 show that during Operation the system is stable,
i.e., the measured energy consumption and scanning speed follow their goals. To
demonstrate how SimCA deals with requirement changes, we adjust the available
energy twice: at k = 100 from 5.4 to 5.0 MJ and at k = 170 from 5.0 to 5.1
MJ. Both adjustments trigger the Goal Transformation phase where the scanning
speed is updated according to new conditions. Note that lowering the amount of
available energy at k = 100 increases the scanned distance (speed changes from
3.2 to 3.55 m/s) but decreases the measurement accuracy.

Figure 6.6 also shows how SimCA reacts to changes in sensor parameters and
sensor failures. At k = 220, the energy consumption of sensor S1 increases from
170 to 190 J/s. To compensate for this overconsumption, a portion of time S1 was
used is given to a less consuming sensor S3, see the “Sensor usage” plot. However,
at k = 290, S3 stops working and is replaced by sensor S4, while the measured
energy consumption and scanning speed of the UUV remain on the required level.

The experiment ends at k = 360, i.e. after 10 hours of time. Over a series of
50 experiments, we measured the following outcomes: the total distance scanned
is 121.3 ± 0.32 km, the amount of consumed energy is 5.1 MJ ± 135 J, the mea-
surement accuracy is 89.94 ± 0.04%.

Adaptation Guarantees and Trade-offs
In order to experimentally verify the guarantees and different property trade-offs
provided by SimCA, we perform the same experiment with STO-reqs using con-
trollers with pole p = 0.9, see Figure 6.7. After 50 runs we got the following
results: total distance scanned is 121 ± 0.28 km, the amount of consumed energy
is 5.1 MJ ± 170 J, the measurement accuracy is 89.94 ± 0.04%.

From the Figures, it can be observed that in both scenarios the systems are sta-
ble, have a zero steady-state error and converge to their goals without overshoot-
ing. The results confirm that the system requirements are satisfied.

As described in Section 6.5, adaptation with SimCA is influenced by the val-
ues of the pole p. First of all, a smaller pole leads to a shorter settling time. In
particular, the settling time K̄ of every controller Ci depends on the pole pi and
a constant ∆si chosen by the system engineer: K̄ = ln ∆si

ln pi
. According to [82,

p.85], the commonly used value of ∆s is 0.02 (2%). Hence:

K̄0.6 =
ln |0.02|
ln |0.6|

= 7.66 K̄0.9 =
ln |0.02|
ln |0.9|

= 37.3

These values show the amount of adaptation steps required to obtain a change
of amplitude 1 in the measured value of a goal. For example, this guarantee can be
observed at k = 100 on the “Scanning Speed” plot of both figures where the speed
is required to change from 3.14 to 3.58 m/s (change of amplitude 0.44). Then,
K̄0.6 = 7.66 ∗ 0.44 = 3.4 steps and K̄0.9 = 37.3 ∗ 0.44 = 16.4 steps. These
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Figure 6.7: UUV adaptation with STO-reqs, p = 0.9.

values explain why the measured scanning speed makes almost a vertical jump at
k = 100 in Figure 6.6, while in Figure 6.7 it takes 17 adaptation steps to converges
to a target value.

By comparing the experiment outcomes obtained throughout 50 runs, it can be
concluded that a smaller pole leads both to a bigger scanned distance and a smaller
error in the energy consumption with the same scanning accuracy. This property
of SimCA can be explained by the fact that a higher settling time makes the system
waste more resources in a transient phase.

However, lowering the pole is not always a better option as it leads to weaker
disturbance rejection. Due to a small noise amplitude, in the tested scenario both
controller successfully rejected disturbances. This may not be the case in real op-
erating conditions, where a UUV is influenced by underwater streams, pressure,
etc. Besides, a smaller pole makes the adaptation mechanism react faster not only
to goal changes but to disturbances as well. This property can be observed, for ex-
ample, by comparing the usage curve of sensor S2. In Figure 6.7 it is smoother and
has a much lower spike at k = 220 than in Figure 6.7. In this case slower reaction
may be a benefit as it allows to switch less between different sensor combinations.
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Figure 6.8: UUV adaptation during energy leak, p = 0.75.
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Requirement Change Scenario: Energy Leak
Figure 6.8 presents the adaptation results of SimCA during an energy leak at run-
time. First, the system is configured and starts working according to UUV scenario
(Sections 6.3 and 6.6) in a normal operating mode M1; the pole p is set to 0.75.
However, at some point in time during operation (k = 60 in this case) the system de-
tects an unexpected drastic loss of energy. As UUV is a very expensive equipment,
the priority of the system becomes not running out of energy during operation. As
a result, the accuracy requirement R3 is deactivated as it cannot be addressed any-
more. From the other hand, the mission could still be completed, so requirement
R1 remains in the system and the UUV enters the mode M2 = R1, R2∗. Summa-
rizing, after the energy leak, the system requirements become: (i) R1: a segment
of surface over a distance of bigger or equal to S (100 km) should be examined
by the UUV within a given time t (10 hours); (ii) R2∗: subject to R1, the energy
consumption of the vehicle should be minimized.

It is evident from figure 6.8 that after the energy leak (k = 60 onwards) SimCA
adapts the system to use the least energy consuming sensor S5, which also allows
to keep the vehicle at a high speed, thus addressing R1. However, due to a high
utilization, S5 breaks at k = 130. At this point, the UUV starts using S4 that is
the least energy consuming sensor after S5. S4 has lower scanning speed than S5
(see how scanning speed decreases at k = 130), but it is still enough to address
R1. At k = 220 the requirement R1 changes to S ≥ 114 km. To cope with the
updated goal, the UUV is forced to use sensor S2 leading to an increase in energy
consumption. Note that after k = 220 the “Goal” and “Threshold” lines coincide
on the Scanning Speed plot. It means that the vehicle will be able to scan exactly
114 km of surface and not more, while minimizing the consumption of remaining
energy.

As in the previous case, the experiment ended after 10 hours of time. In total, the
UUV consumed 3.79 MJ of energy and scanned 113.97 km of surface with 73%
accuracy. After a series of experiments, we can conclude that SimCA copes with
the energy leak independent of point in time it happens. We also note that when
a sensor failure occurs, the transition to a new goal value can be not as smooth as
during the experiment presented in Figure 6.8. The reason for such behavior is that
sensor failures occur in between adaptation actions (recall that adaptation period
is 100 surface measurements). Thus, until next adaptation action, a random sensor
is working instead of the broken one, making the system behave not according to
the goals set by SimCA.

New Requirement Scenario: Fail Rate
In this scenario, a new T-req is activated during system operation, see adaptation
results in Figure 6.9. As previously, the system starts working according to the
UUV scenario in mode M1; the pole p is set to 0.9. At k = 75 the UUV enters
a deep water zone where sensors may fail to provide measurement. According
to specification, each sensor has a certain fail rate in a deep water, namely: S1
= 0.01%, S2 = 0.06%, S3 = 0.01%, S4 = 0.02% , S5 = 0.04%. As high fail
rate influences the mission outcomes, an extra requirement R4 is activated and the
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Figure 6.10: UUV adaptation with 2 sensor panels, p = 0.6.

UUV enters the mode M3 = R1, R2, R3, R4, with R4: The average failure rate
should be F ≤ 0.02%.

Figure 6.9 shows that a new Identification phase is started as soon as T-req is
activated (k between 75 and 86). The aim of this phase is to create a model for the
Fail Rate goal. After that a Fail Rate controller is added to the system and a new
inequality is added to Simplex, which leads to a usual Operation phase (k = 87
onwards). As in the previous experiments, we change requirement R1 at k = 100
and 170; we also shut down S4 at k = 215 and increases the energy consumption
of S1 at k = 220. In response to all of these changes SimCA works as expected
and selects an appropriate combination of sensors to be used, see Figure 6.9. For
example, when S4 stops working, the UUV is forced to use sensor S5 and more
of S3.

Scalability of SimCA
To demonstrate the scalability of SimCA we significantly increase the number of
actuation options (combinations of sensors) by equipping the UUV with two sen-
sor panels. Each panel is provided with 5 on-board sensors that monitor a surface
equal to the surface monitored by the single panel in the original case. The pan-
els simultaneously monitor the respective surface, hence, a combination of two
sensors (one from each panel) is used at the same time. The sensors have char-
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acteristics similar to those in Table 6.1. Due to space constraints, we refer to the
project website for a detailed overview of the parameters of sensor combinations
(energy consumption, scanning speed, and accuracy). The task of SimCA is to
choose among 25 sensor combinations in order to satisfy the following goals: (i)
R1: The underwater vehicle must examine S ≥ 210 km of surface within a period
of t = 10 hours (i.e., the scanning speed = S/t ≥ 5.83 m/s); (ii) R2: The amount
of available energy E is limited to 5.3 MJ (i.e., mission energy consumption =
E/S = 147 J/s).

Figure 6.10 shows results of a scalability scenario with 2 sensor panels working
in parallel. The sensor data, as in the previous experiments, is subject to random
disturbances of small amplitude. Note that the “Sensor Combination Used” plot
shows only the 6 most used combinations for this scenario.

In general, the system shows the same adaptation behavior as in the case of a
single sensor panel (converging to a goal value, adaptation to changes. etc.). In
particular:

1. At k = 75 the sensor combination S3+S7 stops working leading to a switch
of sensors being used;

2. The change of goals at k = 100 and 160 switches the sensor combination of
the optimal solution;

3. At k = 280 we repeat the energy leak scenario leading to the use of combi-
nation S5+S10 that consumes the least amount of energy.

As SimCA has the scalability properties of simplex, we can conclude that in-
creasing the number of on-board sensors will not change the adaptation outcomes.

Threats to Validity
SimCA can handle one class of adaptation problems (satisfying multiple STO-
reqs and adapting to requirement changes), but this class of problems apply to a
significant number of software systems. At the same time, the approach should
not be used to systems undergoing drastic changes in their behavior at runtime as
continuous re-identification is very costly. SimCA works with STO-reqs that can
be transformed into quantifiable goals, which may not be easy for all properties;
an example is security. SimCA cannot handle conflicting requirements that lead
to unfeasible solutions (e.g., to satisfy R1, the system is forced to ignore R2).
However, when requirement are interrelated (e.g., increase in R1 leads to decrease
in R2), the solution will be found if feasible.

We evaluated SimCA in two domains, focusing on adaption for a typical set of
stakeholder requirements (resource usage, performance, reliability, cost). While
these systems can be considered as representative instances of a significant fam-
ily of contemporary software systems, further evaluation is required to validate
SimCA for other types of systems. In the experimental setting we have used only
some types of disturbances (e.g., sensor failures and noise) and considered par-
ticular scenarios with changing requirements. Understanding the impact of other
types of disturbances and other adaptation scenarios on SimCA requires additional
evaluation. We also used simulated systems for evaluation, which is inline with the
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evaluation conducted by others such as [59, 33, 31]. However, the deployment of
SimCA in a real-world setting is required to confirm the obtained results in prac-
tice.

6.7 Conclusions
In this paper we presented SimCA an approach that allows building self-adaptive
software systems that satisfy multiple STO-reqs, can handle changes of require-
ments at runtime, and achieve robustness to environmental disturbances and mea-
surement inaccuracy. SimCA provides guarantees for the adaptation results. The
effectiveness of SimCA was formally evaluated and demonstrated on two cases
with strict goals.

SimCA contributes towards the application of formal techniques to adapt the
behavior of software systems, which is one key approach for providing guaran-
tees. At the same time, by automatically building a control mechanism that adapts
the software, SimCA does not require a strong mathematical background from a
designer, which is a key aspect to pave the way for software engineers to use the
approach in practice.

In future research, we plan to extend SimCA to handle architecture reconfigu-
rations at runtime and to apply the approach in real-world scenarios.
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6 SimCA: Handling New and Changing Requirements

Appendix: Evaluation Scenario 2: TAS
To show the generality of SimCA, we evaluate the approach with a second case:
the TAS exemplar [172]. TAS is a service-oriented application that provides re-
mote health support to patients. The main goal of TAS is to track a patient’s vital
parameters in order to adapt the drug or drug doses when needed, and take appro-
priate actions in case of emergency. To satisfy this goal, TAS combines three types
of services in a workflow, shown in Figure 6.11.

Medical 
Service

Drug Service

Alarm Service

Incoming 
request

Change drug

Trigger alarm

Change doses
TAS

output

Figure 6.11: TAS workflow.

For service-based systems such as TAS, the functionality of each service can
be implemented by multiple providers that offer services with different quality
properties: reliability, performance, and cost. The system design assumes that
these properties can be quantified and measured. E.g., reliability is measured as
a percentage of service failures, while performance is measured as the service
response time. At runtime, it is possible to pick any of the provided services.

We consider that five service providers offer the Medical Service, three
providers offer the Alarm Service and only one provider offers the Drug Service.
Table 6.2 shows example properties of available services based on data from [33].

The properties of TAS depend on the choice of concrete service providers that
process user requests. For example, invoking S1 and AS1 will lead to the failure
rate TASFR = S1FR +AS1FR = 0.36%, while invoking MS2 and D will lead
to the failure rate TASFR = S2FR +DFR = 0.22%

The system requirements are the following:

Table 6.2: Properties of all services used in TAS.

Service Name Fail.rate, Resp.time, Cost,
% time units ¢

S1 Medical Service 1 0.06 22 9.8
S2 Medical Service 2 0.1 27 8.9
S3 Medical Service 3 0.15 31 9.3
S4 Medical Service 4 0.25 29 7.3
S5 Medical Service 5 0.05 20 11.9

AS1 Alarm Service 1 0.3 11 4.1
AS2 Alarm Service 2 0.4 9 2.5
AS3 Alarm Service 3 0.08 3 6.8

D Drug Service 0.12 1 0.1
Requirements min 30 9
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Figure 6.12: SimCA on TAS scenario.

• R1. The average cost for invoking the TAS service is set to 12¢;

• R2. The average response time should be below 35 tu;

• R3. Subject to R1 and R2, the failure rate of TAS should be minimized.

All requirements must be satisfied during normal system operation mode M1 =
{R1, R2, R3}. Unlike the UUV case, the TAS is expected to run continuously.
The requirements R1-R3 and the properties of the services may change at runtime
and the system should adapt accordingly. The adaptation task is to decide, for each
request with a patient’s vital parameters, which combination of services to select
such that the requirements are satisfied.

The TAS case is realized based on the TAS exemplar [172]. The results of
SimCA applied to a TAS scenario are shown in Figure 6.12. The adaptation works
as intended: the T-req is addressed by changing the Response time goal to 31 tu (at
k = 21), system outputs follow the goal change at k = 150, the optimal solution
is changed when S2 stops responding at k = 225. The cost goal is deactivated at
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k = 295 and the system enters mode M2 = {R2, R3}, where TAS uses services
S5 and AS3, because they have the lowest response time and failure rate.

The TAS case confirms the results obtained with the UUV study. It supports
the generality of the approach by showing that SimCA is effective in adapting
software systems independent of concrete goals or software components that take
part in the adaptation.
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Stage II. Handling Uncertainties
This part of the dissertation describes the research stage II in details and how we
solved the research problem RPII. It includes three chapters:

• Chapter 7 provides an overview of research stage II. It starts by defining un-
certainty and its types. Then, the chapter introduces the research questions
tackled and the research methods being used during stage II.

• The results of a descriptive literature review that studies automated control-
theoretical approaches to realize self-adaptive software are given in Chap-
ter 8. The chapter analyzes problems tackled by existing automated CBSA
approaches, finds pros and cons of these approaches, and identifies gaps in
the existing research on this topic.

• Chapter 9 presents SimCA* that builds upon SimCA and deals with different
types of uncertainties. The chapter describes new components of SimCA*
that deal with uncertainty in software parameters, addition or removal of re-
quirements at runtime and software component interactions. This chapter
also analyses qualities and guarantees achieved by systems equipped with
SimCA* using two software applications.



Chapter 7

Overview of Research Stage II

This Chapter gives an overview of research stage II. The necessary background
on uncertainty and its types is given in Section 7.1. The research problem and
research questions studied during stage II are described in Section 7.2; Section 7.3
outlines the research methods being used to tackle this problem.

7.1 Background: Uncertainty
According to [169], software systems have to face four main types of uncertainty:
(i) the uncertainty that comes from the software itself, (ii) the uncertainty that
stems from the system goals, (iii) uncertainty introduced by the execution envi-
ronment and, (iv) uncertainty due to human-related aspects. In this thesis, we
study three of these types of uncertainties:

• We deal with uncertainty in system parameters and component interactions
that come from the software itself. Here, uncertainty in component interac-
tions means that an adaptation action performed by one system component
may affect adaptations performed by other components.

• We handle uncertainty in requirements that may affect the qualities provided
by the system. In our case, we consider only anticipated uncertainty in re-
quirements, meaning that the system goals that represent non-functional (or
quality) requirements (response time, failure rate) can be activated, deacti-
vated, or their values may be adjusted at runtime based on conditions that are
defined before deployment, but that can only be resolved during operation.

• We deal with environment uncertainty. Uncertainty in the environment means
that the system may be affected by external disturbances from different
sources, such as noise, signal interference, etc.

Human-related uncertainty (like the presence of humans in the loop, or multiple
ownership of software elements) is out of scope of this work.

7.2 Research Problem
Based on research problem RPII “To devise a reusable CBSA solution that sat-
isfies multiple stakeholder requirements in the presence of different types of un-
certainty, and provides guarantees on the adaptation results”, we identified two
research questions.
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Since research stage I, when we performed the systematic literature review (see
Chapter 4), the research in automated CBSA evolved and a number of new ap-
proaches appeared in parallel with SimCA. Therefore, with research question QII-
1 we want to study those automated CBSA approaches in details and see whether
any of them deals with RPII or its parts:

QII-1: “What types of requirements, uncertainties and guarantees are
addressed by existing automated control-theoretical approaches that re-
alize self-adaptive software?”

SimCA developed at research stage I only deals with some types of uncertainty
(disturbances and requirement changes). With research question QII-2, we would
like to tackle other uncertainties, such as addition or removal o requirements dur-
ing operation, runtime changes of software parameters and interactions between
software components:

QII-2: “How to tackle different types of uncertainty with an automated
CBSA solution that deals with multiple requirements and provides adap-
tation guarantees?”

7.3 Research Method
In this Section we provide a detailed description of the methods used to conduct the
research in stage II, see Figure 7.1. In particular, we discuss descriptive literature
review and informal exploratory case studies in the following subsections.

Descriptive
Literature Review

SimCA*

RPII: To devise a reusable CBSA solution that satisfies multiple stakeholder 
requirements in the presence of different types of uncertainty, and provides 

guarantees on the adaptation results

What types of requirements, uncertainties 
and guarantees are addressed by existing 
automated control-theoretical approaches 

that realize self-adaptive software?

How to tackle different types of uncertainty 
with an automated CBSA solution that deals 

with multiple requirements and provides 
adaptation guarantees?

Research question

Overview of automated 
CBSA approaches

Verification

Research method Key result
Legend Provides input

Informal Exploratory 
Case Studies

SimCA

Figure 7.1: The detailed scheme of research stage II
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Descriptive Literature Review
A descriptive literature review (also known as mapping review) is an informal
research method that helps to get a quick overview of research that has been con-
ducted on a chosen topic [137].

A descriptive literature review typically consists of four steps, see Figure 7.2.
The review may have different goals, such as allocating gaps in existing research,
analyzing research articles that tackle a specific problem, classification and char-
acterization of existing solutions, patterns or frameworks in a certain area, and oth-
ers [113]. So the first step of a descriptive literature review is to define its goals.
The second step is to select research publications according to the review goals.
This process is rather informal, so it may include different searching techniques or
just be based on researcher’s experience in the selected topic. The assessment of
inclusion and exclusion criteria or bias is not required for a descriptive literature
review. The third step of the review is to analyze the selected studies according
to the previously set goals. Finally, the review results are used as a background
section in a research article or published as a separate research work.

Our descriptive literature review focused on automated control-theoretical ap-
proaches to realize software adaptation that were developed after research stage
I, i.e., after we conducted the systematic literature review of the CBSA research
field. The review showed that existing automated CBSA solutions tackle only a
small part of uncertainties (QII-1), typically focusing on disturbance rejection and
dealing with changes of requirement values. The review results provided a back-
ground and justification for the development of SimCA*, see Figure 7.1

The overview of conducted descriptive literature review with detailed results is
presented in Chapter 8.

Publish resultsDefine goals Select studies Analyze studies

Figure 7.2: Stages of a descriptive literature review

Informal Exploratory Case Studies
In order to answer the research question QII-2, we built upon our previous ap-
proach SimCA (see Chapter 6) and the knowledge gained from the descriptive
literature review (see above). As a result, we introduced SimCA*, a new control-
theoretical approach to realize self-adaptive systems, see Figure 7.1. Based on
our successful experience with using informal exploratory case studies to validate
SimCA, we decided to use this research method to validate SimCA* and study its
effectiveness as well. The informal exploratory case study method is described in
details in Section 3.3.

Similarly to research stage I, we used informal exploratory case studies to under-
stand and characterize the behavior of software systems equipped with SimCA*.
Our approach was first verified on a typical system with strict requirements, i.e.,
the UUV system performing surveillance missions. Then, in order to observe how
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7.3 Research Method

SimCA* deals with uncertainty in interactions between software components, it
was tested on a simulated Internet of Things network (DeltaIoT system [164]). In
order to complete the answer to QII-2, we analyzed software qualities and guaran-
tees obtained by the developed CBSA approach.

Informal exploratory case studies of SimCA* with both the UUV system and
the DeltaIoT system are available in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 8

Overview of Control-Theoretical
Approaches to Realize Self-adaptation

In this Chapter, we report the outcomes of a descriptive literature review that inves-
tigated automated control-theoretical approaches to realize self-adaptive software.
In total, we extracted data from 7 research papers.

The main goal of the literature review was to answer the research question QII-1
“What types of requirements, uncertainties and guarantees are addressed by exist-
ing automated control-theoretical approaches that realize self-adaptive software?”

The descriptive literature review:

• Studied research problems tackled by existing automated CBSA approaches;

• Classified automated CBSA approaches, found their pros and cons;

• Listed a number of gaps in the existing automated CBSA research and dis-
cussed challenges of this research filed.

Reflecting upon results of the literature review, we found out that existing auto-
mated CBSA solutions can deal with different types of requirements and provide
adaptation guarantees. However, they take into consideration only few types of un-
certainties, typically focusing on disturbance rejection and dealing with changes
of requirement values at runtime. This fact justified the development of SimCA*,
our own approach to deal with different types of uncertainties, see Chapter 9.

This Chapter is a copy of an accepted chapter from an upcoming book “En-
gineering Adaptive Software Systems” [156]. Personal contribution: Stepan
Shevtsov performed 90% of the initial analysis of the state of the art in control-
theoretical software adaptation and contributed 60% to writing the manuscript.
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Self-adaptation of Software using Automatically
Generated Control-theoretical Solutions

Abstract
Control theory has contributed a set of foundational techniques to

handle “change” at runtime in software applications. These techniques
however have fundamental limitations as well: (i) they require the de-
velopment and understanding of mathematical models; (ii) synthesizing
solutions is often done on a per-problem basis, discouraging flexibility
and generality. Software engineering, as a discipline, has always aimed
at finding reusable and modular solutions. The combination of the de-
sire to apply formally grounded control-theoretical principles and reuse
existing solutions has motivated research on the topic of automatically
generated control solutions. This research aims at designing control
strategies in an automated way from data that qualifies the given prob-
lem at hand. This chapter provides an overview of the research topic of
automatically generated control-theoretical solutions, explaining the key
research contributions and paving the way for future research.

8.1 Introduction
Software applications need, more than ever, to be able to deal with “change” [136,
98]. Software needs to be continuously available, which in turns requires that de-
velopers treat change as a first class concern in the complete lifecycle of the appli-
cation development, operation, and maintenance. Software applications are nowa-
days expected to deal seamlessly with different types of change, such as resource
fluctuations [125], component failures [150], requirement modifications [158, 11],
different user-preferences [149], and much more [146, 83, 17, 5, 3, 38]. Often,
these changes are not predictable at design time, requiring software to execute
with incomplete knowledge and face new challenges during operation [160, 171].
Consequently, software engineering researchers are experimenting with new solu-
tions that can handle change at runtime without incurring into penalties, slowdown,
and downtime. Generally speaking, the software built to deal with change is often
called “self-adaptive” [43, 51, 169], for the ability to modify its own behavior and
adapt to the current execution conditions.

Continuous- and discrete-time control theory1 has been identified as a promising
approach to design self-adaptive software [25, 82, 50, 189]. However, the wide
adoption of control-theoretical solutions in the design of self-adaptive systems has
been limited by a number of factors.

First and foremost, continuous- and discrete-time control solutions often re-
quire a “physical” model of the object to be controlled. In the case of low-level

1 In this chapter, we restrict ourselves to continuous- and discrete-time control [16, 179]. Discrete
event systems are out of our scope.
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resources – such as CPU, memory, and network bandwidth – researchers have
proposed models that attempt to capture the phenomena of interest [4, 53, 190]
with a precision sufficient to perform adaptation. However, it is very difficult to
extract control-theoretical (i.e., equation-based) models for the behavior of soft-
ware applications. This has been one of the main reasons why several researchers
have argued that applying control theory to adapt the higher-level software ele-
ments is a more complex problem [67, 8, 24]. Other reasons are the diversity
and interplay of requirements, and the need for instrumenting software to obtain
measurements from sensors and enacting the system through actuators [28, 85].
Second, the models often becomes complicated, calling for elaborate solutions
from the mathematical perspective. Finally, since appropriate and accurate models
are so difficult to write, existing control-based approaches are often tailored for
a particular problem, while software engineers usually aim for reusable solutions.
These observations have been recently confirmed by a systematic study on control-
theoretical software adaptation, highlighting the shortcomings of the existing ad
hoc control-theoretical solutions [2].

As a response to these shortcomings, researcher aimed at automatically gen-
erating control solutions. These solutions are general enough to tackle a variety
of problems, trading-off the optimality that could be reached by tailored solu-
tions. The code for these general solutions can be automatically generated based
on observations and data from the software application that should be controlled.
Simple linear models describing the software behavior are automatically extracted
from the data and used – at runtime – to synthesize a control solution. This chapter
gives an overview of the state of the art of the research in automatically generated
control strategies for software applications and outlines promising paths for future
work.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 8.2 provides
a brief background on automatically generated control-theoretical adaptation of
software. In Section 8.3, we delve into details discussing the differences among
the proposed solutions. Finally, Section 8.4 outlines a number of challenges for
future research and Section 8.5 draws some conclusions.

8.2 Background

This section explains the basic principle behind automatically generated control-
theoretical solutions and its use for self-adaptation.

The overall objective of automatically generated control-theoretical adaptation
is the simplification of the software design process. The aim of these strategies
is to provide the software engineer with the advantages of a control-theoretical
design, without the need for in-depth control expertise. The main advantage of
control-theoretical solutions is the presence of formal guarantees [69]. If mastered
correctly, the use of the knowledge coming from control theory allows for certified
and verifiable solutions, where desired properties can be guaranteed by design.
For example, with control theory it is possible to precisely calculate the amount
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Figure 8.1: A typical control-theoretical feedback loop

of disturbance the system can withstand or to prove that the system will not over
consume resources in changing external conditions.

Figure 8.1 shows a typical control-theoretical feedback loop that is used in
self-adaptive software systems. Reading the figure from left to right, the Goal
represents a particular level of software quality that should be achieved by self-
adaptation. The Goal is often specified as a setpoint, i.e., a certain value of a non-
functional requirement, such as a specific service failure rate or response time.
Using the setpoint and the Measured Output value for the same software quality,
an Error is calculated as Setpoint −MeasuredOutput, where the -1 block in-
dicates that the Measured Output value should be subtracted. The Feedback Con-
troller uses the Error in order to compute the Control Signal, a value or a vector
of values that effect the Software System. If designed correctly, the Control Signal
will result in a Measured Output that is equal or very close to the Goal value. The
Disturbances, such as changing availability of resources or component failures,
affect the software behavior at runtime. So one of the main purposes of control
strategies is to neglect the effect of Disturbances on the system.

Historically, many manually generated control strategies used the typical feed-
back loop shown in Figure 8.1. The automated strategies have two main differ-
ences from these solutions. First, the automated strategies require certain condi-
tions to be satisfied and the availability of specific software functions:

• The developer that wants to generate and use the control strategy should have
access to the software system, which should be working and on which ex-
periments should be done and data must be collected – the data is used in an
automated way to build a model of the software that can be used for control
purposes;

• The developer should be able to qualify, quantify, and measure the require-
ments that must be satisfied on the system – these requirements are then trans-
lated into goals and objectives that the controller will try to achieve;

• The developer must provide access to a set of sensors that get reliable data
about the quantifiable objectives (e.g., measure the response times of a cloud
application);

• The developer must provide access to a set of actuators (tunable parameters
of the system) that can be used during runtime to modify the behavior of the
software application (e.g., the percentage of rejected requests, or different
implementations of the same functionality).
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Second, the Feedback Controller is created automatically. Namely, the auto-
mated solution starts by running experiments on the software application, chang-
ing the values of the actuators according to predefined patterns and measuring the
values of the goals in the tested configurations. With this data, the solution gen-
erates a mathematical model of the software using system identification [116]. 1

Finally, this model is used to synthesize a controller that provides guarantees on
certain system properties. The controller – synthesized in form of equations and
subsequently in form of a code block – adapts the behavior of the software chang-
ing the values of the actuators to achieve the given goals. The resulting controller
is often tunable – some parameters have default values, that can be changed to
alter the behavior of the controller itself. For example, parameters can be used to
exploit the trade-off between robustness to disturbances and speed of convergence.
The software engineer can select these parameters based on experience and on the
specific execution conditions.

8.3 Automated Control-Theoretical Software Adap-
tation

This section outlines the research progress in self-adaptation of software using
automatically generated control-theoretical solutions. We discuss five different
research problems that have been explored. Figure 8.2 gives an overview of the
research steps and shows representative approaches for each step. The arrows in
the Figure show the contribution of each step/approach to the following efforts.

Figure 8.2: Research in automated control-theoretical software adaptation:
progress steps (left) and approaches (right).

The initial research was primarily targeting the automation of a control solution
development. Based on prior experience with control of software applications,
some generalization arose and led to the introduction of the Push-Button Method-
ology (PBM) [67]. At the same time, a similar method called Brownout [102]

1 Other model synthesis techniques can be used to produce system model. But historically, auto-
mated approaches used system identification as it is fast and approximates software well enough for
controllers to work.
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was applied in a specific software domain, cloud applications. The next clear re-
search goal has been the extension of automated methodologies to support multiple
adaptation goals simultaneously, e.g., to achieve a specific performance level and
minimize cost at the same time. The first proposed extension has been the Auto-
mated Multi-objective Control of Software (AMOCS) approach [68], followed by
the Simplex Control Adaptation (SimCA) [154]. SimCA tackled the problem of
multi-objective adaptation by combining controllers with the simplex optimization
algorithm in a hierarchical structure. Then, the new version of SimCA [1] intro-
duced components that adjust the adaptation mechanism at runtime, to deal with
new types of goals and changes in the set of adaptation goals (e.g., adding a new
goal, removing a goal). Finally, the use of Model Predictive Control (MPC) was
investigated. In this approach, the controller acts based on the current feedback
from the software, but uses the model of its own behavior to predict the software
evolution. The fully automated MPC-based approach is called Automated Multi-
objective Control of Software with Multiple Actuators (AMOCS-MA) [120].

The main properties of all automated control-theoretical adaptation approaches
are listed in Table 8.1, these approaches will be discussed in details in the following
sections.

Table 8.1: Automated Control-Theoretical Adaptation Approaches

Approach Goals Main Pros Main Cons
Brownout,
PBM

1-setpoint Automation, guarantees Handles only one goal

AMOCS n-setpoint,
1-optimiz.

Multiple goals and prior-
itization

Sub-optimal adaptation
decisions

SimCA n-setpoint,
1-optimi.

Guarantees + optimality Setpoints, needs knowl-
edge about some of the
system parameters

new
SimCA

n-setpoint,
n-threshold,
1-optimiz.

Handles new types of
goals and goal changes
at runtime

Needs knowledge about
some of the system pa-
rameters

AMOCS-
MA

n-setpoint,
1-optimiz.

Guarantees + optimal-
ity, does not need sys-
tem knowledge, flexible
computation time

Sensitive to disturbances
and model inaccuracies

Automation of Control System Development
Control-theoretical approaches were first used in software adaptation more than a
decade ago [5, 3, 38]. However, most of these approaches aim to solve a specific
problem at hand. Therefore, new problems would require modifications or even
replacement of a control system, which in turn requires expertise in control theory,
extra resources and effort. To overcome this concern, researchers have studied
the ways to automate the entire process of control system development from the
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model synthesis to the formal analysis of guarantees. This became the first step
of research on applying automatically generated control-theoretical solutions in
software adaptation.

The representative of the first step of research are Brownout [102] and
PBM [67]. Both these approaches are based on the same underlying principles
(creating a first order model from data and controlling that first order model using
pole placement). Brownout is applied to the more confined domain of cloud com-
puting applications, and is tailored to the specific problem of capacity shortages.
Because of this, Brownout achieves – on its own problem – better performance
than the application of the PBM controller without any modifications. We provide
details on both of these approaches below.

Brownout
The main idea behind Brownout [102, 123] is to apply the principles of graceful

degradation to cloud applications using control theory. Cloud applications behave
according to the request-response paradigm, with clients issuing requests and a
certain number of replicas of the same application providing the according re-
sponses. When producing the response to the user requests, it is often possible to
identify a part of the response that is the mandatory to display and a part of the
response that would provide a better user experience and increased revenues, but
is not mandatory. In the case of a travel agency website, the mandatory part of the
response is the flight search, while additional optional information are car rental
locations and hotel suggestions. Clearly, the application owner wants to provide
the additional information, but not at the expense of losing a customer. Brownout
divides the response into the two mentioned parts and measures the response time
to determine how much percentages of the optional content should be served. This
percentage is called the dimmer value. The goal of brownout is to have as big
dimmer as possible, i.e., to show as much optional content as possible, without
penalizing response times.

Brownout assumes that the cloud application behaves according to a simple
first-order linear model, where the value of the 95th percentile of the response time
τ95 varies depending on the dimmer value as follows:

τ95(k) = α θ(k − 1) + δτ95(k), (8.1)

where θ(k) is the dimmer value; α(k − 1) is a time-varying coefficient that de-
pends on the computing platform and can be estimated; δτ95(k) is a disturbance,
interfering with the nominal system’s behavior; k is the discrete time instance.

Based on the model (8.1), the following controller is then synthesized using
loop shaping [16]:

θ∗(k) = θ(k − 1) +
1− pb
α̂(k)

· eτ95(k) (8.2)

where α̂(k) is an estimate of α(k) obtained with a Recursive Least Square
(RLS) filter; pb is a controller parameter called pole; eτ95(k) is the error between
the desired 95th percentile of the response time τ̄95(k) and the actual value. The
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pole pb can be used to trade the speed of controller convergence for robustness to
model perturbations. The analysis of the brownout closed loop allows to prove a
number of properties, such as system stability and zero steady-state error. How-
ever, this proof is subject to how well the model (8.1) approximates the behavior
of the cloud application.

Brownout uses a single actuator (the dimmer value) to achieve a single goal,
specified in terms of a setpoint for the response times statistic. The control strat-
egy in Brownout can be greatly improved and many follow-ups were devised. For
example, an event-based version of the brownout paradigm [52] explores a similar
cloud problem, but controls the server queue length. Furthermore, extensions that
include brownout load balancing were considered [57, 103]. They demonstrate
that state-of-the-art load balancers which use response times as a measure for de-
termining where to send requests do not work with brownout-aware applications.
This is a natural limitation as the brownout controller can satisfy only a single goal
and therefore cannot form a multi-objective control strategy with other controllers.

Brownout was designed specifically for cloud applications, so strictly speaking,
it is not a generally applicable solution. However, it is important to include
Brownout in this work as it became the first building block for development of
automated control-theoretical adaptation. The generally applicable Push-Button
Methodology, discussed in the following section, is based on the same principles
and shares many elements with Brownout.

Push-Button Methodology
The PBM methodology [67] works in a way similar to Brownout, but goes be-

yond a single goal and a single actuator. Also, it introduces the idea of identifying
the model online. Unlike in Brownout, where model is pre-determined, PBM builds
a model directly from the data received by running experiments on the software
and produces a controller for this model. Figure 8.3 shows the two phases of the
methodology: model building and controlling.

Figure 8.3: The two operational phases of PBM.

The input required by PBM from a software engineer is a method to set the
actuator value and a method to collect measurements about the system goal. Based
on this input, PBM first produces a linear modelM of the software:

M : y(k) = α(k − 1) · u(k − 1) (8.3)
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Where the input u is the value of the actuator; the output y is the effect of the
actuator on the goal; the parameter α is a time-varying coefficient that is deter-
mined during model building by feeding different input values as u and measuring
the resulting outputs y; and k is a discrete time instance.

After the model building, the controller synthesis phase automatically generates
a Proportional-Integral controller C that works on the model M and adapts the
software.

C : u(k) = u(k − 1) +
1− pb
α
· e(k) (8.4)

The controller has one parameter, pb, that has the same role that it had in the
Brownout controller. More guidelines on how to tune the controller parameter pb
are available in [67].

To address model inaccuracies and small perturbations during software oper-
ation, the value of α is updated at runtime. In case of critical changes (e.g., a
software component failure), PBM restarts the model building phase and regener-
ates the controller.

Adaptation with Goal Prioritization
In order to automatically create control solutions for more practical problems, re-
searches have studied the ways to address multiple adaptation goals simultane-
ously. The first automated approach that offered control-based multi-objective
software adaptation was AMOCS [68]. This approach extends the methodology
behind PBM to use multiple actuators and multiple controllers in a cascaded struc-
ture, see Figure 8.4.

Figure 8.4: A self-adaptive software with AMOCS (for 2 goals).

AMOCS works as follows. The set of available actuators A = {a1, . . . , am}
is partitioned to reach the set of goals G = {g1, . . . , gn}, where m ≥ n, i.e., the
system should have more actuators than goals. The goals are added into the set G
according to their priority order, forming the chain < g1, g2, . . . gn >, where g1

is the most important goal and gn is the least important one. All goals, except the
last one, are specified as setpoint values to be achieved by the adaptation. The last
goal gn is always the optimization of a specific value (e.g., maximization of profit,
minimization of cost). Ai denotes the subset of actuators used to achieve the goal
gi. AMOCS assumes that every actuator is used:⋃

i∈{1...n}

Ai = A, (8.5)
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and each actuator is assigned to a single goal only:

∀i, j ∈ {1 . . . n}, i 6= j =⇒ Ai ∩ Aj = ∅, (8.6)

A first instance of PBM controller C1, see (8.4) for a controller description,
is then used to translate the discrete set of configurations of all the actuators A1

related to the first goal g1 into a single configuration that satisfies this goal. This
configuration is then sent in the form of control signal k1 to the software system
and to the second instance of PBM controller C2, that tries to achieve the second
goal g2 with the available actuators A2 and operating conditions. The resulting
configuration is send to software as control signal k2. If goals g1 and g2 are not
related, the control signal k1 will still be received by controller C2, but it will not
affect the reachability of the goal g2.

In this controller chain, only the first goal is guaranteed to be stable, while the
stability of the others depend on the disturbances and on the control values set by
the previous controllers in the chain. In other words, the goal g2 is guaranteed to be
reached only if control signal k1 allows to reach it. The last optimization require-
ment is reached to the best of the chain ability, hence there is no guarantee for the
solution optimality. Despite the lack of formal guarantees, the experiments with
AMOCS show that the chain of controllers behaves well in a variety of different
scenarios and can successfully handle multiple goals of a setpoint type.

Adaptation with Guaranteed Optimality
Guided by the need for stronger adaptation guarantees in systems with multiple
goals, the research explored new ways to automatically build the control system.
The approach resulting from these efforts is called Simplex Control Adaptation
(SimCA) [154]. SimCA combines PBM with the simplex optimization method,
utilizing the advantages of both approaches. SimCA finds a system configuration
that satisfies multiple goals, reaches optimality with respect to an additional goal,
achieves robustness to environmental disturbances and measurement inaccuracy,
and provides control-theoretical adaptation guarantees. To that end, SimCA runs
on the fly experiments on the software in an automated fashion, builds a set of
linear models of the software at runtime, creates a set of tunable PI-controllers
that operate on these models and independently compute control signals for each
of the goals, and combines controller outputs using the simplex method to adapt
the system. Figure 8.5 schematically shows the primary building blocks of SimCA.

Figure 8.5: A self-adaptive software with SimCA.
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SimCA builds a self-adaptive system in three phases executed during system
operation:

1. In the Identification phase, n linear models of the controlled system are built.
SimCA uses multiple instances of the PBM model M, where each model
Mi, i ∈ [1, n], is responsible for one goal si. Similar to PBM, each model is
automatically learned at runtime by running the experiments on the software
(see Section 8.3 for details). As in PBM, the modelMi automatically adjusts
at runtime according to changes in the system behaviour.

2. In the Controller Synthesis phase, SimCA constructs a set of n controllers;
each controller Ci is responsible for the i-th goal. Ci calculates the control
signal ui(k) at the current time step k depending on the previous value of
control signal ui(k − 1), model coefficient αi, parameter pole pi and the
error ei(k − 1), with ei = si − Oi. Similar to PBM, pi is used to tune the
controllers and trade-off different system properties.

ui(k) = ui(k − 1) +
1− pi
αi

· ei(k − 1) (Ci)

3. In the Operation phase, the set of controllers effectively perform control.
Each controller Ci manages one goal si, rejects disturbances acting on the
according output Oi(k), and provides an output signal ui(k). SimCA com-
bines the signals ui(k) from all the controllers and uses the simplex method
to calculate the actuation signal usx that drives the system towards an output
that satisfies all adaptation goals.
Generally, the simplex method allows to find an optimal solution to a linear
problem written in the standard form:

max{cTx | Ax ≤ b;x ≥ 0} (8.7)

where x represents the vector of variables (to be determined), c and b are
vectors of (known) coefficients, A is a (known) matrix of coefficients, and
(·)T is the matrix transpose [47].
In SimCA each equation, except the last one, represents a goal si to be satis-
fied. The last equation ensures that the system selects a valid actuation signal
by constraining the values that can be taken by elements of the vector x, e.g.
x ≥ 0. The control signals ui(k) produced during the control phase replace
constants b, whereas matrix A and vector cT are substituted with the moni-
tored parameters P(k) of the system. The goal of simplex is to find a proper
actuation signal usx, i.e., vector x.
Note that SimCA uses a simplex variant with equalities (Ax = b) in order
to prevent simplex from changing the effect of control signal ui(k) on the
output signal Oi(k). Instead, simplex is responsible for seamless translation
of control signals ui(k) to actuation signal usx. This allows to provide the
entire set of control-theoretical guarantees, including stability, absence of
overshoot, tunable settling time and robustness to disturbances. A major ad-
vantage of SimCA over approaches from the previous research steps is that
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simplex guarantees solution optimality, meaning that all the system goals are
guaranteed to be achieved. An interested reader may refer to [154] for further
details.

A follow-up work [153] compares SimCA with an architecture-based activ-
FORMS approach using a simulated service-based system. The study shows that
both approaches can deal with multiple goals and provide guaranteed solution
optimality. However, SimCA achieves better results in the presence of runtime
changes as it does not rely on data verified at design time. Except optimality, the
two adaptation approaches offer different guarantees. The design of SimCA adap-
tation mechanism allows to formally prove the properties of underlying system
and guarantee that they will hold at runtime independent of the system parame-
ters. ActivFORMS, on the other hand, can guarantee the functional correctness of
the implementation of the adaptation algorithm, such as the absence of erroneous
states and correct interaction between adaptation components.

Adaptation with New and Changing Goals
One interesting research line for automated methodologies and for control method-
ologies in general is the selection and support of types of adaptation goals. The
previously developed automated approaches had two major drawbacks. First, they
addressed goals specified either in the form of particular setpoint values to be
achieved by the system (S-goal) or values to be optimized (O-goal), while many
software systems need to address a threshold goal that keeps a value above/below a
threshold (T-goal). A typical example is limiting the response time of a web server.
Approaches such as described in [99, 130, 102] solve this problem either by opti-
mizing the response time (O-goal) or by defining a setpoint for response time that
the controller should guarantee (S-goal), when the actual requirement is to keep
response time lower than a certain threshold. Second, the previously developed
approaches did not provide support for changing the set of system requirements
during operation, which requires on the fly adjusting, activation and deactivation
of adaptation goals. Changing requirements are important in practice, e.g., to deal
with drastic changes in the system or its environment that may require the system
to change from one set of requirements to another.

In order to address the two mentioned concerns, the SimCA approach (see Sec-
tion 8.3) was reworked and upgraded [1]. Compared to original SimCA, the new
approach includes an additional Goal Transformation phase (Figure 8.6) and the
necessary mechanisms to support changing system requirements by activating/de-
activating goals (Figure 8.7).

The Goal Transformation Phase of SimCA is performed between the Controller
Synthesis and Operation phases. The purpose of this phase is to transform T-goals
into goals that can be controlled by the original SimCA controller (Ci). As such,
the approach uses simplex, where each equation in the system (8.7), except the last
one, represents an S-goal or T-goal to be satisfied (see Figure 8.6). Equalities are
used for S-goals, while inequalities are used for T-goals. The last equation ensures
that the system selects a valid solution, the vector x, by the means of constraints,
e.g. x ≥ 0. The goal of simplex is to find such vector x that satisfies all system
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goals; the details of how simplex finds such a solution can be found in the linear
programming literature [47]. Knowing the vector x, each T-goal is transformed
into a controller goal (C-goal) ci as follows: ci = Pi(k) * x. The resulting C-goal
represents a particular value of a corresponding T-goal. For example, a T-goal that
should keep a value below a threshold will be transformed into a C-goal with a
value that is equal to the lowest possible value of the goal below that threshold that
satisfies all other requirements. All the C-goals and the original S-goals are then
used by controllers (Ci) in the usual Operation phase described in Section 8.3.

T-goal 1..m

Simplex:

Parameters P

C-goal 1..m
c1..m

S-goal 1..n

max{cTx|Ax≤b}

O-goal 1..q

x
*

Figure 8.6: Goal Transformation phase of SimCA.

In order to address the changing system requirements, SimCA is equipped with
a Requirement Monitor, Goal Activator and Goal Deactivator components, see
Figure 8.7. The Requirement Monitor triggers the corresponding adaptation com-
ponent after any system requirement is changed. The Goal Activator first reads
the relevant parameters P related to the activated goal. Then, in case of O-goal
activation, it inserts P into the objective function cT of simplex, performs a Goal
Transformation (described above) and proceeds to standard Operation phase. In
case of S- or T-goal, the Goal Activator triggers a standard Identification phase for
the new goal, which is followed by Controller Synthesis, Goal Transformation and
Operation. The Goal Deactivator removes the according elements of the adapta-
tion mechanism. Namely, when an S- or T-goal is deactivated, the corresponding
controller is removed together with the equation responsible for the goal being de-
activated. When an O-req is deactivated, the corresponding variables are removed
from the objective function cT of simplex. After that, the Goal Deactivator always
triggers a Goal Transformation adapting the configuration of the control system to
the new set of requirements, after which the system returns to standard Operation.

Automated Model Predictive Control

The scope of applicability of the first multi-objective control solutions is limited
in different ways. For example, SimCA cannot prioritize goals or use infinite sets
of values for the actuators, while AMOCS produces sub-optimal solutions. To
eliminate these limitations, researchers have studied the application of automated
model predictive control (MPC) – a technique based on the optimization of a cost
function and on the prediction of a future outcome of the adaptation. Generally,
in control theory, MPC is considered particularly well suited for multi-objective
problems with optimization, because all the inter-dependencies between actuators
and goals are taken into account simultaneously, achieving a truly optimal solution.
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Figure 8.7: Dealing with requirement changes in SimCA. Numbers in
circles/diamonds show the sequence of actions.

The first research effort that identifies automated MPC as a potential multi-
objective control strategy for self-adaptive systems is [9]. However, it lacks details
and does not provide any analysis of guarantees. In the same research line – again
for a specific problem, but with a general overlook – CobRA [10] provides a frame-
work to reason about MPC and its application to computing systems. Although the
model in CobRA has to be generated manually and fed to the system, the solution
of the MPC problem is general with respect to the involved quantities. The pa-
per only provides an example of the framework application, which also requires
extensive manual tuning in order to tailor the equations to a specific problem. Al-
though formal guarantees are not discussed in CobRA, it is possible to prove that
they hold to the extent that the model allows. PLA [131, 130] is based on similar
principles that CobRA. It uses a model of the environment and of the software to
determine the best strategy to be followed using a model checker with the ability
of looking into the future expectations for the system. CobRA and PLA have been
compared [132] showing similar results, but a different runtime behavior. The au-
thors conclude that the concrete approach should be picked based on the problem
at hand. For example, CobRA suits more for continuous inputs, while PLA works
better with discrete control.

Finally, a fully automated model predictive control strategy was developed as
a part of AMOCS-MA approach [120]. Similar to other automated solutions,
AMOCS-MA starts with a model building phase. The following model S is syn-
thesized:

S =

{
x(k + 1) = A · x(k) +B ·∆a(k)

O(k) = C · x(k)
(8.8)

where k is a discrete time instance; O(k) is the vector of all system outputs
at time k; ∆a(k) is the control signal containing values of all actuators; x(k) is
the current system state; x(k + 1) is the next system state; A, B and C are the
matrices of coefficients obtained with model learning by running experiments on
the software at runtime. One of the AMOCS-MA advantages is that it reduces the
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Figure 8.8: A self-adaptive system with AMOCS-MA

model learning time by using special input signals in the model building phase,
see details in [120]. As in other automated approaches, the model S is updated
according to runtime changes that appear in the software system.

The model S is used by an MPC controller to minimize the following cost func-
tion, which handles all S-goals and O-goals:

Minimize ∆a(k + i− 1), with i = 1 . . . L in:

L∑
i=1

〈
p∑
j=1

qj · [Oj(k + i)− gj(k + i)]2 +

m∑
l=1

rl ·∆al(k + i− 1)2〉 (8.9)

Subject to: model S (8.8) and additional ∆a(k) constraints (see [120])

where k is a discrete time instance; L is the number of discrete time instances in
future used for predicting software behavior; p is the number of goals; qj is the
weight of goal j (allows goal prioritization); Oj(k + i) is the predicted measured
output of goal j at the i-th step in future; gj(k+ i) is the value of goal j at the i-th
step in future (this value is constant if goals do not change at runtime); m is the
number of actuators; rl is the weight of actuator l (allows actuator prioritization);
∆al(k+ i−1) is the predicted change in the value of actuator l at the i−1-th step
in future.

As the controller depends on the model (8.8), it requires information about the
system state x(k). However, it is problematic to measure the system state x(k) di-
rectly, so it is estimated instead. To accomplish this, AMOCS-MA uses a Kalman
Filter that computes an estimate x̂(k) of the state x(k) based on the previous con-
trol signal ∆a(k− 1), the measured outputs Oj(k), prediction error and a number
of other parameters.

Using the estimate x̂(k), the MPC controllers solves (8.9) and produces an opti-
mal plan of control actions for the future i steps: ∆a(k + i− 1), with i = 1 . . . L.
The plan ∆a(k+ i− 1) contains particular values of all actuators at time instance
(k + i − 1). However, AMOCS-MA uses only the first action of the plan, i.e.
∆a(k) is applied to software, see Figure 8.8.

The controller (8.9) guarantees stability, zero steady state error, and minimal
settling time by design. It also guarantees the optimality of a cost function spec-
ified by the user. This function has tunable weights for the system goals qj and
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actuators rl, allowing to trade-off different system properties, e.g. to prioritize
response time over cost.

8.4 Challenges
The analysis of automated control-theoretical adaptation solutions showed the use
of various controllers, from hierarchical adaptive PI-control (SimCA) to model
predictive control (AMOCS-MA). However, most of these approaches use the
PBM model (8.3) or its variations. Indeed, one of the key points behind this line
of research is the difficulty in finding generic models that describe software ap-
plications and their behavior. Although the usual software models – architectural
models, UML descriptions – are a very good reference to understand how the con-
trol code interfaces with the rest of the software application, they are not suitable
for the control design process. To design a controller, there is usually a need to
understand how the quantities that should be controlled are influenced by the ac-
tuators that one has available. Depending on the modeling effort that the software
engineer is willing to do, the control strategies can be more or less effective:

• PLA [131, 130] and Brownout [102], for example, use explicit modeling of
both the software behavior and the environment. Explicit modeling goes a
long way for improving the performance of the control strategy, that can be
perfectly tailored for a new scenario using the given knowledge. Generally
speaking, when an explicit model is available, the spectrum of results that it
is possible to obtain is much wider, opening up possibilities and allowing for
more precise results.

• SimCA [154, 1] lifts some of the requirements on the modeling side. While
no explicit disturbance model is written, the system parameters specified in
the Simplex algorithm are part of prior knowledge that is given to the control
strategy and that the controller does not have to identify based on experi-
ments.

• The PBM [67], AMOCS [68] and AMOCS-MA [120] approaches use im-
plicit modeling requiring a very limited effort from the software engineer.
The engineer should only specify the actuators and sensor, and possibly some
weights that are unrelated to the model itself, but specify the properties of
controller and how to reach the goals. Despite the lack of modeling needs
from the software engineer, these approaches still build a representation of
the software in the form of equations in their model-building phase. The
synthesized model is then used to create a controller.

• Advances in control theory have recently unveiled a new set of methods, de-
noted model-free control [71, 86, 36]. Model-free control synthesis does not
build a model of the system to be controlled but only uses data to optimize a
control strategy. To date, model-free control has not been applied to software,
and could open possibilities for performance improvement and to tackle the
complexity of software systems in an automated way.
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Apart from using the same type of model, all the automated approaches dis-
cussed in this chapter synthesize centralized control solutions deployed on a single
software product. Such approaches are not suitable for systems where communica-
tion between components is limited or very costly. A recent work on architecture-
based adaptation [177] introduced a number of patterns for designing decentral-
ized adaptation solutions, where controllers make independent decisions, but have
some kind of interaction. The automated control solutions may definitely benefit
from this and similar efforts, as they provide means to adapt an entirely new class
of software systems.

8.5 Conclusions
Throughout the recent years, the automatically generated control-theoretical so-
lutions have made a huge progress. Starting from addressing a single adaptation
requirement, these solutions can now handle multiple goals of different types, deal
with addition or removal of system requirements on-the-fly or even adapt based on
the predicted software evolutions. In this Chapter, we listed the key research steps
that led to such progress and highlighted the main approaches representing each
of the steps. Surely, the automated approaches have limitations. For example, they
use simple models that are not always accurate and they are less effective in spe-
cific scenarios than controllers finely tuned for those scenarios. However, the main
advantage of automated control comes from these limitations: simple models in
combination with a generally applicable controller allow to build a control-based
self-adaptive system without involvement of a control expert.

As for the future of automated control-based solutions, the research efforts can
be aimed in two directions. First, as the scope of applicability and practical ef-
fectiveness of existing solutions is often unclear, these solutions should be tested
in the industrial settings. Second, the researchers could use more state-of-the-art
practices, such as model-free control or decentralized adaptation.
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Chapter 9

SimCA*: Handling Uncertainty in
Self-Adaptive Software Systems

In this Chapter, we present a control-theoretical approach to realize self-adaptive
software called SimCA* (Simplex Control Adaptation Star) that satisfies STO-
reqs in the presence of different types of uncertainties and provides adaptation
guarantees.

SimCA* answers the research question QII-2 “How to tackle different types of
uncertainty with an automated CBSA solution that deals with multiple require-
ments and provides adaptation guarantees?” by:

• Composing adaptation actions from multiple instances of SimCA (Chapter 6)
into a global adaptation strategy, which allows to handle uncertainty in soft-
ware component interactions.

• Monitoring changes in system requirements (including addition or removal of
requirements at runtime) and updating the adaptation logic accordingly. For
example, when a requirement is added, a new controller and a new Simplex
equation are added to SimCA*. This allows SimCA* to deal with requirement
uncertainty.

• Tracking changes of system parameters and updating the adaptation logic
when needed. For example, if a network node starts over consuming energy,
the equations of SimCA* are updated and the node gets less data packets.

• An extensive evaluation of SimCA* on an Internet of Things network, where
system components are interrelated and communication between components
is subject to disturbances of very high magnitude.

This chapter presents our article submitted to a journal [157]. Personal contri-
bution: Stepan Shevtsov contributed for 75% to the developed the approach called
SimCA*, he did 100% of the technical implementation (program code, testing,
etc.), performed 100% of data collection, 75% of the analysis, and 60% of writing
the manuscript.
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SimCA*: A Control-Theoretic Approach to
Handle Uncertainty in Self-Adaptive Systems

with Guarantees

Abstract
Self-adaptation provides a principled way to deal with software sys-

tems’ uncertainty during operation. Examples of such uncertainties
are disturbances in the environment, variations in sensor readings, and
changes in user requirements. As more systems with strict goals require
self-adaptation, the need for formal guarantees in self-adaptive systems
is becoming a high-priority concern. Designing self-adaptive software
using principles from control theory has been identified as one of the ap-
proaches to provide guarantees. In general, self-adaptation covers a wide
range of approaches to maintain system requirements under uncertainty,
ranging from dynamic adaptation of system parameters to runtime ar-
chitectural reconfiguration. Existing control-theoretic approaches have
mainly focused on handling requirements in the form of setpoint values
or as quantities to be optimized. Furthermore, existing research primar-
ily focuses on handling uncertainty in the execution environment. This
paper presents SimCA* that provides two contributions to the state-of-
the-art in control-theoretic adaptation: (i) it supports requirements that
keep a value above and below a required threshold, in addition to set-
point and optimization requirements; and (ii) it deals with uncertainty in
system parameters, component interactions, system requirements, in ad-
dition to uncertainty in the environment. SimCA* provides guarantees
for the three types of requirements of the system that is subject to dif-
ferent types of uncertainties. We evaluate SimCA* for two systems with
strict requirements from different domains: an Unmanned Underwater
Vehicle system used for oceanic surveillance and an Internet of Things
application for monitoring a geographical area. The test results confirm
that SimCA* can satisfy the three types of requirements in the presence
of different types of uncertainty.

9.1 Introduction
Modern software applications need, more than ever, being able to deal with
change [49, 169]. The need for continuous availability of software applications
requires developers to consider change as part of the development process. Soft-
ware is expected to deal seamlessly with different types of uncertainty during
operation. Examples of these uncertainties include disturbances in the environ-
ment such as noise, changes of values of system parameters such as varying ac-
curacy of sensor readings, uncertainty in software component interactions, and
changes in user requirements. Often, these uncertainties are difficult to predict
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at design time, requiring software to be deployed with incomplete knowledge
and handle changing conditions during operation [160, 171]. Consequently, soft-
ware engineers are investigating new techniques to handle uncertainty at runtime
without incurring penalties and downtime, which is commonly referred to as self-
adaptation [98, 136, 43, 51, 169]. Many software systems today need to comply
with strict requirements, providing guarantees for system properties such as en-
suring a certain level of performance. It is then essential for these systems to
be reliable and robust to disturbances [49, 163, 35, 175]. Control theory has been
identified as one of the approaches to design adaptation solutions with formal guar-
antees [82, 25, 189, 50].

Self-adaptation in general covers a wide field of work, ranging from dynamic
adaptation of system parameters for requirements satisfaction under uncertain op-
erating conditions to runtime adaptation of components and architectural reconfig-
uration. Within this domain, a number of automated control-theoretic approaches
for the adaptation of software have already been proposed [2]. These approaches
mainly focus on dynamic adaptation of system parameters. In general, they are
subject to two important limitations for practical applications. First, they satisfy
only stakeholder requirements either in the form of setpoint values (S-reqs) or val-
ues to be optimized (O-reqs), e.g. see [67, 68, 154]. A typical example of a setpoint
requirement for a Web server application is to keep the response time of service
invocations at a required level. An optimization requirement for such setting is
to reduce the overall operation cost. However, software systems today often need
to address a third type of requirement: a threshold requirement that keeps a value
above/below a threshold (T-reqs). A threshold requirement for the Web server ex-
ample is to keep the failure rate of service invocations below a required threshold.
In fact, a typical software adaptation problem would be to simultaneously satisfy
a combination of S-reqs, T-reqs and O-reqs, which we refer as STO-reqs.

The second limitation of existing approaches is their support to deal with differ-
ent types of uncertainty. Mahdavi et.al defines uncertainty as “the circumstances
when a software system behaviour deviates from the expected one due to various
runtime dynamics and events that are difficult to predict at design time” [124]. The
most common type of uncertainty is uncertainty in the environment in the form of
disturbances. An example in the context of a Web server application is other soft-
ware applications running on the same server that affect the server performance.
Although most control-theoretic approaches can handle environment disturbances,
other types of uncertainties are often not considered [143]. One type of such un-
certainty is uncertainty in system parameters, where values of certain parameters
of the software can fluctuate during operation. An example in the context of the
Web server application is a change in the expected response time. To the best of
our knowledge, the control-theoretic approach introduced in [67] is the only auto-
mated approach that deals with uncertainty in system parameters. Other automated
approaches rely on fixed values for system parameters that are not updated at run-
time. However, handling uncertainty in system parameters is important in practice
as it ensures that accurate adaptation decisions are made (the details on uncertainty
sources and types are given in Section 9.2).
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Another type uncertainty that existing control-theoretic approaches do not sup-
port is uncertainty in component interactions, i.e. existing approaches are typically
applied to systems where adaptation of one software component does not directly
affect the adaptation of other components. E.g., in the Web server application, the
choice of a particular service provider for one service will not influence the choice
of the service provider for another service [154]. However, in many types of sys-
tems, especially in distributed settings, adaptations of the software components
have interdependencies. Solving the adaption problem with one global adaptation
strategy — i.e., selecting settings for all components simultaneously — may then
become too complex or even infeasible. E.g., determining the settings of devices of
an Internet of Things multi-hop network that send data over different paths needs
to take into account the incoming traffic. Uncertainties about the load generated
by each device makes it very hard to solve the adaptation problem with a global
adaptation strategy. Hence, the adaptation problem needs to be partitioned and the
solutions need to be composed to determine the overall adaptation configuration.

Finally, the existing approaches are limited in handling uncertainties in require-
ments. While most approaches provide basic support for changing the values of
requirements, see e.g., [120, 154], they do not allow for the addition or removal of
system requirements at runtime. Changing requirements is important in practice,
e.g., to deal with drastic changes in the environment or the system itself that may
require a change from one set of requirements to another.

In this paper, we apply control theory to deal with a typical adaptation problem
for systems with strict goals: (i) to deal with multiple STO-reqs, (ii) to handle
uncertainty in system parameters, component interactions, requirements and the
environment, and (iii) to provide formal guarantees that the system complies with
the requirements while operating under different types of uncertainties.

To address the formulated problem, we devised SimCA* (Simplex Control
Adaptation1), an automated control-based approach for self-adaptive software sys-
tems that satisfy multiple STO-reqs. SimCA* runs on the fly experiments on the
software in an automated fashion, builds a set of linear models of the software at
runtime, creates a set of tunable controllers that operate on these models, and com-
bines controller outputs using the simplex method to adapt the system. To deal
with the different types of uncertainty, SimCA* has dedicated components that
monitor changes in the system or its environment and adjust the adaptation logic
accordingly. Hence, our work contributes to automated control-theoretic adapta-
tion and is aligned with the scope of state-of-the-art research in this area [2, 157].
Dealing with adaptation at the level of the architecture of a system (changes of
software interfaces, addition of new software modules, etc.) is out of scope of this
work.

We conduct a formal analysis of controller properties of SimCA* to provide
guarantees for controller stability, rejection of disturbances of certain magnitude,
among others. This analysis is based on an equation-based model of the software
system and leverages on guarantees provided by basic SimCA. The formal analy-

1 The “*” symbol refers to the ability of the approach to handle different types of requirements and
uncertainties.
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sis is complemented with an empirical evaluation that demonstrates that SimCA*
achieves the required quality goals. This evaluation is conducted on two cases from
different domains: an Unmanned Underwater Vehicle (UUV) system that performs
surveillance missions of a maritime environment and an Internet of Things (IoT)
system used for monitoring of a geographical area. Both systems must self-adapt
to guarantee the satisfaction of STO-reqs at runtime, while dealing with different
types of uncertainties. The UUV case can be solved using a direct global adap-
tation strategy, while the IoT case requires the composition of local solutions to
generate a global adaptation strategy. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of
the approach, we also compare SimCA* with a state of the art architecture-based
adaptation approach [88].

The SimCA* approach presented in this paper contributes the following:

1. It preserves the benefits of our initial work on basic SimCA [153, 1] that
deals with multiple requirements and handles uncertainty in the environment
in form of disturbances.

2. It handles uncertainty in system parameters by tracking changes of system
parameters and updating the adaptation logic when needed.

3. It handles uncertainty in software component interactions by composing
adaptation actions from multiple instances of basic SimCA into a global adap-
tation strategy.

4. It deals with requirements uncertainty by monitoring changes in system re-
quirements and updating SimCA* accordingly.

5. In addition, we provide formal guarantees for controller properties of
SimCA* based on an equation-based model of the software system, and com-
plement that with and extensive evaluation of SimCA* on a complex case in
the domain of Internet of Things, where components are interrelated and their
communication is subject to disturbances of high magnitude.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 9.3 positions
SimCA* in the state-of-the-art automated control-theoretical approaches for self-
adaptive software systems. Section 9.4 elaborates on the adaptation problem we
address and illustrates it with a scenario. In Section 9.5 we provide a general
overview of SimCA*. Section 9.6 summarizes basic SimCA, a building block of
SimCA*. Section 9.8 describes how SimCA* handles uncertainty in component
interactions. Section 9.9 explains runtime activation/deactivation/adjustment of
requirements with SimCA*. Section 9.7 describes how SimCA* deals with un-
certainty in system parameters. The formal guarantees provided by SimCA* are
evaluated in Section 9.10. In Section 9.11, SimCA* is empirically evaluated with
two cases. Finally, we draw conclusions and outline directions for future research
in Section 9.12.

9.2 Focus of Study
This section describes the focus of our work in detail. We position our work in the
field of self-adaptive systems in and in the field of control theory.
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Self-adaptation and Uncertainty
The seminal article by Kephart and Chess [98] is one of the pioneering efforts that
introduced the concept of self-adaptation in order to deal with the ever-growing
complexity of the management of software systems. Since then, numerous re-
searchers and engineers have studied and developed self-adaptive software system
using different techniques for a wide variety of application domains. Our work
lays within the so-called “sixth wave of evolution of self-adaptation” [169]. In this
wave, the self-adaptive systems are designed based on principles from control the-
ory, aiming to provide guarantees on the behavior of the system that is subject to
different types of uncertainty. According to [169], software systems have to deal
with uncertainty coming from four main sources, see Table 9.1:

In this work, we deal with the following uncertainties (highlighted in the Table):

• Disturbances coming from the execution environment, such as noise and sig-
nal interference.

• Uncertainty in system parameters, where software parameters change at run-
time due different internal or external factors.

• Uncertainty in component interactions. Here, uncertainty in component inter-
actions means that an adaptation action performed by one system component
may affect adaptations performed by other components.

• Requirement changes. In our case, we consider only anticipated uncertainty
in requirements, meaning that the system goals that represent quality require-
ments (response time, failure rate) can be activated, deactivated, or their val-
ues may be adjusted at runtime based on conditions that are defined before
deployment, but that can only be resolved during operation.

Human-related uncertainty (like human-in-the-loop, or multiple ownership of
software elements) is out of scope of this work.

Control Theory
Control theory is a subfield of mathematics that provides tools and techniques to
design and analyze self-adaptive systems. In particular, control theory provides
basic ground on modeling a system and synthesizing a control strategy that adapts
a system in order to achieve specific goals. The use of control-theoretical design
to manage adaptation in computing systems has been researched for a couple of
decades. Pioneering research in this direction is documented in [82].

Figure 9.1 shows the typical scheme of a self-adaptive software system designed
based on principles from control theory. It employs the block diagram notation
from control theory and depicts a feedback control loop. This feedback loop pro-
vides the basis for the core SimCA module described in Section 9.6. From left to
right, the Setpoint represents the goal that the adaptation needs to achieve – i.e.,
a target value for a non-functional requirement such as a specific value for energy
that can be consumed or a threshold for packet loss that can be tolerated. Based
on the value of the desired goal and the corresponding Measured Output the Er-
ror is computed as: Setpoint −MeasuredOutput (the -1 block indicates that
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Table 9.1: Types of uncertainty (based on [169]). Uncertainties handled by
SimCA* are marked in gray.

Source Type Description

Environ-
ment

Disturbances Noise, signal interference and other types of distur-
bances might affect the system unpredictably.

Context
change

The software execution context might change and
evolve during operation.

Data
sources

Usage of data from different sources might lead to un-
certain conditions during operation.

Software Parameters Values of software parameters can change during oper-
ation.

Models Uncertainty coming from the use of abstractions in
modeling, inaccurate model representation of the sys-
tem, model learning based on incomplete data, etc.

Component
interactions

Decisions made by one software component might af-
fect the work of other components unpredictably.

Decentrali-
zation

A system component may have very limited knowledge
about the system state and states of other components.

Architecture Some software parameters or components might be
added or removed at runtime.

Require-
ments

Requirement
elicitation

Formulating the system requirements based on stake-
holder needs is not always straightforward, leading to
uncertainty.

Requirement
change (ad-
just/add/
remove)

The stakeholder requirement values might change dur-
ing operation according to new circumstances. The set
of requirements might change as well, for example to
adapt to a critical failure of one of the system compo-
nents.

Human-
related

Human-in-
the-loop

Human factor is a known source of uncertainty. Deci-
sions made by humans might be unexpected.

Ownership The code of some system components may be owned
by third parties and protected by copyrights, which
might result in an uncertain behaviour at runtime.

the value of the measured output will be subtracted from the setpoint value). The
Feedback Controller uses the error together with a model of the system to compute
the Control Signal. The system model used by the controller describes the dynam-
ics of the software system. In discrete time, this model is typically represented by
a set of difference equations. In the line of research on automated control-theoretic
adaptation [2, 157], where the work presented in this paper fits, the system model
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is usually automatically identified during a learning phase. We elaborate on this
in the next section. The computed control signal adapts the Software System such
that the output gets as close as possible to the Setpoint.

+ Feedback
Controller

Software
System

-1

Setpoint Error
Control
Signal

Measured
Output

Disturbances

Figure 9.1: Basic diagram of a feedback control scheme.

Note that the feedback control scheme may have a different structure depending
on the problem at hand. In SimCA, we use multiple feedback controllers work-
ing in parallel that are connected to a Simplex block in a hierarchical structure.
But generally speaking, most of the control strategies are developed to counter-
act the effect of Disturbances on the system. In case of software systems, these
disturbances come from different sources of uncertainty that were discussed in
Section 9.2.

Guarantees
The use of controllers in SimCA* provides a number of guarantees (see Fig-
ure 9.2):

• Stability: the ability of an adaptation mechanism to converge to S- or C-
goals (si/ci). Stability relates to most software qualities that are subject of
adaptation. For example, lack of stability for an energy consumption goal
means that the system may consume energy unpredictably;

• Absence of overshoot: the measured quality property does not exceed the goal
si/ci before reaching its stable area. A non-zero overshoot leads to a penalty
on the respective software quality. For example, an overshoot of a vehicle
speed goal may lead to going above the speed limit and even breaking the
vehicle;

• Zero steady-state error: the measured quality property does not oscillate
around goal si/ci during steady state. Like stability, steady-state error is
related to most software qualities that are subject of adaptation. For exam-
ple, a non-zero error for an energy consumption goal means the system will
constantly switch between underconsuming and overconsuming energy;

• Tuneable settling time: the time it takes to bring a measured quality property
close to its goal si/ci. Settling time influences most of the software qualities
that are subject of adaptation as well. For example, having a low settling
time for a battery consumption goal means spending less battery charge in a
transient state;

• Tuneable robustness: the amount of perturbation in the environment that the
system can withstand, while remaining in stable state. Robustness directly
influences system reliability.
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The formal analysis of these guarantees for SimCA* is provided in Section 9.10.
These guarantees are based on an equation-based model of the software system and
leverages on guarantees provided by basic SimCA. Section 9.11 complements the
formal analysis with empirical data that confirms that the quality goals of the two
systems that we use in the evaluation are achieved.

Goal

Controlled
variable

Time

Transient state Steady state

Settling time

Overshoot Steady-state error

Figure 9.2: Properties guaranteed by the controllers in SimCA*.

9.3 State of the art overview
There is a body of research available that applies principles from control theory
to adapt software systems, for a recent survey see [2]. However, as shown in this
survey, most of the proposed approaches tend to solve specific problems within
a certain domains. Over the past years, researchers have investigated approaches
that (semi-)automatically build a controller solution, aiming to create a reusable
approach to build self-adaptive software that satisfies different stakeholder require-
ments with guarantees [157]. The work presented in this paper contributes to this
line of research. We highlight representative work on automated approaches and
position our work in this landscape.

One of the first contributions to create an automated control-theoretic approach
for self-adaptation is the so called Push-Button Methodology (PBM) [67]. The
main aim of PBM was to automate the design of a control theoretical adaptive
system. PBM automatically creates a linear model of software and a controller
that adapts the software to meet a non-functional requirement specified by the
stakeholders. The main advantage of PBM is the assurance of a broad range of
control-theoretical guarantees. The main limitation of plain PBM is that it supports
only a single adaptation goal.

Follow-up research efforts studied and created automated solutions that satisfy
multiple adaptation goals, e.g., to achieve a specific service response time and
minimize the amount of service failures at the same time. In [68], Filieri et al. pro-
posed an approach for Automated Multi-Objective Control of Self-adaptive soft-
ware (AMOCS in short). AMOCS automatically constructs a system of cascaded
controllers to deal with multiple S-reqs and one O-req. AMOCS maps the avail-
able actuators with the adaptation goals and creates a chain of controllers that use
PBM to achieve these goals. As a result, the goals are prioritized based on their
position in the chain. In other words, the second controller in the chain provides
guarantees only if the first controller satisfied its goal. While this approach can
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handle multiple goals, AMOCS may produce sub-optimal adaptation decisions,
since it does not use all the available actuators for all the goals simultaneously.

In [154] we introduced basic SimCA, an approach that combines controllers
with the simplex optimization algorithm in order to satisfy multiple S-reqs, while
being optimal according to a single O-req. The controllers of SimCA are responsi-
ble for handling disturbances, while simplex solves the multi-objective optimiza-
tion problem. This approach guarantees optimality of the solution and provides
control-theoretical guarantees (stability, settling time, etc.) at the same time. In [1]
we added support for T-reqs to basic SimCA and provided an initial, though add-
hoc, approach to support changing adaptation goals. As we explained in the in-
troduction, SimCA provides a building block for SimCA* that we present in this
paper, but contrary to SimCA*, basic SimCA does not support different types of
uncertainties that are crucial for practical applications, including uncertainty in
software component interactions, in system requirements, and in system parame-
ters.

Recently, researchers investigated the use of Model Predictive Control (MPC)
in control-theoretic software adaptation. In this direction, a semi-automated
approach – Control-based Requirements-oriented Adaptation (CobRA) frame-
work [10] – has been presented and has been followed by a fully automated alter-
native – Automated Multi-objective Control of Software with Multiple Actuators
(AMOCS-MA) [120]. In these approaches, the controller acts based on the current
feedback from the software, but uses the model of its own behavior to predict the
evolution of the software system1. The use of MPC allows to achieve both opti-
mality and most of the control-theoretical guarantees (e.g., stability, minimizing
settling time), but requires a higher computation power. In case it is not possible
to provide this computation power, a sub-optimal solution can be computed in a
very limited amount of time, making the approach flexible also with respect to the
characteristics of different problems. The main drawback of automated MPC is
that the robustness guarantees are limited, i.e. the approach is sensitive to frequent
disturbances and model inaccuracies.

In summary, existing approaches cannot deal with all of the following:

1. Address a typical set of stakeholder requirements (STO-reqs). The main rea-
son is that control theoretic solutions usually work with goals specified as
setpoints (S-reqs).

2. Handle requirements uncertainty (activation and deactivation) during system
operation, which limits the applicability to practical software systems that are
subject to continuous change.

3. Deal with uncertainty in the system parameters. In other words, if some sys-
tem parameters change slightly during operation, the adaptation strategies
will not update the system model and still work based on values received dur-
ing the learning phase. This may lead to a less accurate or even incorrect
solutions to the adaptation problem.

1 The same principle has been exploited also in non-control-theoretical solutions with satisfactory
results [130, 131].
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4. Handle uncertainty in component interactions. This is crucial for large scale
and distributed systems, where applying a single adaptation strategy to adapt
all the system components may be problematic or even impossible.

SimCA* on the other hand can satisfy STO-reqs in the presence of different
types of uncertainty. To summarize the state of the art, we gathered the key prop-
erties of the main automated control-theoretical adaptation approaches presented
in Table 9.22.

Table 9.2: Automated Control-Theoretical Software Adaptation Approaches

Uncertainty Guarantees
Approach Requi- Actu- Compo- Stabi- Settling Over- Robust- Opti-

rement ator nent Int. lity time shoot ness mality
PBM X X X X X

AMOCS X X
basic SimCA part. X X X X X
AMOCS-MA X X X part. X

SimCA* X X X X X X X X

9.4 Problem Definition
Based on the analysis of the state of the art, we identified the following research
problem:

To guarantee the satisfaction of STO-reqs in the presence of uncertainty
in system parameters, component interactions, requirements and envi-
ronment.

Compared to state of the art approaches, four key challenges must be addressed
in order to deal with the formulated problem. First, the solution must incorpo-
rate mechanisms to guarantee the satisfaction of STO-reqs. This is not trivial,
in particular for T-reqs as these are not a typical type of requirement supported
in control theory. Second, the solution requires a mechanism to integrate local
adaptation decisions to handle interactions between software components. Third,
the system should include a mechanism that monitors the relevant system param-
eters and adjusts the corresponding values used by the adaptation logic. Finally,
the solution needs a mechanism to update the adaptation logic on the fly to ad-
dress anticipated requirements changes, i.e., adjusting/activation/deactivation of
requirements. SimCA* described in Sections 9.6-9.10 addresses these challenges.

Problem example: DeltaIoT network
We now describe a DeltaIoT system [164] that we use to illustrate the adaptation
problem we aim to solve; this system is also used as a basis for one of the cases

2 The characterization part. refers to partial support of the according feature.
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for the evaluation of SimCA* in Section 9.11. The DeltaIoT system (DeltaIoT in
short) is a distributed Internet of Things (IoT) application for monitoring a geo-
graphical area.

IoT is a rapidly evolving technology with applications for example in smart
homes, smart grids, industry 4.0, and more general in smart cities. However, the
implementation of high-quality IoT applications is challenging because:

• The capabilities of IoT devices are limited as they are typically small, cheap,
and battery powered. On the other hand, these devices are expected to pro-
vide reliable communication without battery replacement for long periods.
Designing a reliable IoT communication network that efficiently uses the
available energy is a particularly important challenge, as communication is
the primary energy consumer in IoT [6].

• Determining the optimal system configuration of an IoT network is challeng-
ing as the system is subject to various types of uncertainties at runtime. These
uncertainties include interferences in the communication network, sudden
changes in traffic load, mote malfunctioning, among others. Current practice
to deal with uncertainties based on over-provisioning combined with manual
tuning are not very efficient and expensive [164].

Hence, IoT is becoming an emerging and interesting domain for applying self-
adaptation in general and control-theoretical adaptation in particular.

DeltaIoT consists of a set of tiny embedded computers (motes) that are placed in
different buildings of Campus Arenberg at KU Leuven, Belgium, see Figure 10.1.
Each mote is a system component equipped with a sensor for monitoring some
property of the environment (e.g., movement or temperature). The motes can in-
teract via the communication links between them. In particular, the motes commu-
nicate the sensor data via a LoRa-based multi-hop network to a gateway as final
destination 1. The monitoring data is analyzed by an IoT application deployed at
a server directly connected with the gateway that takes action if needed, e.g., by
warning an operator.

DeltaIoT uses a time-synchronized communication protocol that divides the
communication in cycles. Each cycle consists of a number of communication
slots; in each slot one mote can communicate a number of packets with one other
mote2. The ordering of slots is organized such that data produced by the leaf motes
of the network is sent first to their parents, these parent motes can then send these
packets plus the locally produced messages to their parents, and so on until all
packets in the network reach the gateway. For example, mote5 in Figure 10.1 first
receives packets from mote10 and then sends packets to mote9 that then sends its
data to the gateway.

The motes generate different numbers of packets per cycle depending on the
type of sensor they use and the conditions in the environment. For example, a
temperature sensor may take samples at a constant pace, while a movement sensor

1 https://www.lora-alliance.org/technology
2 In principle, motes that are out of each others communication range may be allocated slots in paral-

lel.
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Figure 9.3: DeltaIoT network topology.

may be very active during the day, but inactive in the evening. We refer to the
property that expresses the probability that a mote generates packets during a cycle
as its activation probability. The activation probability is expressed in %, where
100% means 10 data packets are generated per cycle, 0 means no packets are
generated, while 40% means 4 packets are generated.

Each transmission of packets in the network consumes a certain amount of en-
ergy of the two motes involved (for sending and listening respectively). Transmit-
ting a packet may fail, which is denoted as packet loss. The packet loss depends
on the Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) of a wireless link during the communication.
SNR represents the ratio between the level of the signal produced by the sending
mote and the level of the interference and noise that comes from the environment.
The packet loss can be reduced by increasing the SNR of the transmission over
the link. However, this will require a higher power setting and thus more energy
of the sending mote. Each link of the wireless network is characterized by a ta-
ble of values where each available power setting is paired with the resulting basic
SNR value of that link, plus an additional disturbance interval that expresses un-
certainty in the environment, see Table 9.4 in Appendix for concrete values of
DeltaIoT. The disturbance is defined as a value that is randomly selected from the
disturbance interval and added to the basic SNR.

Finally, each mote has a limited queue for storing packets (incoming packets
from its children plus its own generated packets). Consequently, sending too many
packets to the same mote may cause a queue overflow and the loss of packets,
which is denoted as queue loss.

As IoT networks are required to work reliably for a long period of time without
replacing the battery, the main goal in DeltaIoT is to minimize the energy con-
sumption of the motes, while ensuring a high packet delivery, i.e., keep the packet
loss below a required threshold. These requirements can be achieved by tuning the
power settings of the individual motes and/or by adjusting the paths along which
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packets are transmitted. For example, assume that mote12 sends 50% of the pack-
ets to its parents (mote7 and mote3), each with a power settings of 3. If the link
between mote12 and mote7 suffers from interference, then either the power setting
of the communication with mote7 can be increased, e.g., to 5, or alternatively the
distribution of messages sent to the parents may be changed temporally, e.g., 20%
for mote7 and 80% for mote3.

In this study, the concrete requirements for DeltaIoT are as follows:

• R1: The average packet loss of the network should not exceed 5% over a
period of 12 hours;

• R2: Subject to R1, the energy consumed by the motes should be minimized.

R1 is a T-req,R2 is an O-req. To illustrate the difference between T- and S-reqs,
if the requirement would be to reach exactly 5% packet loss over a period of 12
hours, R1 would become an S-req.

We refer to the scenario where DeltaIoT must satisfy requirements R1 and R2
as a normal operation mode, denoted by Mno = {R1, R2}. We also consider
a more challenging scenario, where the average packet loss should not exceed
2% over a period of 12 hours; denoted as R1∗. During busy hours, the traffic in
the network may be very high, so packets may get lost because of full queues of
some of the motes. Under such conditions, DeltaIoT may switch to busy operation
mode, denoted by Mbo and defined as Mbo = {R1∗, R2, R3}. Requirement R3
(T-req), that needs to be activated during operation, is defined as:

• R3: The average queue loss should be lower than 5% of packets sent over a
period of 12 hours;

It is important to note that an adaptation solution for DeltaIoT needs to deal
with the three types of uncertainties we consider in this research: uncertainties in
system parameters (mote activation probabilities and fluctuating SNR of links), in
component interactions (adaptation of packet distributions over a link affects how
the packets should be distributed over all the following links of the same route),
and in requirements (R3 needs to be activated on the fly).

In summary, DeltaIoT is a system that is expected to meet strict requirements of
stakeholders and deal with different types of uncertainty. This creates the need for
self-adaption with guarantees.

9.5 Overview of Simplex Control Adaptation* –
SimCA*

Figure 9.4 gives a high-level overview of SimCA*. The adaptation logic of
SimCA* consists of four interrelated components. SimCA* takes as input the
STO-reqs and operates on the Software System that is subject of adaptation to re-
alize the requirements.

The Multi-SimCA component consists of a set of basic SimCA modules
(SimCA[1..m]) that deal with multiple STO-reqs. A basic SimCA module runs on
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Figure 9.4: General overview of SimCA*.

the fly experiments on the software system in an automated fashion, builds a set of
linear models of the software system at runtime, creates a set of tunable controllers
that operate on these models, and combines controller outputs using the simplex
method to adapt the system. The basic SimCA module is discussed in details in
Section 9.6. Note that, in the current realization, SimCA* adapts systems where
STO-reqs can be directly assigned to basic SimCA modules. Additional work may
be required to adjust SimCA* for more complicated interactions between system
requirements and components.

SimCA* includes three components that deal with different types of uncertainty.
The Actuation Signal Composer handles uncertainty in software component inter-
actions by composing the adaptation actions generated by multiple SimCA mod-
ules into a global adaptation strategy. The Goal Updater deals with requirements
uncertainty by monitoring anticipated changes in system requirements, and up-
dating the running adaptation logic of basic SimCA modules accordingly. For
example, when a new requirement is activated, a controller is added to the adapta-
tion logic. The Parameter Updater deals with uncertainty in system parameters by
tracking changes of those parameters and updating the values of according param-
eters of basic SimCA modules. The three components that deal with uncertainty
are discussed in details in Sections 9.8-9.7.

Assumptions and scope of applicability. SimCA* targets a family of soft-
ware systems that work under a number of assumptions. While these assumptions
put restrictions on the target application domains, they hold for a large family of
modern software systems. In particular, we assume that the software system being
adapted:

• Is available and is equipped with basic infrastructure for consistent adaptation
(support for monitoring, adding/removing requirements, etc.).

• Has multiple possibly conflicting requirements that are strict, i.e., a violation
of requirement may lead to unwanted consequences. The requirements may
change at runtime.
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• Is a cooperative system in which entities have shared goals. Out of scope
are real-time and competitive systems (entities that pursue their own goals).
These systems require dedicated solutions.

• Has a limited, but potentially very high number of possible configurations
(adaptation options) that can be selected according to the adaptation goals.
The number of configurations may dynamically change over time.

• Performs communications and executes adaptations significantly faster than
the pace of dynamics in the environment.

• Is not undergoing drastic changes in its behavior at runtime. For example,
new components should not appear pr disappear during operation.

• Does not have to deal with uncertainty related to humans-in-the-loop or mul-
tiple ownership of software elements.

9.6 Basic SimCA and Dealing with Disturbances
In this section we provide an overview of basic SimCA, that provides a core mod-
ule of SimCA*. We start with a short introduction of basic SimCA and how it
works in different phases. Then we elaborate on the different phases.

Introduction to Basic SimCA
Basic SimCA automatically builds a controller solution to satisfy a set of STO-
requirements in the presence of disturbances (environment uncertainty). The ap-
proach comes with a set of formal guarantees.

SimCA requires: (i) a set of tunable parameters (actuators) that can be used to
adapt the running system to address the requirements, and (ii) a set of adaptation
sensors to measure the effect of the adaptation on the system. To apply SimCA the
STO-reqs needs to be transformed into quantifiable goals (STO-goals). For exam-
ple a requirement to keep the average response time t at 3 ms is transformed to an
S-goal t = 3 ms, or a requirement to maximize service task frequency Tf , while
using not more than 1 MJ of energy E will be transformed to O-goal max[Tf ] and
T-goal E ≤ 1 MJ.

SimCA works in four phases that are performed during system operation, see
Figure 9.5.

• In the Identification phase, SimCA runs online experiments using sampled
values of S- and T-goals to synthesize equation-based models of the software
system.

• In the Controller Synthesis phase, SimCA constructs an appropriate set of
controllers for the synthesized models, where each controller is responsible
for one S- or T-goal.

• In the Goal Transformation phase, the T-goals are transformed into controller
goals (C-goals) using simplex. C-goals represent either the lowest possible
value that satisfies all other goals (keep value below a threshold), or the high-
est possible value (keep value above a threshold).
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9.6 Basic SimCA and Dealing with Disturbances

• In the Operation phase, the controllers carry out control for the S- and C-
goals; the controller outputs are combined with the O-goals using simplex to
drive the system towards its goals.

Control 
Synthesis

Identification
Goal

Transform. Operation

Critical change

Figure 9.5: Phases of SimCA.

Basic SimCA provides a core module for SimCA*. It allows solving a local
adaptation problem of one software component, i.e. to adapt a component such
that is satisfies a set of STO-requirements, while being robust to uncertainty in
the environment1. Basic SimCA comes with a set of formal guarantees that are
inherited by SimCA*. We zoom in one these aspects in the following sections.

Phases of Basic SimCA
Phase I. Identification. In this phase, SimCA synthesizes a set of linear models
that capture the dependency between different actuator values (in form of control
signals that effect software) and the measured system outputs [154]. Each model
Mi is responsible for one S- or T-goal, referred to as si. As optimization tasks are
not solved in the first phases of SimCA, we take into account only the threshold
values of T-goals (and not the values above/below the threshold) during Identifica-
tion and Control Synthesis. ModelMi is built by systematically feeding sampled
values of goal si in the form of a control signal ui to the system and measuring its
effect on the output Oi:

Oi(k) = αi · ui(k − 1) (Mi)

Coefficient αi captures the dependency between the control signal ui at the pre-
vious time instance k − 1 and its effect on the measured output Oi of S- or T-goal
si at the current time k. The time between measurements during identification
can be chosen by the system engineer, influencing the model quality [154]. Model
Mi describes the system behavior ignoring small disturbances and sudden system
changes. As small disturbances are difficult to predict at design time and be fac-
tored into the model construction, they will be dealt with by using feedback from
the running system.

Phase II. Controller Synthesis. In this phase, SimCA constructs a set of con-
trollers for the synthesized models; each controller Ci is responsible for one S- or
T-goal (si). A controller Ci has one tunable parameter, called pole denoted with
pi. The pole is chosen by the system designer and allows to trade-off controller
responsiveness to change and the amount of disturbance it can withstand [154].

In SimCA, we use the following controller:

1 For problems that can be solved with a single global adaptation strategy, SimCA* requires only one
basic SimCA module.
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ui(k) = ui(k − 1) +
1− pi
αi

· ei(k − 1) (Ci)

The synthesized controller Ci calculates the control signal ui(k) at the current
time step k depending on the previous value of control signal ui(k − 1), model
adjustment coefficient αi, controller pole pi and error ei(k − 1), with ei being the
difference between S- or T-goal si and the measured output Oi.

The controller Ci also handles inaccuracies in the model Mi. To that end,
each controller incorporates: (1) a Kalman filter adapting the linear model at run-
time; (2) a critical update mechanism, which allows reacting to unexpected critical
changes in the system by triggering re-Identification [154].

Phase III. Goal Transformation. This phase transforms all T-goals into Con-
troller goals (C-goals), see Figure 9.6. A C-goal represents a particular value of
a corresponding T-goal. For example, a T-goal that should keep a value below a
threshold will be transformed into a C-goal with the lowest possible value below
the threshold, while satisfying all other goals. Different to an S-goal whose value is
constant (except when the corresponding system requirement – S-req – changes),
the value of a C-goal is updated after almost any change in the system, including
parameter updates, adjustment, activation or deactivation of any requirement, etc.
In other words, a value of C-goal that is optimal in current conditions will not be
optimal if the system changes. Under these new conditions the C-goal needs to be
recalculated using simplex as discussed below.2

The transformation of goals is required as SimCA controllers cannot work with
T-goals by design, while the use of Simplex without controllers will lead to the
loss of formal guarantees provided by SimCA. As the values of the C-goals de-
pend on other requirements and system parameters, we use simplex during Goal
Transformation. This phase is skipped if there are no T-goals in the system.

T-goal 1..m

Simplex:

Parameters P

C-goal 1..m
c1..m

S-goal 1..n

max{cTx|Ax≤b}

O-goal 1..q

x
*

Figure 9.6: Goal Transformation phase of SimCA.

2 Intuitively, an S-goal enables a stakeholder to express a specific value for a requirement, e.g., the
service response time should be 6 sec. A T-goal on the other hand enables a stakeholder to express a
threshold for a requirement, e.g., the service response time should be below 6 sec. During the transfor-
mation of a T-goal to a C-goal, simplex will find an optimal value for the C-goal that complies with the
threshold requirement, given the actual conditions. E.g., under certain conditions, simplex may find a
C-goal = 1 sec for the best service response time, which is six times better as a solution with an S-goal
of 6 sec, while under other conditions simplex may find a C-goal = 2 sec, which is still three times
better as a solution with an S-goal.
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9.6 Basic SimCA and Dealing with Disturbances

Generally, simplex allows finding an optimal solution to a linear problem written
in the following standard form

max{cTx | Ax ≤ b;x ≥ 0}, (1)

where x represents the vector of variables (to be determined), c and b are vectors of
(known) coefficients, A is a (known) matrix of coefficients, and (·)T is the matrix
transpose [47].

In the Goal Transformation phase of SimCA each equation, except the last one,
represents an S-goal or T-goal to be satisfied. Equalities are used for S-goals,
while inequalities are used for T-goals. The last equation ensures that the system
selects a valid solution by constraining the values that can be taken by elements
of the vector x, e.g. x ≥ 0. The values of S-/T-goals to be achieved replace
constants b, whereas matrix A and vector cT are substituted with the monitored
parameters P(k) of the system (i.e., relevant parameters of system components
that can be measured3). Note that vector cT is replaced with parameters of the
O-goals. The goal of simplex is to find a proper combination of variables (vector
x) that satisfies all STO-goals. For details on how simplex solves the system of
equations (1) and for a proof of its optimality we refer to the linear programming
literature [47, 46, 144].

Knowing the vector x, each T-goal is transformed into C-goal ci as follows: ci =
Pi(k) * x. As simplex takes into account all STO-goals of the system and it was
formally proven to find the optimal solution to systems of equations such as (1), it
guarantees that the calculated value of C-goal is the most optimal for the current
system conditions, hence satisfying the corresponding T-goal in the most optimal
manner. Note that controllers are not involved during the Goal Transformation
phase and as such simplex will not change the control signals ui(k).

Phase IV. Operation. In this phase, the set of controllers effectively perform con-
trol and the outcome of multiple controllers is combined using the simplex method
to optimally drive the outputs of the system towards the goals, see Figure 9.7. As
simplex is dealing with the O-goals, only C-goals obtained during Goal Transfor-
mation and original S-goals are used in the Operation Phase.

Control 
signal 1C-goal 1
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outputSoftware

System

Error 1

Disturbances

Controller
C1

Simplex

Actuation
signal

Control 
signal 2Error 2 Controller

C2

Parameters P

O1,O2O1

O2

S-goal 2

c1

s2

e1

e2

u1

u2

usx

O-goal 1..n

Figure 9.7: Operation phase of SimCA (illustrated for one S- and C-goal).

In particular, SimCA collects all control signals ui(k) and the system parame-
tersP(k) and passes these to simplex. Similarly to the Goal Transformation phase,
SimCA solves the system of equations (1) to find a solution (actuation signal usx)

3 E.g., in DeltaIoT P(k) are the average SNR value of different routes.
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that drives the system towards an output that satisfies all STO-goals. However, the
system of equations (1) has now a slightly different structure. First, each equation,
except the last one, now represents an S-goal or a C-goal to be satisfied. Second,
only equalities are used to assure a seamless translation of control signals ui(k)
to an actuation signal usx, which allows to sustain all the guarantees provided
by controllers. Third, the constants b in (1) are replaced by control signals ui(k)
obtained from Ci, providing all the advantages of the controllers.

9.7 Handling Uncertainty in System Parameters
In order to deal with uncertainty in system parameters, SimCA* is equipped with
a Parameter Updater component. The Parameter Updater measures and records a
set of parameters P during the Operation phase. The Parameter Updater analyses
this data using a change-point detection algorithm. When a change point is de-
tected, the corresponding system parameter in P is updated to a new value, see
Figure 9.8. For example, in DeltaIoT, SimCA* records the SNR values of all links
and the activation probabilities of all motes. When the change-point detection al-
gorithm detects a significant change in these parameters, the corresponding input
parameters for simplex are updated.

Measured outputs

Parameters P1

Software
System
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Parameters P1-Pm

Parameter
Updater

Update

Controllers Simplex

Actuation
signal

usx_1

SimCA1

Actuation
Signal

Composer

Controllers Simplex

Actuation
signal

usx_m

SimCAm

ugl

Global
actuation

signal

Parameters Pm

Figure 9.8: Dealing with changing system parameters in SimCA*.

The change-point detection problem has extensively been studied in data mining
research [183, 97]. The core of this problem is to detect a point on a time-series
where the data changes significantly. Change-point detection has been used to deal
with a variety of problems, including intrusion detection in security systems, fault
detection in software products, big data analysis, among many others.

There are many methods available for change-point detection [7]. In SimCA*
we use a variant of the so-called likelihood ratio method, because it is simple,
tunable and effective enough to solve the problem of handing uncertainty in sys-
tem parameters. This method selects a certain point in a time series and uses
statistical analysis on the data of a particular interval in the past (before the point)
and an interval in the present (after the point). The selected point is considered a
change point if the distribution of the data in the two intervals is significantly dif-
ferent [97], i.e. when the ratio between the averages of the values in the intervals
(i.e., the likelihood ratio) is above a certain threshold.
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An advantage of the likelihood ratio method is that it is an unsupervised method,
so it works in different scenarios without the need for prior learning. The method
has two tunable parameters: the length of the interval in the past/present used for
detection (also known as time window length); and a threshold that is used when
calculating the likelihood ratio (known as decision threshold). As proven by [178],
these two parameters provide trade-offs between time delay of change-point de-
tection, the probability of false alarm, and the probability of correct detection of a
jump of a certain magnitude. Based on experimental results, in SimCA* we use
an interval that is 10 times bigger than the adaptation period and a threshold that is
5% of the difference between the maximum and the minimum values of the sub-
ject concern. For example, if the route SNR changes between -2 and 2, the SNR
threshold will be (2− (−2)) ∗ 0.05 = 0.2.

9.8 Handling Uncertainty in Component Interactions
In order to handle uncertainty in software component interactions, i.e., uncertainty
that arises from an adaptation action performed by one system component af-
fecting adaptations performed by other components, SimCA* applies a modular
approach. Namely, every system component that may affect the work of other
components is equipped with an own instance of basic SimCA that calculates a
local actuation signal usx. Then, SimCA* is equipped with an Actuation Signal
Composer that calculates a resulting global actuation signal ugl based on all lo-
cal actuation signals and the type of interactions between software components,
see Figure 9.9. As such, the changes in component interactions do not influence
the internal structure of basic SimCA modules nor the composition of controllers.
SimCA* is not able to automatically handle drastic changes in component inter-
actions, i.e. the network structure changes. In that case, the system engineer will
need to adjust the Actuation Signal Composer to compose actuation signals from
basic SimCA modules accordingly.

SimCA* offers a generic approach to handle uncertainty in component inter-
actions using an Actuation Signal Composer. As component interactions are
application-specific, it is the task of the system engineer to instantiate the Ac-
tuation Signal Composer for a concrete application case at hand. When designing
a concrete Actuation Signal Composer, a set of rules needs to be followed. First,
the Actuation Signal Composer should automatically adjust the global actuation
signal ugl when any of the local actuation signals usx change. For example, if
at runtime one component doubles the consumption of a certain resource that is
shared among other components, the Actuation Signal Composer should adjust
the global adaptation strategy accordingly. Second, in order to preserve the for-
mal guarantees provided by basic SimCA, the Actuation Signal Composer should
produce a setting that satisfies all local actuation signals without changing them.
For example, when composing two local actuation signals, one can apply each of
the signals for a certain period of time. Third, the Actuation Signal Composer
should be able to handle conflicts between local actuation signals. For example,
when two components want to use a specific resource simultaneously, the Actu-
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ation Signal Composer should create a schedule for this components to use the
resource consequently.
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Figure 9.9: Multiple instances of SimCA working in parallel.

We illustrate how the Actuation Signal Composer handles uncertainty in com-
ponent interactions for the DeltaIoT example (Section 9.4). In DeltaIoT, the distri-
bution of packets over different routes is calculated for motes 7, 10 and 12, see Fig-
ure 10.11. This results in local actuation signals usx(7), usx(10) and usx(12). The
variables of these signals represent the packet distribution over possible routes.
E.g., usx(12) consists of four variables, representing the packet distribution over
routes 12-7-2-4-1, 12-7-16-1, 12-7-3-1 and 12-3-1, see Figure 10.1. Changing this
local actuation signal to calculate distribution of packets for parent links only (i.e.,
12-7 and 12-3) is not possible, because such distribution will not account for the
parameters of the following links in a route. In other words, sending all packets
via link 12-3 because of its low packet loss, will violate the network packet loss
requirement due to high packet loss at link 3-1.

Obviously, local actuation signals usx(12) and usx(7) are conflicting, as they
both set packet distribution probabilities over links 7-2, 7-16 and 7-3. So the Ac-
tuation Signal Composer will first calculate the amount of packets distributed by
mote12 pd12 and mote7 pd7 based on activation probabilities of those motes and
their children. I.e., pd12 is a sum of activation probabilities of motes 12, 14 and 15,
while pd7 is a sum of activation probabilities of motes 7, 13 and 11. The resulting
global actuation signal will be set as follows: ugl(7) = pd7/(pd7 +pd12)∗usx(7) +
pd12/(pd7 +pd12)∗usx(12)

2. In summary, the Actuation Signal Composer allows
multiple basic SimCA modules to work in parallel, each module associated with
a mote that has multiple parents. Each SimCA distributes only the packets that
arrive at and are generated by the mote associated with the module.

1 As all other motes have only one parent link, all packets are sent over these links.
2 The calculation performed by Actuation Signal Composer is actually more complex, because it

takes into account a number of specific factors, such as multiple routes of the same basic SimCA that
include the same link. As our focus is not on the details of the algorithm, we refer the interested reader
to the SimCA* project website [155]
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9.9 Dealing with Requirements Uncertainty in
SimCA*

This section describes how SimCA* adapts the system when requirements are
changed (activated, deactivated or adjusted values) during operation. It is impor-
tant to note that SimCA* supports anticipated uncertainty regarding requirements,
i.e., the approach allows to activate, deactivate, and adjust requirements on the
fly based on conditions that are defined before deployment but that can only be
resolved during operation. Examples are: a user decides to activate an extra re-
quirement or the system faces a sudden change that leads to a change of goals. To
that end, we extended the workflow of the basic SimCA modules (see Figure 9.5)
with an additional Goal Update Phase, see Figure 9.10.
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Figure 9.10: Dealing with requirement changes in SimCA*.

Any change of requirements during system operation triggers the Goal Update
Phase. In this phase, the running adaptation logic is updated according to the
change in requirements. For example, when a new requirement is activated, a new
controller and a new simplex equation is added to the adaptation logic of the basic
SimCA modules. Depending on the type of requirement change, the system makes
a transition from Goal Update to either Identification or Goal Transformation. In
the remainder of this section, we explain in detail the activation and deactivation
of requirements, and the change of requirement types. As adaptation logic in re-
sponse to changing requirements is the same for all basic SimCA modules, for
clarity we explain Goal Update with a single basic SimCA module.

Requirement Activation

To deal with the activation of a new requirement, the Goal Updater component of
SimCA* triggers a sequence of actions as shown in Figure 9.11. First, the Require-
ment Monitor subcomponent tracks changes in the system requirements. Depend-
ing on the type of changed requirement, it then triggers the S-/T-goal Activator
or the O-goal Activator subcomponent. The Goal Activator first transforms the
new requirement into a quantifiable goal (see Section 9.6) and reads the relevant
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Figure 9.11: Dealing with requirement activation.

parameters P related to that goal1. In case the O-goal Activator is triggered, it in-
serts P into the objective function cT of simplex, performs a Goal Transformation
(Section 9.6) and proceeds to standard Operation. In case the S-/T-goal Activator
is triggered, it adds an equation for the new S-/T-goal to the system (1) to be solved
by simplex; this equation has the same structure as the equations that represent the
other S-/T-goals, see Section 9.6. After that, the S-/T-goal Activator performs an
Identification for the new goal. An advantage of SimCA* is that it does not require
a complete re-identification of all goals when a requirement is activated, because
each corresponding goal is managed by a separate model-controller pair. After
Identification, S-/T-goal Activator triggers Controller Synthesis in order to build
a controller for the new goal, followed by a Goal Transformation, after which the
system returns to standard Operation.

Requirement Deactivation and Changing Requirement Types
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Figure 9.12: Dealing with requirement deactivation.

For a requirement deactivation or a change of requirement type, the Goal Up-
dater identifies the required change and depending on that triggers a sequence of
actions as shown in Figure 9.12.

Similarly to requirement activation, the Requirement Monitor subcomponent
tracks the system to identify the need for a change of the requirements. Depending
on the type of changed requirement it triggers the S-/T-goal Deactivator or the
O-goal Deactivator.

1 For example, if the queue loss requirement of DeltaIoT (R3) is activated, the Goal Activator reads
the activation probabilities of all motes. We discuss details on controlling queue loss in DeltaIoT in
Section 9.11.
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In case the O-goal Deactivator is triggered, it removes the variables of that goal
from the objective function cT of simplex. In case the S-/T-goal Deactivator is
triggered, it removes the controller and the equation from simplex that corresponds
to the deactivated goal. Finally, both deactivators trigger a Goal Transformation
adapting the configuration of the control system to the new set of requirements,
after which the system returns to standard Operation.

SimCA* also supports changes of requirement types during operation. To that
end, SimCA* performs the following: (i) if an S-req is changed to a T-req (or vice
versa), the corresponding equality is changed to inequality in the system of equa-
tions (1), followed by a Goal Transformation; (ii) if an S-/T-req is changed to an
O-req, the parameters P relevant to this goal are copied from the corresponding
equation into the objective function cT of simplex. After that, the S-/T-req is deac-
tivated according to the standard requirement deactivation procedure (see above);
(iii) if an O-req is changed to an S-/T-req, the O-req is deactivated according to the
standard requirement deactivation procedure, while the new S-/T-req is activated
according to the requirement activation procedure (see above).

Changing requirement types at runtime allows the system to continue working
in a number of additional scenarios. For example, if at one point during operation
a stakeholder would like to minimize packet loss in DeltaIoT, while consuming
not more than a certain amount of energy, the system will not require a complete
restart, but just change the types of both requirement.

9.10 Formal Evaluation of Guarantees
SimCA* inherits a broad set of guarantees provided by basic SimCA. The guaran-
tees provided by the controllers include (see Figure 9.13):

• Stability: the ability of an adaptation mechanism to converge to S- or C-goals
(si/ci);

• Absence of overshoot: the measured quality property does not exceed the
goal si/ci before reaching its stable area;

• Zero steady-state error: the measured quality property does not oscillate
around goal si/ci during steady state;

• Tuneable settling time: the time it takes to bring a measured quality property
close to its goal si/ci;

• Tuneable robustness: the amount of perturbation in the environment that the
system can withstand, while remaining in stable state.

Since the T-goals, that are expressed as inequalities, are transformed to equal-
ities (C-goals) during Goal Transformation (see Section 9.6), simplex that works
with these equalities during Operation, does not introduce additional system dy-
namics. Instead, it applies a straight-forward translation of the control signals to an
actuation signal. Furthermore, as the Actuation Signal Composer (see Figure 9.4)
composes the local actuation signals of the basic SimCA modules to a global ac-
tuation signal that is applied to the Software System without changing them, the
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Figure 9.13: Properties guaranteed by the controllers in SimCA*.

guarantees provided by basic SimCA hold for SimCA*. Hence, we can formally
analyze the following guarantees. The control system used in SimCA* is designed
to be stable and avoid overshoots, since it has only a single pole and its value pi
belongs to the open interval (0, 1). To evaluate the steady-state error (∆e), we
recall the output equation of the control system used in SimCA* [154]:

Oi(k) = si · (1− pki ) (2)

During steady-state time goes to infinity, k → ∞, and since p ∈ (0, 1) we get
pk → 0 in this case. The steady-state error ∆e is then:

Oi(k →∞) = si · (1− pk) = si; ∆e = si −Oi = 0

In [154] we derive the relation between settling time K̄, robustness ∆(d) and
pole pi:

K̄ =
ln ∆si
ln |pi|

0 < ∆(d) <
2

1− pi
(3)

In other words, a lower value for pi leads to weaker disturbance rejection but
faster response to change. Note that in the equations (2) and (3) si can be replaced
with ci without any effect on the guarantees as C-goals represent particular values
(setpoints) to be achieved by the system, similar as S-goals.

Regarding the guarantees when requirements or the system parameters are
changed, we assume that those changes will not lead to an unfeasible solution.
Under this assumption the guarantees will hold, because changing the number of
controllers or simplex equations will not alter the structure of the adaptation logic.

The guarantees provided by controllers relate to the quality properties that are
subject of adaptation. For example, overshooting on the energy consumption goal
leads to an overconsumption of energy (more details are available in [154]).

Simplex provides the following guarantees:

• Optimality: the achievement of O-goals without violating any of the S- or C-
goals. Simplex was proven to always find an optimal solution to systems of
equations used by SimCA*, such as the one presented in Section 9.6 [47, 46].

• Scalability: a small amount of extra time and effort is required to solve prob-
lems of growing scale. For practical problems, simplex usually finds a solu-
tion in just a few iterations [45]. This also ensures that the overhead is low
for requirement changes as only one extra simplex iteration is required.
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• Detection of an infeasible solution: the ability to detect that the goal si/ci is
unreachable. When si/ci is infeasible, SimCA* will converge to the nearest
achievable value of si/ci and alert the user.

• Detection of unbounded solution: the ability to detect that the objective func-
tion value seeks∞ (or -∞). An unbounded solution occurs if values of usx
in simplex can grow indefinitely without violating any constraint, i.e., when
the system has contradicting requirements. SimCA* will alert the user about
unbounded solutions.

Boundaries of Guarantees. First, the guarantees are achieved on the system
model; if the system is not able to identify a sufficiently good model (for example,
when the model cannot sufficiently represent the system non-linearities) then the
controller will not be able to achieve its goals and guarantees. To ensure that the
model reflects the dynamics of the real system, SimCA* performs identification
at runtime in real operating conditions. However, as practice shows, even with
poor testing of corner cases or transient behavior during identification, the model
is usually representative enough to provide the guarantees. Second, the guarantees
are achieved under certain assumptions, e.g. the activation of a requirement should
not lead to an unfeasible solution (see discussion above). Third, the guarantees are
provided after the controllers are built, i.e., control-theoretical guarantees apply
only during the Operation phase. Fourth, SimCA* guarantees the STO-reqs re-
gardless of possible dependencies between the goals, to the extent that the goals
are feasible (otherwise, SimCA* will alert the user). Finally, in the current realiza-
tion, SimCA* cannot provide guarantees when the system architecture is changed.

9.11 Experimental Evaluation
We empirically evaluate SimCA* with two cases. First, this Section describes the
experimental setting of the UUV case with different STO-reqs. In this case, adap-
tation is realized by SimCA* equipped with a single basic SimCA module. Then
we apply SimCA* to this case and experimentally demonstrates the guarantees and
quality trade-offs provided by SimCA* under different operating conditions. After
that, this Section describes the setup of the second case with DeltaIoT. In this case,
adaptation is realized by SimCA* equipped with a multiple basic SimCA mod-
ules. We show the results of SimCA* applied to this case and compare SimCA*
with a state of the art architecture-based adaptation approach. We also perform
experiments with DeltaIoT when requirements change and a new requirement is
activated at runtime. Finally, this Section discusses threats to validity. The exper-
iments are performed on a Dell machine with a 2.7 GHz Core i7 processor and
16 GB 1600MHz DD3 RAM. All evaluation material is available at the SimCA*
project website [155].

Experimental Setting: UUV System
First, we show the core functionality of SimCA* (Section 9.5) on a case of the
UUV system [151]. UUVs are increasingly used for a wide range of tasks. UUVs
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have to operate in an environment that is subject to restrictions and disturbances:
correct sensing may be difficult to achieve, communication may be noisy, etc.,
requiring a UUV system to be self-adaptive. Furthermore, there is a need for
guarantees as UUVs have strict goals, i.e., these vehicles are expensive equipment
that should work accurately and productively, and they should not impact the ocean
area or get lost during missions.

The UUV in our study is used to carry out a surveillance and data gathering
mission, e.g., to monitor the pollution of a maritime area. The system is imple-
mented in a Java simulation environment. The UUV is equipped with 5 on-board
sensors that can measure the same attribute of the ocean environment (e.g., water
current or salinity). Each sensor performs scans with a certain speed and accuracy,
consuming a certain amount of energy, see Table 9.3. The sensor data in this table
is subject to a randomly distributed disturbance up to ±10%. A scan is performed
every second. The sensors being used during missions are selected by a single
software component deployed on the UUV.

Table 9.3: Parameters of sensors of the UUV.

UUV Energy cons., Scan Speed, Accuracy,
on-board sensor J/s m/s %

Sensor1 170 2.6 97
Sensor2 135 3.6 89
Sensor3 118 2.6 83
Sensor4 100 3.0 74
Sensor5 78 3.6 49

The UUV system has the following requirements:

• R1: A segment of surface scanned by the UUV when traveling over a distance
of S ≥ 100 km should be examined in t = 10 hours;1

• R2: To perform the mission, a given amount of energy E = 5.4 MJ is avail-
able;

• R3: Subject to R1 and R2, the accuracy of measurements should be maxi-
mized.

In other words, the UUV should examine as much surface as possible using all
the available energy, while ensuring maximum accuracy. R1 is a T-req, R2 is a
S-req, while R3 is an O-req.

To realize the requirements R1 − R3, SimCA* is deployed and operates on
top of the software component that controls UUV sensors and turns them on and
off during a mission. We assume that only one sensor is active at a time, but,
SimCA* uses a combination of sensors during each adaptation period. As there
is only one key component involved in the adaptation, the UUV system in our

1 When an UUV moves and takes scans, the sensors scan a particular area beneath the vehicle with a
fixed width. Hence we can keep the requirement simple by expressing it in terms of traveled distance.
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Figure 9.14: UUV adaptation with STO-reqs, p = 0.6.

study does not have uncertainty in component interactions and therefore uses only
one basic SimCA module. However, the UUV has to deal with uncertainty in the
environment (sensor failures, noise in data communication channel), uncertainty
in system parameters (runtime changes of UUV sensor parameters presented in
Table 9.3) and uncertainty in requirements (adjustment of requirements R1 − R3
during operation).

SimCA* performs adaptations every 100 surface measurements of the UUV
system, i.e., the time instance k is incremented by 1 every 100 measurements. The
application collects the UUV data to build performance graphs, which are used to
evaluate SimCA* (see the experimental evaluation). The x-axis of the graphs are
time instants k. The y-axis shows the average values of the measured feature per
100 surface measurements of the system. The implementation details of the UUV
case are available at the SimCA* project website.
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Adaptation with STO-reqs, Guarantees and Trade-offs

Figure 9.14 shows the adaptation results of SimCA* applied to the UUV system
configured according to the experimental setting described above. The controller
pole p is set to 0.6. Adaptation starts with the Identification phase that is clearly
visible for k between 0 and 21. The Control Synthesis phase, immediately fol-
lowed by the Goal Transformation phase, starts after the relationships between
control signals ui(k) and system outputs Oi(k) are identified (k = 22). For com-
parison, the “Scanning Speed” plot contains an additional line (see “Threshold”
in Figure 9.14) representing requirement R1 as if it was an S-req, i.e., it shows
the scanning speed required to monitor exactly 100 km of surface within 10 hours
using the available energy. Since R1 is a T-req, i.e., the UUV must scan S ≥ 100
km, SimCA* looks for a combination of sensors that allows to scan more surface
without loosing accuracy or spending extra energy during the Goal Transforma-
tion phase (see Section 9.6). SimCA* uses simplex to find an optimal solution,
which in this scenario is scanning 3.2 meters of surface per second. As such, the
scanning speed goal is transformed from T-goal V ≥ 2.7 to C-goal V = 3.2 m/s.

After the goal is updated, the Operation phase starts (from k = 22 onwards).
The two upper plots in Figure 9.14 show that the system is stable during Opera-
tion, i.e., the measured energy consumption and scanning speed follow their goals.
To demonstrate how SimCA* deals with requirement uncertainty, we adjust the
available energy two times: at k = 100 from 5.4 to 5.0 MJ, and at k = 170 from
5.0 to 5.1 MJ. Both adjustments trigger the Goal Transformation phase where the
scanning speed is updated according to the new conditions. Note that reducing the
available energy at k = 100 increases the scanned distance (speed changes from
3.2 to 3.55 m/s) but decreases measurement accuracy (from 92.7% to 89.4%).

Figure 9.14 shows how SimCA* reacts to uncertainty in system parameters and
uncertainty in the environment (a UUV sensor failure in this case). At k = 220, the
energy consumed by sensor S1 increases from 170 to 190 J/s. To deal with this
overconsumption, a portion of the time allocated to S1 is given to sensor S3 that
consumes less energy, see the “Sensor usage” plot. However, at k = 290, S3 stops
working and is replaced by sensor S4, while the measured energy consumption
and scanning speed of the UUV remain on the required level.

The experiment ends at k = 360, i.e. after 10 hours of time. Over a series of
50 experiments, we measured the following outcomes: the total distance scanned
is 121.3 ± 0.32 km, the amount of consumed energy is 5.1 MJ ± 135 J, the mea-
surement accuracy is 89.94 ± 0.04%.

To experimentally verify the guarantees and quality trade-offs provided by
SimCA*, we perform the same experiment using controllers with pole p = 0.9,
see Figure 9.15. After 50 runs we got the following results: total distance scanned
is 121 ± 0.28 km, the amount of consumed energy is 5.1 MJ ± 170 J, the mea-
surement accuracy is 89.94 ± 0.04%.

The different graphs for both pole settings show that the UUV system is stable,
has a zero steady-state error, and converges to the goals without overshooting. The
results confirm that the system requirements are satisfied.
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Figure 9.15: UUV adaptation with STO-reqs, p = 0.9.

As described in Section 9.10, adaptation with SimCA* is influenced by the val-
ues of the pole p. A smaller pole leads to a shorter settling time. In particular, the
settling time K̄ of controller Ci depends on the pole pi and a constant ∆si chosen
by the system engineer: K̄ = ln ∆si

ln pi
. According to [82, p.85], the commonly used

value of ∆s is 0.02 (2%). Hence:

K̄0.6 =
ln |0.02|
ln |0.6|

= 7.66 K̄0.9 =
ln |0.02|
ln |0.9|

= 37.3

These values show the number of adaptation steps required to obtain a change
of amplitude 1 in the measured value of a goal determining the setting time. For
example, the settling time can be observed at k = 100 on the “Scanning Speed”
plot of Figures 9.14 and 9.15 where the speed is required to change from 3.14 to
3.58 m/s (change of amplitude 0.44). Then, K̄0.6 = 7.66 ∗ 0.44 = 3.4 steps
and K̄0.9 = 37.3 ∗ 0.44 = 16.4 steps. These values explain why the measured
scanning speed makes almost a vertical jump at k = 100 in Figure 9.14, while in
Figure 9.15 it takes 17 adaptation steps to converges to a target value.
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By comparing the experiment outcomes obtained from 50 runs, we can conclude
that a smaller pole leads both to a larger scanned distance and a smaller error in the
energy consumption with the same scanning accuracy. This property of SimCA*
can be explained by the fact that a higher settling time makes the system waste
more resources in a transition phase.

However, note that a lower value of the pole of the controllers is not always
a better option as it leads to a reduced rejection of disturbances. Due to a small
amplitude in noise in the test scenario, both controllers successfully rejected distur-
bances. This may not be the case under different operating conditions, e.g., when
a UUV would be subject to underwater streams, pressure, etc. Besides, a smaller
pole makes the adaptation mechanism react faster not only to goal changes but
also to disturbances. This property can be observed, for example, by comparing
the usage curve of sensor S2. In Figure 9.15 it is smoother and has a much lower
spike at k = 220 than in Figure 9.15. In this case a slower reaction may be a benefit
as it allows to switch less frequently between different sensor combinations.

Experimental Setting: DeltaIoT
We use the DeltaIoT network described in Section 9.4 as a case to apply SimCA*
in a distributed setting and to evaluate its features to deal with uncertainty in re-
quirements, component interactions, and system parameters. In this paper we use
a Java simulation environment of the real IoT network that is deployed at the KU
Leuven Campus. The main motivation for this choice is time constraints. While
SimCA* produces solutions within orders of seconds (scalability provided by Sim-
plex), the actual DeltaIoT system needs ˜8 minutes for one communication cycle.
In other words, using the real setup for the evaluations of SimCA* described in
this paper would be impractical as each of the experiments would require a run
for a period between 6 and 16 days in real time. Moreover, the actual DeltaIoT
system and the simulator are fully compatible offering an identical monitor and
actuator interface. Hence, the simulation environment allows to model and study
the behavior of the IoT network in an efficient way. Note that the code size of
SimCA* (˜35Mb including the simulator) may become a problem for the tiny IoT
devices, this problem can be solved easily by adding a simple controlling board
equipped with the basic SimCA module to every node that is involved in compo-
nent interactions. However, solving this technical problem is out of our scope of
this paper.

All the parameter values of links and motes, including the disturbances of links
and the activation probabilities of motes are available in Appendix. The data in
these tables are based on data collected from field experiments. As explained in
Section 9.4, the basic SNR of a link depends on the chosen power setting of the
source mote, with 0 being minimum power and 15 maximum power. The SNR
disturbance for each link is specified as an interval of values. At a particular point
in time, the actual SNR of a link consists of the basic SNR of the link plus a
randomly selected value from the SNR disturbance interval. For example, the link
between mote2 and mote4 (link 2-4) with power setting 0 has a basis SNR of
7.0− 5.0 = 2.0 and a disturbance interval [−5..5]. Consequently, the actual SNR
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of that link may range from 7.0− 5.0 = 2.0 to 7.0 + 5.0 = 12.0. Note that for the
link between mote10 and mote17 we use a disturbance profile as the disturbance
measured for this link has a specific form. The default activation probability for
the motes is set to 100%, emulating a highly loaded network. The Appendix lists
the motes (5, 7, 11, and 12) for which we used different activation probabilities
and associated disturbance intervals.

In our experiments, adaptation is performed every 10 network cycles, i.e., the
time instance k is incremented by 1 after every 10 cycles. Each cycle takes around
8 minutes in real time, but only a small fraction of this time is required in sim-
ulation. In each adaptation step the application calculates the average measured
value of the i-th goal (e.g., packet loss) during the past 10 cycles. Then it calcu-
lates the error ei as the difference between i-th setpoint (e.g., target packet loss)
and the measured value of the i-th goal. The application also monitors the energy
consumed for communicating packets, and the changes of system requirements.

The task of SimCA* is to keep the packet loss of the network below a certain
threshold over a period of 12 hours, while minimizing the network energy con-
sumption. SimCA* achieves this task by calculating the value of the global actua-
tion signal, which represents the percentage of packets that should be sent via the
different routes of the network (different routes correspond to different paths that
can be selected to communicate packets from the leaf motes of the network to the
gateway). The global actuation signal is based on local actuation signals usx com-
ing from basic SimCA modules installed on every system component (mote) that
affects the adaptation of other motes. In this scenario basic SimCA is installed
on motes 7, 10 and 12; an example of calculating ugl based on usx is given in
Section 9.8. The system requirements are directly assigned to each of the basic
SimCA modules of SimCA*. It means that, for example, to achieve 5% packet
loss on average, SimCA* will not try to lose 10% of packets at Route1 and 0% at
Route2; instead, both routes will be required to maintain a 5% packet loss. Dur-
ing a period of 12 hours, SimCA* performs 9 adaptations, so even if the network
packet loss exceeds the threshold due to disturbances during one of the adaptation
periods, the following adaptation action will adjust the routes to reduce the packet
loss. Therefore, the average network packet loss over a period of 12 hours will not
surpass the threshold.

The controller pole pi is set to 0.9, which allows to reject disturbances of high
magnitude; the choice of pole values is discussed in Section 9.11. The value of δ
is set at (maxi −mini) ∗ 0.1.

In the following sections, we present the evaluation results. The simulator col-
lects data from runs over periods of 5.5 days (k = 100) in the first set of experiments
and 16.5 days (k = 300) in the second set of experiments. This data is used to build
performance graphs, which are used to evaluate SimCA*. The x-axis of the graphs
are time instants k. The y-axis shows the average values of the measured proper-
ties per 10 network cycles. As the requirements R1 (packet loss) and R3 (queue
loss) are defined in terms of averages over a period of 12 hours, the graphs also
show these average values.
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Figure 9.16: SimCA* vs Reference approach.
Packet loss <5% (left) and <2% (right)

Adaptation of DeltaIoT with SimCA*
We first compare the results for packet loss and energy consumption of SimCA*
and the reference approach (marked “Ref.” on Figure 9.16)2. In the reference ap-
proach the power of each mote in the network is set to maximum and all packets
are forwarded via all available parent links. This conservative approach is com-
monly used in the industrial IoT networks [176]. The rationale of the reference
approach is to give preference to high reliability (low packet loss) over shorter
lifetime of the network (high energy consumption).

The left part of Figure 9.16 shows the results for normal operation mode, i.e.,
Mno = {R1, R2} (Section 9.4). The right part of the figure shows the results with
a packet loss threshold set to 2% (R1∗), which is more challenging.

2 Packet loss (and queue loss) is expressed in percentages and energy consumption is expressed in
Coulomb, or C in short.
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As shown in Figure 9.16, the non-adaptive reference approach is able to keep
the packet loss very low during normal normal operation mode (average packet
loss 2.9% ± 0.5 over 100k), but at the cost of consuming a lot of energy (aver-
age 41.4C ± 0.3). SimCA* in this scenario achieves the packet loss requirement
(average 4.2% ± 1.0). The results of SimCA* for packet loss comply with the
requirement, but they are not as good as those of the reference approach. On the
other hand, SimCA* outperforms the reference approach on energy consumption
(average 16.6C ± 0.4 compared to 41.4C ± 0.3). The reference approach is not
able to deal with the more challenging requirement of a packet loss threshold of
2% (average 2.9%± 0.5 over 100k), while SimCA* is able to realize this require-
ment (average 1.3%± 0.8). Besides this benefit, SimCA* also consumes less than
half of the energy required by the reference approach (average 19.5C ± 0.6 for
SimCA* compared to 41.4± 0.3 for the reference approach).

In conclusion, SimCA* is able to achieve the system requirements for the two
scenarios, and the approach clearly outperforms the reference approach in terms
of energy consumption.

SimCA* vs Architecture-based Adaptation
We compare now SimCA* with ActivFORMS, a representative state-of-the-art
architecture-based adaptation approach [88] that adapts the system using a Moni-
tor, Analyze, Plan, and Execute (MAPE) feedback loop [98]. With ActivFORMS,
the system engineer first creates a model of the MAPE feedback loop. In Activ-
FORMS, the MAPE feedback loop is modeled using a network of timed automata
by instantiating a set of model templates [48]. The feedback loop model is veri-
fied against a set of properties to ensure that the MAPE loop works correctly. The
verified model is then directly deployed on top of a virtual machine that executes
the automata models to realize adaptation. This approach allows avoiding extra
coding and ensures functional correctness of the feedback loop with respect to a
set of correctness properties.

ActivFORMS maintains and reasons over runtime models of different quality
properties to make adaptation decisions. These models are verified using runtime
statistical model checking in order to provide guarantees for the adaption goals
with a certain level of confidence. In short, the approach calculates all the pos-
sible adaptation options (system configurations), verifies the expected qualities of
these options, and selects the best option that satisfies all the requirements. Given
that ActivFORMS uses verification at runtime and the time to make adaptation
decisions is constrained, the number of options that can be analyzed within the
available time is bounded. For example, in DeltaIoT, there are 3 motes that have
alternative routes to distribute their packets (from 0 to 100%). When a fine-grained
resolution is used to distribute the packets over the routes (e.g., per 1%), the num-
ber of configurations that needs to be checked at runtime becomes very high. In
practice, to get runtime results from ActivFORMS within the available time to
compute adaptation options, we had to limit the resolution to distribute packets
among links to 3 alternatives: 0%, 50% or 100%. I.e., in case of mote12, there
will be only three adaptation options where link 12-7 is used to transfer 0%, 50%
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Figure 9.17: SimCA* vs ActivFORMS.
Packet loss <5% (left) and <2% (right)

or 100% of packets from mote12 (and link 12-3 is used to transfer rest of the pack-
ets). As a result, ActivFORMS has 108 adaptation options for the DeltaIoT setup
that is used in the experiments.

To ensure that we used the same random disturbances for both approaches, we
recorded the actual SNR values of all links and activation probabilities of all motes
during each cycle when using SimCA*, and then used those recordings in the
experiments with ActivFORMS.

Figure 9.17 presents the results of SimCA* and ActivFORMS. As in the pre-
vious experiments, the left part of Figure shows the adaptation results in normal
operation mode Mno = {R1, R2}, while the right part shows the results with a
packet loss threshold of 2% (R1∗).

The left part of the Figure shows that in normal operation mode ActivFORMS
and SimCA* produce similar results for the packet loss (average over K = 100 is
4.2% ± 1.0 for SimCA* versus 4.0% ± 1.1 for ActivFORMS), and energy con-
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sumption (average 17.5C±0.8 for SimCA* versus 16.6%±0.4 for ActivFORMS).
These outcomes show that for such experimental scenario, the distributions of
packets over links of either 0% or 100% (as selected by ActivFORMS) produces
sufficient results.

There is a difference in results between both approaches for the scenario with the
more challenging requirement of a packet loss threshold of 2%. The right part of
Figure 9.17 shows that both approaches achieve the requirements, but with slightly
better results for SimCA* both for packet loss (average over K = 100 is 1.3% ±
0.8 for SimCA* versus 1.8% ± 0.6 for ActivFORMS) and energy consumption
(average 19.5C ± 0.6 for SimCA* versus 20.9C ± 0.5 for ActivFORMS). The
small benefits of SimCA* over ActivFORMS can be explained by the adaptation
options that are available to both approaches. While SimCA (that can distribute
packets with any resolution) distributes around 55% of packets to link 7-3 and 45%
of packets to link 7-2, ActivFORMS is more restricted (it has to select between 0,
50, or 100%) and distributes 100% of the packets to link 7-2. On the other hand,
both approaches agree that link 12-3 should be used over link 12-7 .

In conclusion, the experimental results show that SimCA* and ActivFORMS
achieve the requirements for both scenarios, but for more challenging requirements
SimCA* is able to produce slightly better results. ActivFORMS is a representative
example of architecture-based adaptation that uses runtime verification to select
adaptation. The test results show that such approaches can be limited in terms of
the adaptation options they can handle, which may lead to sub-optimal solutions.
SimCA* on the other hand is significantly more efficient. By using simplex the
approach is able to analyze very large spaces of adaptation options to produce
optimal solutions.

Adding a New Requirement: Queue Loss

So far our evaluation discussed only the loss of packets due to interference of
communication links. However, packets may also get lost due to an overflow of
queues at the motes. In this section, we add a new requirement to the DeltaIoT
system at runtime to deal with queue loss.

Figure 9.18 presents the adaptation results of SimCA* when the new require-
ment is added to the system. We start from a setting where the packet loss thresh-
old is set to 2% (R1∗ and R2). As the adaptation happens during busy hours when
all motes are actively producing data, the test results show that around 11% of
the packets are dropped due to overloaded queues. To prevent this loss of pack-
ets, DeltaIoT enters the busy operation mode Mbo = {R1∗, R2, R3} at k = 100,
where requirement R3 (T-req) is activated. Recall that R3 is defined as: the aver-
age queue loss should be lower than 5% of packets sent over a period of 12 hours.

To control the queue loss of the network, SimCA applies the following strategy.
First, the activation probabilities of all motes are used to calculate the network link
load, which represents the maximum number of packets that could be sent via each
of the network links. Second, for each of the available routes, each basic SimCA
calculates the route load by summing the load of links in that route. Finally, each
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Figure 9.18: DeltaIoT adaptation. New requirement scenario.

basic SimCA chooses the routes for sending data packets based on the route load:
the lower the queue loss requirements, the lower route load is preferred.

The experiment starts with requirements R1∗ and R2 active. At k = 100, the
new T-req R3 is activated, see Figure 9.18. This triggers a new Identification
phase from k = 100 to 110. During this phase SimCA* creates a model for the
queue loss goal, adds a new controller to the system for the queue loss goal, and
adds a new inequality to simplex. After Identification, the system returns to the
Operation phase (from k = 110 onwards). The results show that even though the
threshold for queue loss is set at 5%, SimCA* finds communication routes that
satisfy the packet loss requirement (average 1.65% ± 0.7 for 110 < k < 200),
while producing almost no queue loss (average 0.06%± 0.2).

To test the adjustment of a requirement, we changed the packet loss threshold
from 2% (R1∗) to 12% at k = 200. In response to this relaxation of the packet
loss requirement, SimCA* changes the power settings of the motes resulting in
a substantial reduction of energy consumption, see Figure 9.18 (the energy con-
sumption decreases from around 19C to around 15C from k = 200 onwards). At
the same time, the network routes are adjusted; more packets are sent over link 7-3
and less over link 7-16. This test scenario shows how SimCA* is able to support
a trade-off between requirements; packet loss and network energy consumption
in this case. Relaxing the packet loss requirement allows SimCA* to reduce the
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Figure 9.19: DeltaIoT adaptation. Changing system parameters.

energy consumption by increasing the traffic via a link that requires the mote to
use a lower power setting (link 7-3), without violating the queue loss requirement.

Adaptation to Changing system parameters
To conclude, we experimentally evaluate the dynamic change of actuator settings.
We start from a setting with requirements R1∗ (packet loss threshold 2%) and
R2 (minimize energy consumption). Similarly to the experiment discussed in the
previous section, we activate the queue loss requirement (R3), this time at k = 50,
see Figure 9.19.

As in the previous scenario, the results show that SimCA* is able to satisfy both
threshold goals (50 < k < 150). However, at k = 150, we suddenly decrease
the actual SNR of link 7-3 by a value of 20. The effect of this change of system
parameter is that link 7-3 is no longer used for transmitting packets (from k = 150
onwards). In the last part of the experiment (k = 230) we introduce another change
of the packet loss requirement, this time the threshold is set to 6%. As expected,
SimCA* reacts to this change in requirement by adapting the packet distribution
over alternative routes.

Notice that the drop in SNR of link 7-3 at k = 150 prevents SimCA* from using
this link, which leads to zero queue loss. If we compare the usage of link 7-3
in this scenario and the scenario shown in Figure 9.18, one can conclude that the
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queue loss of the entire DeltaIoT network is almost proportional to the usage of
link 7-3. This is a result of a constant use of link 12-3 at 100% that saturates the
queue of mote3.

The results of this experiment show that SimCA* is able to handle on the fly
activations of new requirements and changing actuator settings. The approach
dynamically adapts to system to deal with these uncertainties, while addressing
the system requirements.

Threats to Validity & Limitations
SimCA* handles one class of adaptation problems (satisfying multiple STO-reqs
with guarantees in the presence of different types of uncertainty), which apply to
a significant number of software systems. At the same time, the approach should
not be used on systems undergoing drastic changes in their behavior at runtime as
continuous re-identification is very costly. Also, SimCA* in its current realization
cannot deal with runtime changes of software architecture and software evolution.

SimCA* works with STO-reqs that can be transformed into quantifiable goals,
which may not be easy for all properties; an example is security. SimCA* cannot
handle conflicting or changing requirements that lead to unfeasible solutions (e.g.,
to satisfy R1, the system is forced to ignore R2). However, when requirements
are interrelated (e.g., increase in R1 leads to decrease in R2), SimCA* will find
a solution if it is feasible. We used standard controller guarantees and described
their boundaries in Section 9.10. We also provided an initial mapping of controller
guarantees to software quality properties in Section 9.2. However, additional re-
search is required both to refine and extend this mapping and to understand the
coverage of these guarantees.

We evaluated SimCA* in two domains, focusing on adaption for a typical set of
stakeholder requirements (resource usage, performance, reliability). While these
systems can be considered as representative instances of a significant family of
contemporary software systems, further evaluation is required to validate SimCA*
for other types of systems. In the experimental setting we have used only some
types of disturbances (e.g., actuator uncertainty and noise) and considered par-
ticular scenarios with changing requirements. Understanding the impact of other
types of disturbances and other adaptation scenarios on SimCA* requires addi-
tional evaluation. We also used simulated systems for evaluation, which is inline
with the evaluation conducted by others such as [59, 33, 31]. However, the deploy-
ment of SimCA* in a real-world setting is required to confirm the obtained results
in practice.

9.12 Conclusions
In this paper we presented SimCA*, an approach that allows building self-adaptive
software systems that satisfy multiple STO-reqs in the presence of different types
of uncertainty. SimCA* contributes towards the application of formal techniques
to adapt the behavior of software systems, which is one key approach for providing
guarantees. At the same time, by automatically building a control solution that
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adapts the software, SimCA* does not require a strong mathematical background
from a designer, which is a key aspect to pave the way for software engineers to
use the approach in practice.

SimCA* was evaluated in a simulated distributed setting which confirmed the
ability of the approach to handle uncertainty in component interactions. This is an
initial step towards a completely distributed and decentralized control-based ap-
proach for self-adaptive software, which we plan to investigate in future research.
Also, in order to confirm the obtained result in practice, we are planning to ap-
ply SimCA* to a new version of the physical setup of DeltaIoT that is currently
deployed at the campus of KU Leuven.

Appendix: DeltaIoT setup

Table 9.4: SNR values of DeltaIoT links

Link SNR according to power setting (0-15) Distur-
Link 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 bance
2-4 7.0 7.6 7.8 7.6 7.6 7.3 7.3 7.8 7.8 7.6 7.3 7.9 6.9 7.3 7.9 8.0 [-5..5]
3-1 0.2 1.0 2.0 2.9 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.8 7.3 7.4 7.1 7.5 7.63 [-2..2]
4-1 -8.7 -7.8 -6.8 -5.8 -4.9 -3.8 -2.9 -1.9 -0.7 0.0 0.8 1.1 2.0 2.6 3.0 3.0 [-2..2]
5-9 -6.0 -4.9 -4.0 -3.1 -2.1 -1.1 -0.7 0.0 0.1 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.6 [-2..2]
6-4 0.2 1.0 2.0 2.9 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.8 7.3 7.4 7.1 7.5 7.6 [-2..2]
7-2 -3.0 -2.1 -1.0 0.0 0.11 1.0 1.4 2.0 2.9 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.6 5.0 5.0 5.0 [-5..5]
7-3 -7.9 -6.8 -5.9 -4.9 -4.1 -3.3 -2.4 -1.8 -0.9 -0.3 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.4 0.8 0.8 [-5..5]

7-16 -0.7 -0.4 -0.1 0.2 0.5 0.8 1.1 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.9 3.2 3.5 3.8 [-5..5]
8-1 -0.8 0.0 0.6 1.2 2.1 3.0 3.2 4.3 4.9 5.3 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.4 6.8 7.0 [-5..5]
9-1 -8.0 -6.8 -5.8 -4.9 -3.9 -3.0 -1.9 -1.0 0.0 0.4 1.3 2.0 3.0 3.1 3.9 4.4 [-2..2]

10-5 -3.5 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 6.0 [-5..5]
10-6 -8.1 -6.9 -6.0 -4.8 -4.0 -2.9 -2.0 -1.1 -0.1 0.4 1.2 2.0 2.7 3.0 3.9 4.0 [-5..5]

10-17 Custom SNR profile, see Figure 9.20
11-7 -4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 [-2..2]
12-3 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.6 6.7 6.8 6.9 7.0 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 [-2..2]
12-7 -13 -13 -12 -12 -12 -11 -11 -9.7 -8.9 -7.9 -6.7 -5.8 -4.9 -4.0 -3.1 -3.0 [-2..2]

13-11 -3.8 -2.8 -2.3 -1.3 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.3 3.7 4.0 4.0 4.3 4.3 4.7 [-5..5]
14-12 -6.6 -5.1 -4.2 -3.3 -2.6 -1.6 -1.0 -0.1 0.0 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 [-5..5]
15-12 -8.3 -7.3 -6.4 -5.6 -4.6 -3.8 -3.1 -2.3 -1.6 -0.9 -0.3 -0.5 -0.1 -0.1 0.3 0.4 [-2..2]
16-1 -0.2 0.1 0.4 0.7 1.0 1.3 1.7 1.9 2.3 2.6 2.9 3.2 3.5 3.9 4.2 4.5 [-5..5]
17-1 -3.8 -2.8 -2.3 -1.3 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.3 3.7 4.0 4.0 4.3 4.3 4.7 [-2..2]
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Figure 9.20: Custom SNR profile of link 10-17

Table 9.5: DeltaIoT motes with non-default activation probabilities.

mote5 mote7 mote11 mote12
Activation probability,% 80 80 80 90

Disturbance,% [-10..10] [-20..20] [-10..10] [-5..5]
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Research Summary and Road Ahead
The final part of this dissertation provides summary of the research results and
directions for future work. It consists of Chapter 10 that discusses the research
contributions and some of the open research possibilities.



Chapter 10

Conclusions

In this final Chapter we draw conclusions from the conducted research.
In particular, the research contributions are presented in Section 10.1, while
Section 10.2 outlines directions for future work.

10.1 Contributions
In this thesis, we studied how to realize self-adaptive software systems that satisfy
multiple stakeholder requirements with guarantees in the presence of uncertainties.

Concretely, this thesis contributes to the state-of-the-art with:

• A systematic survey of the CBSA research area that provides a comprehen-
sive and structured view on the use of control theory to design self-adaptive
software systems [2]. The survey describes trends of research on control-
theoretical adaptation of software at the application and middleware level,
model paradigms and adaptation solutions used in CBSA, and types of goals
and guarantees achieved with the state-of-the-art CBSA approaches. This
literature review serves as a foundation for all the following contributions.

• SimCA: a reusable control-based engineering approach that allows to
build self-adaptive software systems that satisfy different types of require-
ments [154, 153, 1]. SimCA directly addresses RPI as it can also deal with
disturbances and requirement changes at runtime. SimCA includes a formal
model of software systems and an adaptation solution combining controllers
with the simplex algorithm to handle multiple requirements. The formal eval-
uation of SimCA deals with the part of RPI regarding the guarantees. During
the experimental validation we applied SimCA to systems with strict require-
ments to measure the achieved software qualities (performance, reliability,
etc.) and to confirm that the guarantees hold in those systems.

• SimCA*: a reusable control-based engineering approach that builds upon
SimCA and handles different types of uncertainty [156]. SimCA* addresses
RPII by introducing new components that deal with uncertainty in soft-
ware parameters, addition or removal of requirements at runtime and soft-
ware component interactions. During the experimental validation, we ap-
plied SimCA* to the UUV system and the DeltaIoT network to confirm the
approach functionality and obtained guarantees.
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10.2 Future Work

Future efforts within the line of research presented in this dissertation could in-
clude two major goals. We discuss these goals in the following sections.

Ongoing Work and Short-term Goal

Our short-term goal is to apply experience gained from the conducted research
in an Internet of Things setting. We are already working with our partners from
KU Leuven, VersaSense company, University of York and Lund University on a
framework to realize self-adaptive Internet of Things systems that address multiple
stakeholder requirements and deal with different types of uncertainty. We plan to
use the developed framework to realize a network deployed in KU Leuven. This
network mimics an industrial IoT network setup and is called the Mesh network.

Mesh network is a low-power wireless multi-hop network that can au-
tonomously achieve a long battery lifetime on IoT devices [126]. Despite its ad-
vantages, the in-build Mesh network stack does not take into account other system
requirements (latency, frequency of measurements, etc.) and limits the adaptation
possibilities only to the software application level, as the hardware and middle-
ware levels of the communication stack are out of control of a software developer.
I.e., we can change the allocation of bandwidth or frequency of tasks performed at
a certain device, but we cannot decide how to route packets or schedule network
communications.

In our case, Mesh network serves as a distributed Internet of Things (IoT) ap-
plication for monitoring the working environment. This network consists of a set
of tiny embedded computers (motes). The motes are placed in different rooms of
the Computer Science department at KU Leuven, Belgium. Each mote is equipped
with a sensor for monitoring some property of the environment. The motes have
different characteristics depending on the type of equipped sensor. For example,
sensors of type A consume more energy. The motes communicate the sensor data
to a gateway GW via links of the Mesh network. The monitored data is ana-
lyzed by an IoT application deployed at a server directly connected with the GW
that takes action if needed, e.g., by warning an operator. Figure 10.1 shows an
overview of the part of deployed network with 12 motes. All links in the network
are bi-directional and they are also constantly changed by the underlying network
protocol, so the Figure just shows an example topology at a particular time instant.
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4-119

4-152

Gateway    

Energy harvesting 
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4-01

4-112 4-118

4-113
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4-112 Room ID

Door

Figure 10.1: Mesh network deployment, 12 motes example.
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In order to make our network environmental friendly and to reduce the effort
required to replace batteries, all motes of Mesh Network are equipped with a small
solar panel connected to a capacitor, which allows to harvest energy during the day
and then spend it in the evening and at night.

Each mote m has a number of configurable parameters that change its behavior.
For example, one can allocate more bandwidth tom which will increase its energy
consumption, but decrease latency of packets coming from m. The Mesh network
also has some configurable parameters that have an effect on the entire network.
For example, when we increase the Number of parents NumPar parameter, each
mote will get an additional parent (a link to another mote), leading to increased
average energy consumption of the network, but decreasing the average network
latency. The Mesh network has multiple requirements that can be satisfied by
adapting parameters of motes and the network. For example, in order for the
network to be functional forD days (requirementR1), we need to tune parameters
in such a way that none of the energy harvesting devices runs out of capacitor
charge for at least D days.

The adaptation solution for Mesh network also needs to deal with the different
types of uncertainties: environment uncertainty (changing weather conditions, in-
terferences, noise in the data communication channels), software/structural uncer-
tainty (changing links between motes, changing preferred routes to transfer data,
motes joining and leaving the network), uncertainty in system goals due to chang-
ing requirement values.

In summary, Mesh network is a distributed system that is expected to meet strict
requirements of stakeholders and deal with different types of uncertainty. This
creates the need for self-adaption with guarantees. We plan to summarize our
work on the Mesh network in a research publication and submit it to a journal in
the first half of 2019. The results of this collaborative work have the potential to
change the way of engineering self-adaptive IoT systems.

Long-term Goal
A long-term goal for future work would be development of a reusable control-
theoretic solution that could solve the research problem RP in the entire family of
distributed and heterogeneous systems. As our experiments with DeltaIoT showed,
the manually adjusted and tuned SimCA* can be applied to some of those systems.
Our ongoing work in the IoT domain also looks at handling multiple requirements
in the presence of uncertainty in distributed systems. However, those are only
first steps towards synthesizing a generally applicable solution for different types
of distributed and heterogeneous systems. Creating such an approach remains a
major open challenge that we could try to tackle in future.
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